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The main goal of network management systems is to ensure the quality of the services that 
networked elements provide. The management of a network involves co-ordinating and 
responding to alarms, performance indicators, traffic and accounting statistics and various 
other pieces of information which are needed to keep the network operating efficient~l'. The 
current network management systems suffers from the difficulty of integrating new 
technologies and standards into the shared network infrastructure, poor performance and 
complexity in accommodating new services in the existing architectural model. Active 
networks represent a new approach to network architecture. Active networks visualise the 
network as a collection of active nodes that can perform any computations, and a collection 
of active packets that carry code and are indeed programs. Active Networks will provide 
that the functions of the network nodes will not be longer be rigidly built-in by vendors who 
must follow designs dictated by slow and intractable standards committees. Also, network 
integrity will not be vulnerable against various ad hoc approaches toward network 
programming, as is the case today. This thesis will present the application of Active 
Networks technology as a solution to the current network management problems. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 INTRODUCfION TO, AND MOTIVATION 
FOR, THE RESEARCH 
1.1.1 THE WEAKNESSES OF EXISTING NETWORK MANAGEMENT 
STANDARDS 
Communication networks are not viable if they cannot be managed properly. In general, 
communication networks comprise different devices, such as computers, switches and 
routers, which are interconnected by some physical connection media and communicate 
using standardised communication protocols. The management of a network involves co-
ordinating and responding to alarms, performance indicators, traffic, accounting, security 
and various other pieces of information which are needed to keep the network operating 
efficiently. This is achieved by having a manager (management centre) routinely poll the 
managed devices. 
This technique has served us well in the past, but over the last 10-15 years networks have 
increased in size and network devices are more diverse and complex. Furthermore networks 
are now expected to carry data from a much wider range of services. Thus, managers are 
now inundated with large amounts of information. This information is very often 
redundant, as the packets that arrive may simply report that there is no change in the state 
of the managed device. Also, in the event of problems in the network, the round-trip time 
that is needed for the information to reach the manager and the time for the subsequent 
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reply to reach the managed device is sometimes significant and may be too late for 
appropriate and timely action to be taken. 
There are a number of general problems, shared by all network management standards, 
which are considered to be key problems which must be solved before contemporary 
networks can be managed effectively and efficiently. These are as follows. 
• Network management systems are centralised and therefore not scalable. This 
problem is partially overcome by implementing administrative decentralisation of 
the managers, but the intelligence is still centralised. 
• The current infrastructure is too static. For example, to install a new central 
management application is straightforward but to upgrade all managed devices is 
not. To do that it is necessary to upgrade every device before the new network 
management application can be made available. Maintenance is therefore expensive 
and time consuming. 
• This centralised paradigm means that non-trivial tasks are often carried out in an 
inefficient way because they typically require a number of messages to be 
exchanged between the manager and the device. This is a particular problem with 
time-critical tasks. For instance, if the manager is required to carry out a statistical 
estimate of the number of active connections in a group of devices, a number of 
messages must be exchanged and this takes time. Since connections are continually 
being established and taken down, real-time monitoring is problematic with the 
existing paradigm. 
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• Centralised management is prone to the bottlenecks that can impede communication 
between the manager and the network devices. This is especially evident when a 
device error occurs since management traffic will then increase at the very time 
when the network is least able to cope with it. Similarly, if the manager fails, 
devices can do nothing to solve the problem since they are only programmed to 
respond to the central manager commands. Potentially therefore, a small problem 
may lead to complete system failure. 
• Inevitably, the approval for updating standards lags well behind technology 
developments. There needs to be a way of reducing this time lag. 
• Skilled personnel are often needed to collate and analyse data values held in MIBs. 
Since the manufacturers are continually defining new proprietary MIB variables, 
this analysis work is becoming more and more specialised. In contrast, many MIB 
variables are seldom used because the management applications, which originally 
used them, have been superseded by upgrades. A more dynamic MIB maintenance 
procedure is required. 
• Existing management systems do not allow the creation of an external view of MIB 
data. Much of the data held in the MIB is related, but these relationships cannot be 
formalised within the device and then extracted by a manager. 
• When multiple managers are used, it is not easy to share results between them. For 
example, one manager may create a set of objects for filtering and correlating 
different MIB values. Other managers could benefit from having access to these 
objects but current standards do not allow this. 
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• The centralised paradigm does not permit the creation of a flexible set of data filters 
inside a managed device. Indeed, the Internet management system specifically 
excludes filters and the OSI system has only a limited facility. Increasingly, this is 
becoming a serious disadvantage. 
• The lack of a flexible security system. In network management, each device 
controls its local MIB and it should answer the requests from a number of 
managers. Current network management security systems comprise a standardised 
system of encryption that must be used in all circumstances. This is clearly 
inadequate. 
• The implementation of network management systems is often (unintentionally) not 
compliant with the standards. For example, experiments at Bell labs to test various 
SNMP-managed bridge products [7] showed that some bridges were able to provide 
an SNMP manager with accurate and consistent counts of packets, while others 
were not. In a second experiment to test various SNMP-managed IP routers [8], not 
one single vendor returned accurate values for the five counters in the Interfaces 
group of MIB variables. Despite the emphasis on simplicity in SNMP, products 
from reputable manufacturers interpreted some of the most basic network 
management parameters differently. Other management systems, CMIP for 
example, are more complex. 
• There is a large volume of potentially relevant management data, which is not 
available in any MIB. This means that the standardised structure of a MIB does not 
meet the needs of modem network management systems. What is needed is a 
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system for creating new MIB variables, on demand. This problem was illustrated by 
Hasan [9] who showed that there is no procedure for measuring flow between 
different hosts using the MIB, and this leads to under-utilisation of the network. 
The problems noted above have arisen because existing network management standards 
have not evolved to cope with the changes in networks. Indeed there have been few 
changes to network management standards since their inception. This is because the 
process of changing network management standards is lengthy and difficult (the slow 
introduction of IPv6 is one example). Backward compatibility is also essential if legacy 
devices are to be managed alongside new technologies. Furthermore, incremental 
deployment is needed to allow new services to be deployed. 
1.1.2 ACTIVE NETWORKS AS A SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEMS OF 
NETWORK MANAGEMENT 
A possible solution to the various network management problems and their constraints is 
the use of a new technology called Active Networks. Active Networks technology has been 
proposed as a way in which services can be introduced into the network. Active Networks 
exploits mobile code together with a programmable infrastructure to provide rapid and 
specialized service introduction. Active Networks are fundamentally different from the 
networks in use today. Traditional networks rely on prior agreement of message processing 
between communicating parties, typically with sharp distinction between the roles of 
intermediate and end-systems. In contrast, Active Networks rely on prior agreement of a 
computational model. An Active Network is a virtual network that allows Active nodes 
(enhanced network devices) to perform computations defined by Active Networks services. 
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The code for these services travel inside network packets and are executed in Active nodes 
resulting, in the modification of the state and behaviour of the Active Node. 
The purpose of this research is to answer the question: 
Can Active Networks solve all the documented problems of Network 
Management Systems? 
1.2 AIMS OF THE RESEARCH 
1.2.1 To PRODUCE A THOROUGH ANALYSIS OF THE STRENGTHS 
AND WEAKNESSES OF SNMP 
To produce a report which identifies the strengths and weaknesses of SNMP from 
published sources. 
1.2.2 To CONSTRUcr A FRAMEWORK WHICH WILL ALLOW A 
COMPARISON TO BE MADE BETWEEN STANDARD SNMP 
SERVICES AND AcrIVE SNMP SERVICES 
To make a comparison of standard SNMP services and Active SNMP services a test-bed 
must be designed and built. This is the SNMP Active Networks Toolkit. The Toolkit 
functionality is divided in two parts: 
• Standard SNMP Network Management System 
• Active SNMP Network Management System 
This first part will provide a complete SNMP system. The Java Management Extension 
standard (JMX) has been used to build this system. The second part will integrate Active 
Network technology to the Standard SNMP Network Management System to create the 
Active SNMP Network Management Toolkit. The Active Network Transport System 
1-l 
(ANTS) which has been developed at MIT [10, 11] was the Active Technology used. The 
ANTS toolkit is freely available for experimentation and is written entirely in Java. 
1.2.3 To DESIGN AND BUILD A SET OF SERVIrns WHIm ALLOW 
A COMPARISON TO BE MADE BETWEEN STANDARD SNMP 
SERVIrns AND ACTIVE SNMP SERVICES 
A set of key services will be chosen to evaluate the relative merits of standard SNMP 
services and the corresponding Active SNMP services. The evaluation procedures will be 
based on a comparison of quantitative metrics (e.g. bandwidth requirements, delay) and 
more qualitative metrics (e.g. flexibility and functionality) of the services. 
1.2.4 To PROVIDE AN ANTS SYSTEM TO DYNAMICALLY LOAD 
EXTENSIONS IN THE ACTIVE NODES 
ANTS currently does not provide the functionality to deploy extension code automatically; 
this must be done statically. This is considered a useful feature, therefore the aim is to 
enhance ANTS with this functionality. 
1.2.5 To PROVIDE AN ANTS SYSTEM TO DYNAMICALLY LOAD 
ACTIVE NETWORK TOPOLOGY 
Another useful enhancement for ANTS is to have a system where the dynamic nature of an 
Active Networks topology can be captured. An Active Network can be deployed 
incrementally, therefore its topology inevitably changes. An Active Service must adapt its 
operation to the changing topology. Jini, a Java distributed system, was selected as the basis 
to provide this ANTS enhancement. 
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1.3 CONTRIBUfION TO KNOWLEDGE 
A brief summary of the contribution to knowledge is:-
1. The analysis of all documented SNMP problems. 
2. The design and implementation of a framework which provides a standard 
SNMP prototype network management system and an Active Networks 
management system. 
3. The design of a number of key generic Active services, each of which provide 
the design pattern and framework to solve multiple SNMP problems. 
4. The design and implementation of a system for dynamically loading extension 
code in ANTS. 
5. The design and implementation of a system which maintains (dynamically) the 
ANTS network topology. 
1.4 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 
Chapter 2 is concerned with Network Management issues. An overview of network 
management is given together with an overview of the main network management 
standards. It is argued that SNMP is considered the de facto network management standard 
and thus SNMP is selected as the network management standard bench mark for this 
research. 
However, although SNMP is the most widely used network management standard, 
nevertheless it has many deficiencies which have been reported over a number of years. 
There are now 3 versions of SNMP and each version has tried to address some of 
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deficiencies, with varying degrees of success. A comprehensive analysis of the strengths 
and weaknesses of SNMP is presented in Chapter 2. 
Active Networks is the subject of Chapter 3. A brief overview of what Active Networks are 
and the advantages they offer is presented. There are a number of Active Networks 
technologies, some of which were designed with a particular problem domain in mind. A 
number of the more widely used technologies are presented in more detail. It is argued that 
ANTS is the most suitable technology for network management projects and thus this is 
chosen as the technology for this research. The key network services which have been 
chosen to be part of the Toolkit are also identified in this Chapter. 
One of the aims of the research is to build a SNMP Toolkit. The environment for this 
toolkit is the subject of Chapter 4. The key Java technologies used to provide the 
environment are JMX, JDMK and Jini and these are discussed in detail. Chapter 5 then 
presents a detailed design of the architecture for the standard SNMP Network Management 
system and this is then used to build the system. This is then enhanced to provide a second 
system - the Active SNMP network management system. 
The final part of the Toolkit is presented in Chapter 6. This discusses the design of each of 
the key Active Networks services selected for investigation in Chapter 3. The design, 
analysis and evaluation of each of the services are presented together with a comparison of 
the strengths and weaknesses of the standard SNMP version and the corresponding Active 




The Toolkit produced as part of this research is based on a number of Java technologies, 
therefore requires a Java platform. 
The Toolkit, is a combined real SNMP network management system and an Active SNMP 
network management system. The SNMP network management system is complete in that 
all the SNMP commands are implemented, and the MIB has all the variables defined. 
However, the network used as the prototype for this research had only host computers as 
network devices and thus in this prototype not all the MIB variables have values. Similarly, 
the Active SNMP network management system is complete, in that it has the full standard 
SNMP functionality. Furthermore, it has a number of new complex services (e.g. Macro 
service) provided through the use of the ANTS technology. It is expected that further 






This Chapter discusses network management, including the major network management 
standards in detail. Section 2.2 gives an introduction to network management and 
introduces terms used to define the various elements in network management. The major 
network standards are described in detail in Section 2.3. In it argued in Section 2.3 that 
SNMP is the de facto network management standard and thus this is chosen as the standard 
for this research. 
Section 2.4 presents the strengths and weaknesses of SNMP although many of these 
weaknesses also exist in the other standards. The weaknesses are analysed in detail and it 
can be concluded that they fall into 2 main categories, Network Protocol Issues and 
Architecture Issues. Chapter 3 uses this analysis to decide which services are the most 
appropriate to answer the research question posed in Chapter 1. 
2.2 INTRODUCfION TO NETWORK 
MANAGEMENT 
Network management is the action of initializing, monitoring and modifying network 
functions. This implies that management should first initialize the various network systems 
(configuration management). If no errors are made, the network comes into service and the 
operational phase starts. During this phase, management monitors the various network 
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systems to check if no errors occur. In case of failures, malfunctioning systems will be 
identified, isolated and repaired (fault management). Monitoring the network is also useful 
to detect, for instance, changes in the traffic flow. Once such changes are detected, network 
parameters may be modified to optimize the network performance (performance 
management). Security of the network is also an important function and becomes 
increasingly more critical (security management). Also, it is usual to charge for the network 
resources used ( accounting management). 
An important goal of network management is to support an integrated approach to the 
management of a network. This is the key goal of network management standards: to 
develop an integrated set of procedures and standards that apply equally well across 
different vendors and networks. 
The main elements in a network management system are: 
• Manager: This is typically a software application and its main function is to direct 
the operation of the agents. The manager is usually deployed in a special device 
called a Manager Console. 
• Agent: It is typically a small software application deployed in all managed network 
devices. Its main function is to respond to commands from the manager and signals 
from the device software and hardware. The agent effectively sits between the 
hardware and the manager. 
• Management Information Base (MIB): This is found in the agent. The agent stores 
information from the software and hardware in the MIB and returns MIB 
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information requested by the manager. The manager also has knowledge of the 
MIB structure. 
In the simplest sense, a network management system really contains nothing more than 
protocols that convey information about networks devices back and forth between various 
agents in the system and the manager. These elements are not required to be placed at a 
particular location in the network. In current implementations, the agent software is usually 
placed in network devices such as servers, gateways, bridges and routers and hosts (e.g. 
user PCs). 
These agents represent the management support functionality through which manager(s) 
initialize, monitor and modify the network devices and their behaviour. Compared to 
managers, agents are usually simple applications. To allow managers to communicate with 
their agents, a communication protocol is required. Examples of such protocols are CMIP 
andSNMP. 
One of the most important elements in network management is the MIB. The MIB is a 
collection of static and dynamic management information. The MIB is an abstraction: the 
actual mechanisms for storing and accessing its contents are not explicitly defined. Each 
management system builds its own schema, access mechanisms, and storage management 
facilities. Management systems must protect the MIB contents in case of management 
system failures and other types of disruptions. 
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The information kept inside the MIB can be catalogued in two categories: 
• Static. The information does not change. E.g., information about the location of 
network devices, warranties, serial numbers, and software versions are various 
examples of this category. 
• Dynamic. The information changes frequently over time. Examples of dynamic 
MIB variables are: 
o Counters. 
o Gauges. Describe operations that can change in more than one direction. 
E.g., a gauge is used to monitor the server CPU utilization. 
o Threshold. Used to detect situations that require special attention. A gauge 
may have several thresholds associated with it, for exceeding a maximum 
value or falling under a minimum value. 
The following sections will provide details about the main network management standards 
currently used, with particular emphasis on the Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP) standard. An analysis of the strengths and weaknesses found in SNMP is provided. 
2.3 NETWORK MANAGEMENT STANDARDS 
There are several organizations that have developed services, protocols and architectures 
for network management. The three most important organizations are: 
• The International Organization of Standardization (ISO). 
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• The Telecommunication Standardization Sector of the International 
Telecommunication Union (lTU). 
• The Internet Engineering Task Force (lETF). 
ISO was the first organization 1 to develop an architecture for network management, as part 
of its 'Open System Interconnection' (OSI) program. The first proposals for such an 
architecture appeared during the early 1980's; nowadays a large number of standards exist 
for the architecture as well as for network management services and protocols. Of these 
standards the 'OSI Management Framework' and the 'Common Management Information 
Protocol' (CMIP) are probably the best known examples. 
The development of management standards for telecom networks was left to CCITT (now 
named ITU-T). In 1985 the CCITT started the development of such management standards; 
these standards have become known as the 'Telecommunications Management Network' 
(TMN) recommendations. TMN has integrated many OSI Management concepts inside its 
architecture. 
Initially in the Internet, the Internet Architecture Board (lAB) intended to apply the OSI 
management approach, but at the time the size of the Internet reached a level at which 
management became essential. Meanwhile OSI management groups were still busy 
discussing the OSI management framework. Since implementations of OSI management 
standards were not expected to appear soon, the lAB requested the IETF (the organization 
1 The bibliography for the network management standards considered in sections 2.2 and 2.5 can be found in 
the references [1],[3],[5]. [99],[100],[101],[102],[103] 
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who is responsible for the development of Internet Protocols) to define a management 
standard. This 'Simple Network Management Protocol' (SNMP) was completed quickly and 
soon many manufacturers started the production of SNMP compliant Systems.2 Although 
SNMP has many deficiencies, it has become the de facto standard for the management of 
data communication networks. 
The next section will provide a brief examination of the network management standards 
proposed by ISO and ITU-T organizations, followed with a more detailed analysis of the 
SNMP standard. 
2.3.1 OSI MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 
Although the origin of as I management can be found in ISO, most of the work was 
performed in collaboration with the ITU-T. The standards that result from this cooperation 
are published by both organizations without technical differences. Within the ITU-T, the 
OSI management recommendations are published as part of the X.700 series. 
There are five functional areas into the OSI Management Framework. These are: 
• Fault Management. 
• Configuration management. 
• Accounting management. 
• Performance management. 
• Security management. 
2 Note, SNMP is used to identify both a network management standard and also a network management 
protocol. 
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The OSI network management standard uses many of the Object Oriented Development 
concepts inside its architecture. The resources that are supervised and controlled by 
network management are called managed objects. Management information is the 
information associated with a managed object that is operated on by the OSI Management 
protocol to control and monitor that object. A managed object is completely described and 
defined by four aspects of the OSI network management standard: 
• Its attributes (characteristics or properties), that are known at its interface (visible 
boundary). 
• The operations that may be performed on it. 
• The notifications (reports) it is allowed to make. 
• Its behaviours, exhibited in response to operations performed on it. 
2.3.1.1 OSI Systems Management Overview 
Systems management is used to manage an entire OSI system. It provides mechanisms to 
manage multiple OSI layers and is accomplished through application layer protocols. The 
ISO and ITU-T have developed a presentation and transfer syntax to be used by application 
layer protocols. The ISO standard is titled Abstract Syntax Notation 1 (ASN.1). In addition, 
the Basic Encoding Rules (BER) provides a set of rules to develop an unambiguous bit 
level description of data. In summary, ASN.1 describes an abstract syntax for data types 
and values, and BER describes the actual representation of the data. The information 
aspects of the systems management model deal with the resources that are being managed. 
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These resources, as it was indicated above, are viewed as 'managed objects'. The 
Management Information Base (MIB) identifies the managed objects to be managed. The 
OSI has published its own 'MIB', but does not use this term, because the OSI approach is 
somewhat different. The term management information model (MIM) is used to describe 
the same type of functions that are covered in the Internet MIB. OSI uses templates to 
define a managed object class (MaC). MOCs provide a convenient means to group related 
resources together. This means that it is possible to encapsulate (or contain) objects within 
other objects and, in so doing, invoke operations or receive notifications only on the 
relevant 'layer' of the encapsulated objects. The template describes aspects of the MaC 
such as attributes, and syntax. The MaC template can reference other templates, so the 
reference allows the template to 'import' other templates to the MaC template. 
OSI systems management is organized in a centralized fashion. According to this scheme, a 
single manager may control several agents. The manager performs operations upon the 
agents and agents forward notifications to their managers. Besides, the OSI management 
environment may be partitioned into a number of management domains. The partitioning 
can be based on functional requirements (e.g. security, accounting and fault management), 
but also on other requirements (e.g. geographical and technological). 
In the operational OSI network management, an application-entity called Systems 
Management Application Entity (SMAE) is involved. This entity is responsible for 
implementing the OSI System Management activities. A SMAE is a collection of 
cooperating Application Service Elements (ASEs). 
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Into a SMAE there is a special ASE called a Systems Management ASE (SMASE), which 
creates and uses the Management Protocol Data Units (MPDUs) that are transferred 
between the management processes of two machines. The SMASE may use the 
communications services of one Common Management Information Service Element 
(CMISE) or to use another ASE. 
OSI has defined the Common Management Information Service (CMIS) as the preferred 
service for the exchange of management information. CMIS role is restricted to the transfer 
of management information. Basically CMIS consists of a service definition and a protocol 
specification to support the services. This protocol is referred as Common Management 
Information Protocol (CMIP) and is used to transport network management information 
between agents and managing processes. 
2.3.1.2 OSI Systems Management weaknesses 
OSI management is faced with several problems: 
• The OSI management approach uses implicitly the layer protocols that are being 
managed for the exchange of management information too. The problem with this 
dependence is that should a fault exist in a protocol implementation it may not be 
possible to convey this fault to the manager. 
• OSI management explains how individual management operations, such as GETs 
and SETs, should be performed, but not the sequence in which these operations 





OSI management is rather complicated and the standardization took much longer 
than expected. 
Although most manufacturers declared their support for OSI management, only a 
few offer implementations. 
Management systems that are based on the OSI architecture are presently more 
expensive that management systems that are based on the Internet management 
architecture (SNMP). 
Due to these problems, it is questionable whether OSI management can dispute the SNMP 
dominant market position. 
2.3.2 TMN MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK 
A TMN (Telecommunications Management Network) is conceptually a separate network 
that interfaces a telecommunications network at several different points. The interface 
points between the TMN and the telecommunication network are realised by exchanges and 
transmission systems. For the purpose of management, these exchanges and transmission 
systems are connected via a data communication network to one or more network 
management systems. The network management systems perform most of the management 
functions. Initially there was little collaboration between the management groups ofITU-T 
and ISO. But in the last revised version, the collaboration between ITU-T and ISO was 
improved. This resulted in the inclusion of many OSI management ideas into TMN. The 
most important changes to TMN were: the manager-agent concept, the new object oriented 
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approach and the idea of management domains were included. Despite this cooperation, 
fundamental differences in philosophy still exist. 
An interesting difference between OSI and TMN management is that OSI has defined a 
single management architecture whereas TMN defined multiple architectures at different 
levels of abstraction, (Functional architecture, Physical architecture). These multiple 
architectures have multiple levels of management responsibility. The structure is known as 
the responsibility model. The advantage of having such structure is that it becomes easier to 
understand and distinguish the various management responsibilities. 
Finally, TMN suggests a conceptual separation between the network that is managed (the 
telecommunication network) and the network that transfers the management information 
(the data communication network). This is comparable to the proposal to introduce a 
separate network to exchange signalling information. In this sense TMN resembles SS7 
networks. 
2.3.2.1 TMN Systems Management Overview 
TMN uses the conventional manager/agent concept for the exchange of messages between 
functions: the manager issues management messages and receives notifications, and the 
agent manages the managed objects, receives messages (directions) from the manager, and 
emits notifications to the manager. 
To realize its purpose, TMN functional architecture is defined in terms of function blocks 
and reference points. Function blocks contain functional components (such as Presentation 
functions or MIBs) and may be compared to OS! protocol entities. Reference points are 
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used to interconnect function blocks and may in OSI terminology be compared to 
underlying management information service providers. TMN function blocks are divided 
into two major areas: 
• Data communications functions (DCF). The DCF provides layers 1 to 3 of the OSI 
model. 
• Message communications functions (MCF). It consists of protocol stacks that allow 
the communication of the function blocks to the Data Communication Functions. 
The most elementary form of TMN functional requirements may be viewed as a 
cooperative activity involving two application processes, one in a managing system and the 
other in the managed system. In architectural terms, each application process may be 
equated to a management application function in a TMN function block. 
Information models are the essence ofTMN standards and are categorized by the following 
characteristics: 
• Whether they are specific to the management of one type oftelecom technology 
(e.g., SDH), or may be applied to manage more than one. 
• Whether they represent abstractions of network resources (physical of logical), or 
specific aspects of management applications. 
• Whether they are concerned with element, network, service, or business 
management, or are applicable to more than one type of management. 
TMN information modelling has been extended to cover switching, transport (PDH, SDH, 
A TM), and wireless network resources, primarily from an element and network 
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management perspective, while applications include configuration, fault, security, 
performance, and accounting management. 
TMN communication protocols have come in a variety of packages to support the diverse 
needs of its users categorized from two perspectives: either on the basis of the data network 
type employed or by the application. Currently support is provided for X.25 packet, 802.3 
LAN, ISDN, Signalling System No.7, and TCP/IP-based networks. Application protocol 
types supported include transaction class using CMIP, file transfer class using FT AM, and 
directory service class using X.500. 
As it has been shown, TMN is particularly aimed at the management of communication 
networks, where the introduction of additional equipment and transmission systems 
required for the management network is needed. This is due to the lack of adequate 
facilities to transfer management information. 
2.3.3 THE SNMP STANDARD 
The Simple Network Management Protocol is the de facto worldwide standard for 
managing heterogeneous networks. The main network sector for SNMP are LANs but it is 
now used to manage SNA (IBM's System Network Architecture), Frame Relay, and ATM 
networks. Even the telecommunication carriers have introduced SNMP management 
interfaces for their network services. Rapid evolution and aggressive inclusion of new MIB 
definitions has kept SNMP moving forward in terms of its ability to manage more complex 
and varied environments. 
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The original version of SNMP (now known as SNMPv1) rapidly became the most widely 
used vendor-independent network management system. However, as SNMP gained 
widespread acceptance, its deficiencies became apparent. These include a lack of manager-
to-manager communication, the inability to do efficient bulk data transfer, and a lack of 
security. All of these deficiencies were addressed in SNMPv2, issued as a set of proposed 
Internet standards in 1993. 
SNMPv2 also supports a bulk transfer feature, making the transfer of large amounts of 
information much more effective than with SNMPv 1. SNMPv2 also added security 
mechanisms, replacing the simple community string idea of SNMPv1 (basically an open 
password). 
SNMPv2 has not received the acceptance its designers anticipated. While the functional 
enhancements have been welcome, developers found the security facility for SNMPv2 too 
complex. The result has been one minor success and one failure. But in 1996, SNMPv2 
progressed from proposed to draft Internet standard status. Then, in 1997, work began on 
SNMPv3, which makes additional minor functional changes and incorporates a new 
security approach. 
SNMP has proven itself as an open, interoperable standard with hundreds of vendors 
offering products. However, interoperability suffers from the proliferation of proprietary 
extensions to the standardized MIB. For example, there are MIBs for monitoring and 
managing DECnet Phase IV Networks, SNA Network Addressable Units, Frame Relay, 
and ATM networks. These proprietary extensions, while adding extra value to management 
solutions, also lock customers into the vendor. 
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2.3.3.1 SNMP Network Management Architecture 
The model of network management that is used for SNMP includes the following key 
elements: 
• Management station 
• Management agent 
• Management information base 
• Network management protocol 
Only the last two elements are the subject of SNMP standardization. 
2.3.3.2 Management Information Base 
To identify all variables that can be managed in the Internet, a large number of 
Management Information Base (MIB) standards have been developed. In addition to these 
standards, one special standard exists to define how MIB variables must be described. This 
standard is called the Structure of Management Information (SMI). It defines, for instance, 
the subset of ASN.1 constructs that can be used to describe management variables. 
To ensure the unique identification of each management variable, the SMI introduces the 
concept of a naming tree. The leaves of this tree represent the actual management 
information. The Management Information Base for Network Management of TCP/IP-
Based Internets (MIB-II) is the most important and probably best known MIB; it contains 
all the variables to control the major Internet protocols (e.g. IP, ICMP, UDP, TCP, EGP 
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and SNMP). The structure of this MIB is simple: all management variables that belong to 
the same protocol are grouped together. The groups are: System, Interfaces, Transmission, 
Address Translation, IP, ICMP, TCP, SNMP, UDP and EGP. As the group names suggest 
the 'groups' information is related mainly to the main Internet network protocols. 
The Internet MIB clusters the managed objects within a group into tables. The table is 
organized as a two-dimensional matrix where the objects form the columns of the table. 
Each instance of an object forms a row entry into the table. As an example, the Interfaces 
group will be analyzed in more detail. This group is mandatory for all systems. The purpose 
of this group is to provide information on an object's interface(s). It describes the type of 
interface, such as SDLC or Ethernet, etc., and provides statistics on the operations 
occurring at the interface. It consists of one individual entry and a 22-column table which is 
shown Table 1 
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ifNumber A value containing the number of network interfaces at this system. 
iftndex An unambiguous value for each interface, its value can range from 1 to the value of ifNumber. 
ifDescr Textual information describing the interface, typically a product name, a manufacturer name, and 
a version number of the interface. 
ijType Identifies the specific type of interface, and currently contains values to identify one of 32 
interface types such as Ethernet, SDLC,Fiber Distributed Data Interface(FDDI),etc. 
ifMtu The maximum size of the protocol data unit (PDU) that can be serviced at this interface, specified 
in octets. 
ijSpeed In bits per second, the value of the interface's speed capacity, if relevant. 
ifPhysAddress The interface address immediately below the network layer in a typical protocol stack, typically 
an IEEE MAC address for a LAN interface. 
if A dm inStatus The desired state of the interface with values: up=l, down=2, testing=3. The testing state 
indicates that no operational packets can be passed. 
ifOperStatus. The current operational state of the interface with values: up=l, down=2, testing=3. The testing 
state indicates that no operational packets can be passed. 
ifLastChange In time ticks, the time the interface entered its current operational state. 
iftnOctects Total number of octets received at this interface since the last initialization. 
ijUcastPkts The number of packets delivered to the next layer protocol, no broadcast packets only. 
iftnNUcastPkts The number of broadcast or multicast PDUs delivered to the next higher-layer protocol. 
iftnDiscards The number ofPDUs discarded at this interface and not delivered to a higher-layer protocol. No 
errors occurred but the PDUs were discarded for other reasons (buffer space problems for 
example) 
iftnErrors Number of PDUs that contained errors, were ill formed, unintelligible, etc. (not delivered to the 
next higher-level protocol). 
iftn UnknownProtos The number ofPDUs discarded because the PDU is related to an unsupported or unknown 
protocol. 
ifOutOctets Total number of transmitted octets at this interface since the last initialization. 
ifOutUcastPkts Total number of PDUs that the next higher-layer protocol requested this interface to transmit to a 
non-multicast or no broadcast address. This value includes those PDUs which may have been 
discarded or otherwise not sent. 
ifOutDiscards Total number of outgoing PDUs which were discarded even though they contained no errors 
(again, for example, buffer space problems). 
ifOutErrors The total number of outgoing PDUs that contained errors and were discarded. 
ifOutQLen The total length of the output queue in total number of PDUs involved. 
ijSpecijic A reference to a MIB definition that relates to the media used at the interface. This is used to 
provide additional information and may possibly not contain a value. 
Table 1. MIB-II Interfaces Group 
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Each row of the table is a MIB variable relating to one physical interface. 
N ext to the standardized MIBs there are also a large number of enterprise specific MIBs. 
Together these MIBs define more than twenty thousand MIB variables. Unfortunately, no 
clear structure has been developed to explain the relationship between these MIBs. 
Examples ofMIBs are: IEEE 802.5 (RFC 1231), Remote Network Monitoring (RFC 1271), 
X.25 (RFC 1461), Network Services Monitoring (RFC 1565), Mail Monitoring (RFC 
1566), X.500 Directory Monitoring (RFC 1567), and ATM (RFC 1695). 
2.3.3.3 SNMP Network Management Protocol 
SNMP was designed to be an application-level protocol that is part of the TCP/IP protocol 
suite. SNMP typically operates over the user datagram protocol (UDP), although it may 
also operate over TCP. For a standalone management station, an agent controls the MIB 
and provides an interface to the network manager. 
Each agent must also implement SNMP. In addition, the agent's responsibility is to 
interpret the SNMP commands and control the remote access to the MIB. 
From a management station, the manager can issue four types of SNMP commands: 
GetRequest, GetNextRequest, GetBulk and SetRequest. The first two commands are 
variations of the GetRequest command. All three commands are acknowledged by the 
agent in the form of a GetResponse message, which is returned to the manager. In addition, 
an agent may issue a Trap command in response to an event that affects the MIB and the 
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underlying managed resources.SNMPv2 protocol included a special command to obtain 
MIB tables. This command was called GetBulk. 
SNMP operates over UDP, which is an unreliable (connectionless) transport protocol, and 
SNMP is itself connectionless. Thus, no connections are maintained between a manager 
and its agents. 
If a management station is responsible for a large number of agents, it becomes impractical 
to regularly poll all agents. Instead, each agent is responsible for notifying the manager of 
any unusual event. Examples are if the agent crashes or is rebooted. These events are 
communicated in SNMP commands known as Traps. 
2.4 SNMP STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 
The SNMP has won the short-term battle for supremacy: it has succeeded spectacularly and 
is the de facto worldwide standard for network management. However, as the protocol 
gained widespread acceptance, its deficiencies became apparent. The following sections 
will provide details about the strengths and weaknesses of SNMP. 
2.4.1 SNMP STRENGTHS 
It would difficult to find any LAN devices (hubs, bridges, routers, and switches) that do not 
offer an SNMP agent and management tool. SNMP has spread to other environments such 
as SNA (IBM's System Network Architecture), Frame Relay, and ATM. Even the 
telecommunications carriers have introduced SNMP management interfaces for their 
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network services. Rapid inclusion of new MIB definitions has kept SNMP moving forward 
in terms of its ability to manage more complex and different environments. 
The design goals of SNMP were focused upon the creation of simple and cheap agents that 
offered the following advantages: 
• The simplicity brings few opportunities for failure. 
• The cheapness attracts many vendors, because a low investment is sufficient to 
enter to the market. 
• The resources in the agent devices are modest, thereby the impact, on performance 
and throughput, of using SNMP is minimal. 
2.4.2 SNMP WEAKNESSES 
Despite its success, SNMP has a significant number of weak points that must be addressed 
if it wants to maintain its supremacy in the network management area. The weaknesses of 
SNMP can be divided in two categories: 
• Network Protocol Issues. 
• Architectural Design Issues. 
Table 2 presents a summary of the weaknesses and these are discussed in detail in the 
remainder of the section. 
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UDP limitations. 
Network Protocol Issues 
Inefficient protocols characteristics. 
Inefficient use of network management functions from applications. 
Performance limitations of polling. 
Dynamic MIB views. 
Data Sharing among managers. 
A flexible plug in security system. 
Lack of features to provide auto topology. 
Lack of semantic data in the MIB variables. 
Architecture Design 
Lack of a flexible system for defming generic event traps. 
Issues 
Lack of facilities to provide metadata inside the MIB. 
Lack of facilities to reset the system to a default state. 
Lack of mechanisms to support the concept of time in the MIB data. 
Lack of mechanisms to support adding new MIBs dynamically to a 
system. 
Lack of scalability to manage a bigger system. 
Lack of flexibility to update the system. 
Table 2. Summary of the weaknesses in SNMP. 
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2.4.2.1 Network Protocol Issues 
2.4.2.1.1 UDP limitations 
There are several limitations in the use of UDP as the transport protocol. First, UDP is not a 
reliable protocol, which means there is no guarantee that SNMP messages arrive safely. For 
example, to be sure that a SetRequest command has been executed requires a three-step 
process. First, the network manager must get the value of the object from the MIB using the 
GetRequest command. Then the manager must issue the SetRequest command and finally, 
it must reread (issue another GetRequest command) to check that the original value has 
been changed. [12] 
Second, UDP limits the size of the amount of data that can fit into a single UDP packet (64 
K bytes). This maximum size was a design goal, but for some kind of management 
operations, like GetBulk commands, it results in a large overall latency value for the 
transfer of large amounts of data. [13] 
2.4.2.1.2 Inefficient protocols characteristics 
Some features of SNMP are inefficient. One example is the way in which tables must be 
retrieved from the MIB. The essential problem is that while the structure of the table is 
known by the manager in advance of the retrieval, the size (number of rows currently 
stored) is not. The GetBulk command is used to retrieve tables. The GetBulk command 
requires the manager to specify the number of rows which must be retrieved (and the offset 
from the beginning of the table). If the table contains a large number of rows and the 
manager specifies a small number of rows to be retrieved then clearly only a fragment of 
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the table will be retrieved and further GetBulk command will be required. Conversely, if 
the table is small and the manager specifies a large number of rows to be retrieved then the 
entire table and the MIB variables stored after the table will be returned. Thus a large 
amount of redundant data will be retrieved unnecessarily. A further complication of 
spreading the table retrieval over a number of GetBulk commands is that the consistency of 
the table contents cannot be guaranteed; this is the classic database problem which is 
typically solved by using transactions. [14] 
Another deficiency in SNMP is that there is no threshold concept whereby action is taken if 
a MIB variable exceeds some defined threshold value. Only systems using the RMON MIB 
with a probe device have this facility. [5] 
Finally, there is no support for the manager to issue direct imperative commands to the 
agents. Instead, the manager must use the SetRequest command to set a value in the MIB 
and this value will trigger a response in the agent. 
2.4.3 Architecture Design Issues 
2.4.3.1 Inability of applications to benefit from network management information 
Network management information and functions are entirely separated from user 
applications. It means that the applications are not aware of the existence of the network 
and therefore they cannot benefit from this knowledge. For example, a video streaming 
program could adapt its streaming algorithms based on network management information. 
This is likely to provide a better service to the user. 
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2.4.3.2 Performance limitations of polling 
Network monitoring is one of the most significant functions carried out by network 
management. In SNMP, polling is used to get the information needed for monitoring the 
network. If the time interval for two consecutive polling requests is too long, then it is 
possible to miss errors. [15,16,17] Conversely, if it is too short, then the polling message 
traffic increases and thus imposes a heavy load on the network. Furthermore the probability 
of duplicate request increases. [8] The scale of these problems increase as the network size 
increases. The SNMP alternative to polling, the event-trap mechanism, is not adequate 
because only a few traps are defined and there is an interoperability problem when 
proprietary traps are used. Also, another problem with traps is its unacknowledged nature. 
[5] The performance issues relating to polling has recently been observed in the UK 
University intranet SuperJanet [18] where the amount of Network Management traffic 
affecting to the network performance. 
2.4.3.3 Dynamic MIB views 
The Current SNMP framework makes it difficult for a network administrator to choose a 
set of variables from the agents' MIB to create a personal view of the data. [19,20] This 
feature could be of great utility to the manager. [21,18] The concept could be extended 
further with the possibility of creating new MIB variables dynamically based on the 
combination of several other ones. It is known that that not all the information about 
management is in the MIB (examples are the use by managers of the programs Ping and 
Traceroute and the proposal of Remote Ping and remote Traceroute MIBs [22]) and not all 
the information in the MIB is used very frequently by the managers. 
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2.4.3.4 Data Sharing among managers 
When multiple manager consoles are used, it is not possible to share information among 
them. Related to the concept of sharing information is the decentralisation of network 
management based on the use of the Inform command with the Manager-to-Manager MIB. 
The IETF are also trying to incorporate the sharing of information using a solution called 
Script MIB. [23] An alternative solution to the problem of sharing information is the 
creation of MIB variables dynamically by the managers (discussed in the previous 
paragraph). A manager could create a set of new MIB variables by filtering and correlating 
other MIB variables. These new MIB variables could then be shared with others managers, 
thereby avoiding the need for all managers repeating the same process. [24] 
2.4.3.5 A flexible plug in security system 
The latest version of the SNMP protocol (SNMP v3) permits the use of user security 
systems. [25] However, these security systems are set statically. A more flexible system 
would permit the dynamic plug-in of different user security systems depending of the 
changing circumstances of the users. 
2.4.3.6 Lack of features to provide auto topology 
The main goal of auto topology is that when a management station is installed, it will 
automatically learn the configuration of the entire network. [26] Knowledge of the up-to-
date physical topology of an IP network is crucial to a number of critical network 
management tasks. There are several aspects to auto topology: 
• The discovery of devices. Currently the strategies used are 
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o Send a broadcast SNMP packet. 
o Sending an ICMP ECHO packet to every possible address on the network. 
o The use of the capabilities of passive monitoring ofa RMON probe. [27]) 
• The need for having a dynamic database, which is updated continuously with 
additions, replacements, or changes of network devices. 
• The drawing of the logical network. 
• The establishment of a hierarchy of the devices in the system. 
• A set of criteria must be given to choose the devices that will be wanted most. 
2.4.3.7 Lack of semantic data in the MIB variables 
The SNMP protocol supports the storage and management of various information relating 
to the MIB variables. However there is no information about this information (metadata) 
that can be used to manage the individual devices and the network in an intelligent manner. 
[28,21] A system that enhances MIBs definitions with semantic data is needed. [30] 
2.4.3.8 Lack of a flexible system for defining generic event traps 
Currently, SNMP has only a limited number of standard traps defined. The current trend is 
to extend this by using specific enterprise traps, but this leads to a compatibility problem. 
[5] 
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2.4.3.9 Lack of facilities to provide metadata inside the MIB 
There is currently no facility for storing representation information in the MIB. This 
information could consist of descriptive labels for use on a table or graph, formatting 
information, help text, etc. This would be useful to the applications, which will use the MIB 
data. This information would help the management station to provide a better user interface 
to SNMP data. [31] 
2.4.3.10 Lack of facilities to reset the system to a default state 
In the design of the standards MIBs (I and II), it was specified that there was no 
requirement to be able to reset the system to a default state and it was suggested that 
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) technology could be used instead. [32] This is not 
suitable for all scenarios. 
2.4.3.11 Lack of mechanisms to support the concept of time in the MIB data 
To do a correct MIB data interpretation, a manager must be aware of having reliable and 
valid data. Actually the unit element related to time in the standard MIB is the scalar 
SysUpTime in the System group, which gives the time (in hundredths of a second) since 
the agent came up. [33] It is clear that this feature is not enough to provide consistency in 
the MIB data analyzed by the manager. [104] For example, in the long-term monitoring of 
a particular MIB variable, the time information is critical. If in this interval, the agent is 
rebooted, the SysUpTime will start to count again and the monitoring process will be badly 
affected. 
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2.4.3.12 Lack of mechanisms to support adding new MIBs dynamically to a system 
MIBs are continually being upgraded to reflect the new capabilities of network devices. 
The procedure to upgrade a MIB in the manager console is the static compilation of MIB 
text files. The output of the compilation process is a set of objects which will be used by the 
manager to interface to agents with the new MIB. [5] In the case of the agents there is not 
the adequate support to upgrade the MIB dynamically. [34] A standard way to dynamically 
add support for new MIB modules to a system is needed to allow SNMP to adapt itself to 
the continuous change in the network environment. [35] 
2.4.3.13 Lack of scalability to manage a bigger system 
The traditional model in SNMP of having a central single management station in charge of 
many agents runs into scalability problems when the network grows too large. 
[36,37,38,39] This is because the amount of data that the management station must retrieve 
and process grows exponentially as the size of the network increases. [23] It means that a 
centralized approach, like SNMP for network management is not the most adequate 
solution for the efficient management of large computer networks. [40] The clear solution 
is to delegate tasks from a high level manager to subordinate managers or in another words 
the management by delegation. [30] The use of delegation-based management can 
significantly improve the monitoring capabilities of management applications. [21,41,42] 
The IETF has become aware of the problem and it has set a Distributed Management group 
to advance the progress of the Manager-to-Manager MIB. [43] 
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2.4.3.14 Lack of flexibility to update the system 
Network management applications typically need to extract useful information from the 
MIB embedded into the SNMP agents and perform computations on this information 
locally. [44] In a growing number of scenarios this is either impossible or impractical. A 
typical scenario where an alternative proactive approach can be better than the current one 
is where quality of service must be provided. [45] The SNMP framework does not have the 
ability to switch from a passive management system to an active management system 
where the agents have the enough intelligence to do actions by themselves. [46] From the 
outset, it was assumed that agents in SNMP would be simple devices that could not support 
anything more than the simplest protocol functionality. [30,19,47,48] This is untrue today. 
Today's network devices often contain processors and memory exceeding that of our 
management platforms of a few years ago. This infrastructure provides the basis for 
making the devices capable of, to some extent, managing themselves. [19,45] There are 
several examples which illustrate the benefits of more intelligent agents: 
• The ability of the MIB to make assertions. An assertion would be a Boolean value 
computed from the existence of certain conditions. This will facilitate a quicker 
response to a problem. 
• The creation of dynamic MIB variables based on real MIB values. This feature 
could capture new empirical knowledge which today is rarely recorded. [46] The 
function can be as simple as an error counting gauge variable divided by 
SysUpTime to give you an average error rate, or more complicated like the 
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correlation of large number of related events, which are masking a single problem. 
[49] 
• The delegation of functions from the main manager to the agents can create a semi-
autonomous system. [45] This new environment is possible with the introduction of 
the needed infrastructure in a device that permits the selection and upgrade of the 
functions to develop. 
• The creation of new elements like a roaming manager which can substitute the 
current system of polling with a new system where every agent, temporarily, will 
host a pseudo manager who will collect relevant information and instruct the agent 
to behave accordingly and eventually report back to the real manager. 
• The use of a proactive network management approach will permit the recognition of 
problems, as they are occurring or about to occur and to take measures to prevent 
them without a network administrator's intervention. [50] It could, for example, 
provide a solution to the problem of preventing network outages and congestion that 
the typical network management tools cannot manage. 
• The acquisition of an atomic SNMP table view. Also support for the selective 
retrieval of objects that meet a specific selection criterion. [20] 
2.5 SUMMARY 
This Chapter has provided a briefly summary of network management technology. The 
analysis largely related to SNMP because it is considered to be the de facto network 
management standard. Its popularity is based on its simplicity and while its design was 
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adequate when first defined, it has serious weaknesses when applied to current network 
environments. 






This Chapter presents Active Networks. Section 3.2 introduces the concepts of Active 
Networks and they are compared to the more 'passive' traditional communication networks 
which merely switch packets. In contrast Active Networks carry out code and data in the 
packets and the Active Nodes execute the code which processes the data. 
A review of the major Active Networks technologies is given in Section 3.3. This is 
followed by a comparison of these technologies in Section 3.4. It is argued that many of the 
Active Network technologies operate in more or less the same way although some have 
been designed for specific application domains. ANTS was chosen as the technology for 
this research. It is open source and the most widely used of all the technologies. More 
importantly, it is the only technology where the Active Network services are written in 
Java. This is an important criterion for this research as the test-bed will be Java based. 
For this research a number of SNMP and more general network management standard 
problems will be solved. Section 3.5 discusses why particular problems were selected. 
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3.2 INTRODUCfION TO ACflVE NElWORKS 
An Active Network is a virtual infrastructure overlay on the real network which provides 
the elements that facilitate the evolution of network services3. Figure 1 shows a typical 
Active Network topology with active and traditional non-Active Nodes. The architectural 
design of Active Networks can be divided into two main categories, the Discrete approach 
and the Integrated approach. [2] Both use special (active) network packets to deploy the 
service code in the Active Nodes inside the network. A requested service is executed by 
requiring the active packet to carry a service program identification which makes each 
service automatically and uniquely recognisable among other services. The Discrete 
approach preloads the service before the service execution can begin. Examples of Active 
Networks technologies which use this approach are the ANTS architecture proposed by 
MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) [10], the CANES architecture proposed by 
Georgia Institute of Technology [51], and the DAN architecture proposed by Washington 
University and ETH Zurich. [52] Thus, once a new service is deployed Active Networks 
packets carry only the user data which will be processed by the service. 















Figure 1. A typical Active Networks Topology 
Printer 
The Integrated approach to Active Networks does not need to have the services preloaded 
in the network; instead it requires that the active packets carry both user data and the 
service program. Examples of this architecture are the Active IP proposal of the MIT group 
[53], the Smart Packets project at BBN Technologies [54] and the MO architecture 
proposed by the University of California at Berkeley and the University of Zurich. [55] 
Some Active Networks architectures permit the use of both approaches. Clearly the 
Integrated approach is only viable when the service code is small, whereas the Discrete 
approach limits the flexibility as service code must be preloaded before it can be invoked. 
Examples of the mixed approach (Discrete and Integrated) are the Switch Ware project at 
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the University of Pennsylvania [56], and the NetScript architecture proposed by Columbia 
University. [57] 
Active Networks as a new technology needs to solve a number of challenging problems: 
• Active Networks raise significant security problems. The security issues that need to 
be addressed include the security policies for switches, integrity of resources, the 
processing resources for certification and authorization, the techniques for 
certification and authorization. A further consideration is the need to appropriately 
allocate the resources required for the service execution against the safety and 
security requirements inherent in sharing resources. 
• To build a standard infrastructure that can provide value-added Active Networks 
services to demonstrate credibility to the academic world and the industry. 
Active Networks offer a new networking paradigm and apart from the problems noted 
above, the ability to download new services into the network infrastructure will lead to a 
user-driven innovation process in which the availability of new services will be dependent 
on their acceptance in the marketplace. This is similar to what is happening in other areas 
of the Internet, for instance search engines. Active Networks present an opportunity to 
change the structure of the networking industry, from a 'mainframe' mind-set, in which 
hardware and software are bundled together, to a 'virtualized' approach in which hardware 
and software innovation are decoupled. This approach allows new services to be deployed 
at a faster pace and that can be sustained by vendor driven consensus and standardization 
activities. 
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Currently, the most important Active Networks research projects are concerned with 
congestion control [58], multicasting [59,60,61,62], web caching [63,64], and its 
application to network management. [65,66,67]. The focus of this research is the 
application of Active Networks to solve a number of key network management problems 
identified in Chapter 2. 
It was explained in Chapter 2 that network management systems typically operate by 
having the manager periodically poll the agents for the values of MIB variables, and check 
for anomalies in the agent responses. This approach to monitoring the network has served 
well in the past. Nevertheless, due to the increase in the number of nodes and the 
complexity of the network, this approach is no longer adequate. Managers are overwhelmed 
with a large amount of information, very often redundant, as the packets that arrive may 
simply report that there was no change in the state of the agent. However, in the event that a 
problem exists, the round-trip time that has elapsed before the manager receives the agent 
response and the subsequent reply to the agent can be significant, and in some instances the 
action requested by the manager is no longer valid. In contrast, current network 
management systems are primarily designed for network devices that have high availability 
(are seldom 'down') and have enough local resources to host reasonably more intelligent 
agents. Thus, it is sensible that the approach to network management is changed so that the 
agents can become self-managing and thus reduce the load on the manager. In this way 
network management may scale as the network grows. 
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Active Networks could be the natural solution to the network management scenario, and the 
network management problems identified in Chapter 2. For instance, by making the internal 
nodes of the network active it is possible to distribute the network management 
functionality. This one change will decrease the delay in the manager detecting and reacting 
to a fault and it will also reduce the bandwidth used for network management purposes. 
Another possibility is to deploy services to the agents, where agents are now Active Nodes. 
These agents can now act autonomously detect and react to their own faults without any 
supervision from the manager. Other types of services can also be deployed. Active 
Networks have other advantages, as they also support naturally asynchronous operations 
and are portable across operating systems. 
To summarize, using Active Networks for network management gives the following 
advantages: 
• Problems are tracked quickly or are reported automatically without the need for 
polling. 
• Network management can be distributed in the network. This reduces the 
response delay and network resources requirements. 
• It is possible to put the intelligence in the agents; this reduces the load on the 
manager and also reduces network resources requirements. 
• The exchange of network management information is minimised and tailored 
precisely to the need of the manager. 
• A change of policy is easily achieved by simply downloading a new service in 
the agent. 
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• The communication between manager and agent is asynchronous. 
• Active Networks architecture solves the portability problems caused by the use 
of different operating system in the network devices. 
3.3 MAJOR ACflVE NETWORKS PRO]ECfS 
The main goal of this research is to investigate the possible use of Active Networks 
technology to solve the current network management problems. This section reviews the 
major Active Networks technologies available in order to decide which is the most suitable 
for solving network management problems identified in Chapter 2. 
3.3.1 ACCELERATING NElWORK EVOLUfION WITH A SOFlWARE 
SWITCH FOR AcrIVE NETWORKS. [56] 
3.3.1.1 Introduction 
This project is a joint project between the University of Pennsylvania and Bellcore 
Communications and aims to develop a set of software technologies (' Switch Ware ') which 
will enable network behaviour to be modified. The main objective is to balance the 
flexibility of a programmable network against the safety and security requirements needed 
in a shared network. The software is distributed and runs in a robust programming 
environment or switch. The key objective is to make the basic network service 
programmable on per user (or even per packet) basis as other Active Networks Project. The 
objective is to develop a programmable switch approach that allows digitally signed, type-
checked services to be loaded into the nodes of a network. 
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The SwitchWare Active Networks architecture comprises three layers: 
• Active packets: these are mobile programs that replace traditional packets. 
• Active extensions: these are static elements which provide services to Switch Ware 
servIces. 
• Secure active router: this forms a high integrity base upon which the security of the 
other layers depend. Integrity checking and cryptography based authentication, 
along verification techniques copied from programming languages, such as strong 
type checking, are the basis for security. 
3.3.1.2 Active Packets 
Active packets replace the traditional network packet with a mobile program, consisting of 
both code and data. The code part of an active packet provides the control function of a 
traditional packet header, but it can interact with the environment of the router in a more 
complex and customizable way than the simple table lookup provided by conventional 
packet headers. Similarly, the data in the active packet program replaces the payload of a 
traditional packet, but provides a customizable structure that can be used by the program. 
Basic data transport can be implemented with code that takes the destination address part of 
its data, looks up the next hop in a routing table, and then forwards the entire packet to the 
next hop. At the destination, the code delivers the payload part of the data. The active 
packet is encapsulated in a standard UDP packet. 
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A new language called PLAN (Programming Language for Active Networks) is written 
specifically to program active packets. 
Its execution model includes a mechanism for remotely evaluating PLAN programs on 
other routers; these mechanisms are the means by which PLAN programs transport 
themselves through the network. PLAN programs are strongly typed to provide safety, and 
can be statically type-checked before being injected into the network. A PLAN program 
cannot by itself manipulate node-resident state. To compensate for these limitations, PLAN 
programs can call node-resident service routines, which can authenticate or use other more 
heavyweight mechanisms to provide security on a demand basis. Internally, a PLAN 
program consists of code, plus an entry point into that code, plus any data that make up the 
arguments to that initial function. Furthermore, PLAN provides a number of mechanisms 
for limiting the resources used by an active packet: Each PLAN packet has a resource 
bound, much like IP's Time-To-Live (TTL) field, which serves to bind the total number of 
hops a packet, and any packets it creates, can take. In contrast, every packet has limited 
CPU and memory allocation on the routers. Switch Ware has developed a test bed called 
PLANet, based on the current Internet to test PLAN programs. 
3.3.1.3 Active Extensions 
In Switch Ware active packets are deliberately limited in power, making it impossible for 
them to be used to implement arbitrary protocols or functionality. Node-resident extensions 
form the Switch Ware architecture middle layer which combined with the active packets 
creates a service. As an example of this complementary relationship, Active packets can 
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call extensions to provide authenticated services, making it possible to avoid default 
authentication for active packets. Active extensions can be dynamically loaded or be part of 
the base functionality of the router. They are not mobile: to communicate with other routers 
they use active packets. This is the main difference between active packets and extensions: 
Active extensions must be executed entirely on a particular node. They can be written in 
general purpose programming languages (in several prototypes Switch Ware uses the 
language Caml) and can use a variety of security mechanisms, including cryptography-
based authentication and program verification. Their greater flexibility provides an 
important trade off with active packets since complex protocols and systems are 
implemented in SwitchWare as a mixture of PLAN and router extensions. 
In general, Switch Ware expects that active extensions will be loaded into routers, and will 
then provide services to many active packets. Thus, it is reasonable to subject active 
extensions to heavier-weight security checks than active packets. Because of this heavier-
weight checking, active extensions can be allowed access to facilities in the router that 
active packets cannot. In particular, creating or changing state in a router, or direct access to 
the routers network interfaces, must be done by extensions. 
3.3.1.4 Secure Active Router 
In Switch Ware a secure active router infrastructure is called Secure Active Network 
Environment (SANE) and forms the lowest architecture layer. While the top two layers 
emphasize support for several forms of dynamic update, the lowest layer is primarily static. 
The goal of this layer is to guarantee integrity to the other two layers built, incurring 
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minimal costs while the system is in operational state and to maximize system security 
under a minimal set of assumptions about trusted components. SANE establishes a minimal 
set of system elements (e.g. BIOS, cryptographic material, .. ) upon which system integrity 
is dependent. It then builds an integrity chain with cryptographic hashes on the image of 
each succeeding layer in the system before passing control to that image. It also provides a 
public-key infrastructure that can be used for cryptographic authentication of module 
sources. 
Switch Ware imposes a number of policies in which a complex set of checks involving 
signatures and type verifications is carried out. In particular, any code that is downloaded 
into Switch Ware routers should be strongly typed, since this provides some basic 
guarantees that the router's integrity will not be compromised by the code. SwitchWare 
applies heavyweight security checks on active extensions, which may represent major 
releases of Switch code, and more lightweight security checks on active packets. This 
approach allows the network architect to balance security concerns against performance 




NETSCRIPT. A LANGUAGE-BASED ACfIVE NETWORKS 
ARCHITECfURE. [57] 
Introduction 
This project developed at Columbia University aims to provide a language system to 
construct, deploy dynamically and execute active-element programs in network nodes. The 
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NetScript project takes a functional language-based approach to capture network 
programmability. NetScript is a strongly typed language that creates universal abstractions 
for programming network node functions. Unlike other Active Networks projects that take 
a language-based approach NetScript is being developed to support Virtual Active 
Networks as a programmable abstraction. A distinguishing feature of Net Script is that it 
seeks to provide a universal language for Active Networks in a manner that is analogous to 
Postscript. Just as Postscript captures the programmability of printer engines, N etScript 
captures the programmability of network node functions. NetScript communication 
abstractions include collections of nodes and virtual links that constitute virtual Active 
Networks. 
3.3.2.2 NetScript component model 
The NetScript component model is based on well-known object-oriented programming 
concepts of interfaces, components, attributes, and globally unique identifiers. In N etScript, 
an interface is a group of semantically related methods or functions. A component is an 
implementation of the interface and can implement one or more interfaces. Each interface 
and component is identified by a globally unique identifier (GUID). Components in 
NetScript could be Java Beans or Java-wrapped native (e.g., ActiveX) components. 
Interfaces and components are advertised in a distributed catalogue based in LDAP. 
The NetScript scripting language is an extension of the BASIC programming language. In 
addition to standard control constructs, the language has a few NetScript specific additions 
to create component instances and to make method invocations. For security reasons the 
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language has no vocabulary for system operations such as direct memory access, file 
access, and network access. In NetScript the programming model is interface centric. When 
writing scripts, the system manager simply chooses some functionality (syntactically and 
semantically characterized by an interface) from a catalogue and the runtime locates that 
functionality in the form of a component. The script first attempts to create a component 
that implements the interface wanted, then, the runtime uses the component catalogue to 
locate the actual host for a component that implements the interface. When such a host is 
located, the script execution is suspended until the missing component is obtained. The 
component implementing the interface can be written in pure Java or other language, as 
long the component supports the interface methods and semantics. An example of 
component functionality is the database access operations, read, write, etc. 
3.3.2.3 NetScript runtime system 
The NetScript runtime has been implemented in Java. The runtime has a script interpreter, 
an execution engine, and a set of shared services such as directory, instance management, 
and communication. The run-time also has built-in support for security and access control, 
garbage collection, monitoring, and failure detection and recovery. The NetScript runtime 
environment has command-line and web-based tools for the user to launch, monitor, and 
control executing scripts. To start the system a script is first launched on a machine using 
one of the NetScript tools. The NetScript runtime initializes some data structures and starts 
executing the script. Every runtime has a per-script instance manager that keeps track of 
component instances that the script may have created. On method invocation, the runtime 
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queries the instance manager to decide if the script needs to access other component 
instances. 
The component entry in the catalogue specifies its location and the name of the jar file in 
which the component is packaged. The NetScript runtime environment finds component 
location information from the catalogue, unpacks the jar file, and instantiates the 
component. On the fly, the runtime contacts the component catalogue to locate a 
component that implements the required interface and then either migrates the script to the 
component location or downloads the component to the script's location, instantiates the 
component, and stores the handle for the instance in a script variable. 
The classes and native libraries such as Windows or UNIX libraries are packaged as jar 
files for distribution. 
3.3.2.4 NetScript security system 
NetScript provides security mechanisms for attaching a "principal" with a script. Upon 
receipt of a script, the NetScript runtime authenticates the principal and verifies that the 
principal has execution rights on the local host. When a script accesses a component, the 
principal attached to the script is passed over to the component catalogue. Component 
entries in the catalogue list principals that are allowed to use the component. A component 
location is returned to the requesting runtime only if the provided principal is included in 
the list. The runtime uses per-script instance managers and class loaders to implement 
isolation. The NetScript environment also does not allow for editing a running script 
because of possible security breaches, however, it provides support for locating a script, 
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retracting a script from any location, or killing a script. Scripts are identified by GUIDs 
generated and assigned to a script at the start of its execution. Any errors that are 
encountered by a script, including exceptions generated by components, are reported to the 
user when the user requests for the status of a script that has failed. 
3.3.3 THE AcrIVE NETWORKS TRANSPORT SYSTEM TOOLKIT 
(ANTS) 
The Active Networks Transport System (ANTS) is the most widely known Active 
Networks platform. It was developed at MIT by David 1. Wetherall. [11] The main 
objective of ANTS is to establish a platform, flexible enough to allow the creation of new 
networking services without the long process of standardization. A Service, as defined by 
Wetherall, is composed of a number of ANTS standard elements: An Application, a 
Protocol, a number of Capsules and one or more Extensions. 
In every Active Node one or more services can be hosted. A service is another name for 
what would traditionally be called a user application (this is not the same as an application 
element in ANTS). Execution of a service is initiated by an application element. The 
application element requires one or more capsules. A protocol element is used to define the 
service structure. A capsule is a special type of network packet used by an application 
element to communicate with others Active Nodes. It is designed to carry both data and 
code. Depending on the service complexity, its functionality could be implemented by 
capsule elements but it is more commonly implemented using extensions with the capsules 
used to transport information between nodes. An extension is a service element used to 
extend the functionality of an Active Node. Every Active Node is connected to its 
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neighbours with channels; channels are used by ANTS for the network communications. 
Figure 2 shows a diagram of the ANTS Active Networks architecture with all the elements 
present. 
EXTENSIONS 
~--...,. cepsule CHANNEL 
cepsule 
capsule 
l-+.c.sp.sul.e.E_·· .. ! ~ Network 
Node ~-CH·A"N·N·EL"'~ CHANNEL 
EXTENSIONS 
EXTENSIONS 
Figure 2. ANTS Active Networks architecture. 
It was mentioned earlier that a mix of active and traditional non Active Nodes is the most 
common network topology in an Active Network. This illustrates the flexibility that Active 
Networks provide. Before a user can make use of an Active Network service the Active 
Network layer (software) must be overlaid on the existing communications architecture. 
The design of ANTS permits the incremental deployment of Active Nodes in a network; 
this avoids any disruption of network service commonly experienced when a new 
technology is introduced. 
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The architecture of ANTS is described by three basic concepts: 
• 
• 
The Programming Model, which is used for the creation of new services . 
The Demand Pull Code System, which permits the dynamic distribution of the 
capsules. 
• The Node Operating System. 
The next three sections will explain, in detail, these three concepts. 
3.3.3.1 The Programming Model 
The Programming Model utilises the ANTS elements to create new services, mainly 
Extensions and Capsules. It also uses the API to access crucial system services provide by 
ANTS. 
3.3.3.1.1 Extension Element 
An Extension is the element used to extend the functionality of the Active Node. This is 
therefore a critical element for the developer. ANTS provides an abstract class called 
Extension which the developer then extends to include the appropriate functionality for 
their service. The use of extensions in a service is not compulsory but, except when the 
services have trivial functionality, extensions are the elements that contain most of the 
code. Every extension is implemented as a separate thread. The Programming Model 
provides a procedure for the static installation of extensions in a node. As part of this 
research a new procedure to dynamically install extensions has been designed and 
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implemented. A more detailed explanation of this mechanism could be found in the 
Chapter 5 where the SNMP Active Networks Toolkit is presented. 
In summary, while the extension element is a critical element in service provision, because 
the service code is written by the developer, ANTS only needs to provide the abstract class. 
Thus there is little to explain. 
3.3.3.1.2 Capsule Element 
A Capsule is a special type of packet, which is used to transport information between 
Active Nodes. The main difference between a capsule and a traditional network packet is 
that a capsule carries data and code. In addition capsules are used to initiate the execution 
of the service. 
Capsule format 
IP Header ANTS Specific Header 
Source destination resource limit version type previous type-dependant payload address address address fields 
Figure 3. ANTS Capsule Format. 
Every capsule has a number of fields. Figure 3 shows the format of a capsule. From left to 
right these fields are: 
• The origin and destination address of the packet. 
• A resource limit field with the same functionality that the IP Time to Live field 
• A number that identifies the ANTS toolkit version. 
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• A type field which stores a fingerprint that identifies the capsule in the global 
domain. e) The IP address of the last node visited by the capsule. 
• A number of fields set by a service in the capsule. Because the service could be 
distributed over a number of Active Nodes, these fields are required to 
communicate information between the Active Nodes participating in the service. 
• A payload which is the service code to be transferred. 
All of these fields perform important functions in the operation of a service, but it is the 
fingerprint that differentiates capsules associated with different services. Thus the 
fingerprint is the unique service identifier. The fingerprint design is based on two important 
properties: uniqueness and simple check of equality. The technique to get these properties 
is by the known security algorithm, MD5. [80] 
A number of steps are required to create a fingerprint. 
• The service capsule fingerprints are created by using the bytecode of the capsule as 
the input parameter to the MD5 algorithm. 
• Because a service may comprise a number of capsules which may be associated 
with different protocol elements. Capsules fingerprints related to the same protocol 
within the same service are used as input parameters to the MD5 algorithm to 
compute the code group fingerprints. This fingerprint uniquely identifies the code 
group among the others code groups in the service. This importance of the code 




All the code group fmgerprints associated with a service are used as input to the 
MD5 algorithm to compute a service fingerprint. 
Finally, a combined fingerprint value is computed by the use as input parameters the 
capsule fingerprints, the code group fingerprints and the service fingerprint. This 
combined fingerprint value is stored in the Type field in the capsule. Figure 4 
illustrates the process followed. 
---------------- --- -, 
Prot 0 col Fin 9 e rp ri nt 
Code Group Fingerprint Code Group Fingerprint 
....... ~ 
Type 
Figure 4. Capsule Fingerprint structure. 
3.3.3.1.3 Capsule processing model 
The capsule processing model uses the combined fingerprint value for capsule processing. 
The process starts when a capsule arrives at a node. If the node is an Active Node, the 
capsule type field (which stores the fingerprint) is checked to verify its authenticity against 
the capsule code; otherwise the capsule is treated as a normal IP packet. If all the capsule 
code is not already in the Active Node the Demand Pull Code System is activated (the 
Demand Pull Code system will be described later in the Chapter). The authentication 
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process recomputes the combined fingerprint; this is similar to the CRC generation and 
checking process used in communication networks. If the authentication process fails then 
the capsule is discarded, othelWise the code in the capsule is executed. The execution of the 
capsule is the beginning of the service execution. 
The processing of the service happens inside an execution 'sandbox' which is characterized 
in a number of ways: 
• The execution of a capsule is only permitted for a limited period of time. The Active 
Node operating system implements this control by using a capsule timer. If the time 
limit is exceeded, the node aborts the execution of the capsule code, and then 
subsequently destroys the capsule code. 
• Only a limited amount of information is explicitly transported in the capsule. This 
information is associated with the service and thus can only be interpreted by the 
service itself. 
• If the capsule code contains external references (invocation to an extension) then 
these must be already stored locally. This implies that there are no delays in the 
execution of the capsule when the code is available. 
• It is always possible to make calls to functions provided by the Active Node 
operating system API. Also a capsule can invoke other capsules of the same service. 
For this call to be permitted, the code of both capsules must be available locally. 
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Finally, a number of errors can rise when a capsule is processed: lack of resources in a 
node for the execution of the capsule, default path not set, etc. To deal with these errors in 
an efficient and robust manner, the errors are classified locally as exceptions. 
3.3.3.1.4 ANTS API 
A service developer makes use of the ANTS API to build capsules and extensions. The 
methods provided by the API can be divided in three main categories: 
• Methods related with the node environment. This category groups the methods 
which allow information about the Active Node to be retrieved. Examples of this 
category are, the method GetAddress, which retrieves the node IP address and the 
method Time that returns the local time. 
• Methods related to the node's storage capacity. These methods manage the Active 
Node's temporal cache. The information stored in the cache can be used to facilitate 
communication between capsules. Examples of these methods are Get, Put and 
Remove, etc. 
• Methods related to the control of capsule processing. The service developer uses 
these methods to decide whether a capsule should be forwarded to the next node or 
delivered to the application element. The method RouteForNode facilitates the 
transfer of the capsule to the destination node via the default path. Resources are 
decremented in every Active Node visited. The method DeliverToApp delivers the 
capsule contents to the application element which has requested the service. 
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3.3.3.2 The Demand Pull Code Distribution System 
Once a service has been defined in terms of capsules and extensions, it must be deployed in 
the network before it can be used; this is the responsibility of the Demand Pull Code 
Distribution System. 
The objectives of the Demand Pull Code Distribution System are: 
• Adapt to unforeseen changes in the path in the event of, for instance, a node failure. 
• Scale as the size of the network increases. 
• Minimize the size of stored code and the distance over which it is transferred. 
• Minimize the elapsed time since a capsule arrived at a node until the necessary code 
is received. 
• Prevent code spoofing and denial-of-service attacks. 
• Prevent congestion in the network. 
To achieve these objectives the technique used by ANTS is to pull code along the capsule 
path and to store the code in the Active Nodes while the service is in use. Note, the Demand 
Pull Code Distribution System deals exclusively with distributing capsules. ANTS does not 
provide a similar distribution system for extensions. A detailed technical explanation of 
how the Demand Pull Code Distribution System works is given in the sections following. 
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3.3.3.2.1 Initialization of the distribution system 
Before a service can be run, all its code must be stored in the access Active Node, because 
the code distribution system begins here. Code in this context means all the capsules, the 
necessary protocols to organize them and the extensions needed. ANTS defmes an abstract 
Application class. This class must be extended by the service developer and it fulfils the 
same role as the Main method in a Java application; it is used to start the service. Once this 
application class is started in the access Active Node, it registers the service code with the 
access Active Node. The Active Node can now create the fingerprints for the capsules and 
the necessary code to begin the bootstrap deployment of the service. The application class 
can now send service capsules to the next node in the path using the network topology 
information available. The Demand Pull Code Distributed System will be triggered when 
the first service capsule arrives at the next Active Node. 
3.3.3.2.2 Demand Pull Code Protocol 
In the ANTS Active Networks nodes, the automatic system of code distribution is invoked 
in response to the arrival of a capsule requesting code that is not currently stored the node's 
cache. In particular, the Demand Pull Code Distribution System is used to request the 
necessary code from the upstream node from where the capsule arrived. When the code 
arrives it will be stored. The demand pull protocol employs an unreliable transfer protocol. 
The four stages of the demand pull protocol are shown in Figure 5. Note that the numbers 
shown in Figure 5 correspond to the stage numbers explained below. 
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Request Capsule ~ 
2 
capsule~ 
3 Response Capsule E::!J 
Figure 5. Capsule Fingerprint structure. 
1. A capsule is sent towards the next Active Node with the current Active Node 
address set in the Previous Address field. 
2. When the capsule arrives at the Active Node, the Node Operating System discovers 
that other capsules, needed for the service, are missing. Using the address in the 
Previous Address field, the Node Operating System then, sends a Code Load 
capsule requesting the missing capsules to be transferred. 
3. The Code Load capsule arrives at the previous node, which responds by sending the 
missing capsules. 
4. Once the code transfer has finished the Active Node Operating System can resume 
the execution of the capsule that initiated the service. 
The capsule fmgerprint is used as the key to store the capsule in the cache. Each cache 
entry maintains a set of capsule infonnation: the capsule code, a field that identifies the 
parts that must be loaded for execution and a timestamp. The cache is organized as a least-
recently-used cache. When a capsule arrives at the Active Node, the cache is searched. If an 
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entry exists for the capsule then it is executed immediately, otherwise the process of code 
loading is initiated: 
3.3.3.3 The Active Node Operating System 
The ANTS operating system has two major responsibilities, resource management and to 
ensure the integrity of service code. 
Resource management 
The resources of interest to the operating system are network bandwidth, cache and 
processing time. The overall resource management policy is to avoid starvation rather than 
achieve fairness. 
The bandwidth allocated to a capsule is defined by using the Resource Limit field in the 
capsule. This field is used in a similar way to the Time to Live field (TTL) in IP. Only the 
operating system is allowed to update the Resource Limit field. When the Resource Limit 
Field value is zero, the capsule code is removed from the cache. A timer with a fixed value 
is used to limit the amount of processing time allocated to a capsule. 
Protection Mechanism 
The protection mechanism ensures the integrity of services. In particular, it ensures that;-
• The service code cannot maliciously or inadvertently corrupt the operating system. 
• The code from one service cannot interfere with code from another service. 
• The code from the service cannot be corrupted 
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• The code cannot consume an excessive amount of resources. 
This is achieved by the separation of the code and state of the different services. 
3.3.4 CANEs: COMPOSABLE ACTIVE NETWORKS 
ELEMENTS.[ 51] 
This project, developed at the Georgia Institute of Technology, aims to design and 
implement a set of enhanced Active Networks services that support the installation of new, 
user-defined capabilities as well as customization of basic services. In the architecture 
proposed, applications invoke enhanced services through a generic interface that supports 
multiple forms of function specialization. Examples of these services includes congestion 
control, network caching and media transformation. The interface of the services is based 
on a simple packet processing model and is not tied to any particular language. The 
architecture supports varying degrees of network service customization, from parameter 
selection to setup of completely user-defined services. The mechanism developed is 
compositional from primitive elements, allowing the properties of the composite service to 
be derived from the properties of the elements. A composition method is specified as a 
programming language with enhanced language capabilities that operates on components to 
construct programmable network services. The CANEs project aims to define and to apply 
service composition rules as a general model for network programmability. 
The project is putting its efforts into solving network congestion problems by allowing 
applications to request that specific node algorithms (e.g., lossless compression, selective 
discard, and trans-coding) be invoked during periods of congestion. 
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3.3.5 CONVERSANT - AN ENVIRONMENT FOR REAL-TIME, 
SECURE ACTIVE NETWORKS.[78] 
This project, developed by The Open Group Research Institute of the Open Software 
Foundation, Inc aims to deliver Active Networks support for command and control 
applications by creating a networking environment and infrastructure that extends the 
Active Networks vision. Specifically its main goal is to provide an Active Networks node 
designed to defend against denial-of-service attacks. The system proposed supports: a) 
dynamic deployment of specialized protocols to support adaptability. b) The coexistence 
and interoperability for custom protocols with standard protocols. c) A common protocol 
environment that allows the same protocol implementations to be deployed in network 
nodes, endpoint systems or applications. d) Secure use of Active Networks and resource 
management. Conversant uses Java as its execution environment and vehicle for mobile 
code. Most of Conversant's efforts were devoted to controlling the CPU and memory 
resources by modifying the standard Java Virtual Machine. 
3.4 COMPARISON BETWEEN MAIN ACfIVE 
NETWORKS PRO]ECfS 
In general, the three major Active Networks technologies presented (the others are created 
to deal with specific problems) has a similar architecture design pattern. All of them have 
special network packets used to trigger a Service in an Active Node. The functionality of 
the Active Node can be extended using Extensions and the Active Node operating system 
provides the Service running environment. 
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ANTS differs in some aspects from Switch Ware. In ANTS a capsule usually does not carry 
the complete Service code, but instead partial code and a unique Service identifier used to 
download the code missing in an Active Node. In contrast, SwitchWare uses a hybrid 
approach based on 'active packets and nodes', i.e., small services have the code already 
embedded in the Plan packet while Active Nodes can provide any complex code that is 
dynamically downloaded if it is needed for more complex services. It means that for small 
services a PLAN packet is larger compared to an ANTS capsule. The transport of active 
code in every packet is justified for specific services; in other instances it could be a waste 
of resources. In contrast, considering the ANTS loading process, a highly changing 
network topology could led to several code downloads that can overload network links and 
consequently reduce global network performance. It can be said that the 'out of band 
approach' of ANTS out performs the 'in-band approach' of Switch Ware in minimizing the 
amount of control data to be carried by the network for long lived communication sessions 
and services, while short live sessions are better suited to Switch Ware. 
NetScript takes a functional language-based approach to network programmability, treating 
the network as a single programmable abstraction of Virtual Network Engines (VNE) 
interconnected by Virtual Links (VL). The installation of software to be installed at the 
intermediate node in this Virtual Network is performed through agents that are transmitted 
from the end nodes to the intermediate nodes. Specifically, the first packet contains the 
information needed by the VNE to process the packets that arrive subsequently belonging 
to the same stream. The subsequent packets that arrive at the VNE are identified by the 
stream id to which they belong to and processed following the instructions of the first 
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packet. Again this approach can be suitable for small services, where the fIrst packet 
instructions are simple, but not suitable for more complex services. 
Both SwitchWare and NetScript use their own created language to develop Active 
Networks Services, meanwhile ANTS uses Java for the same purpose. The use of one 
specifIc language to create Services can improve the security but it could limit the Service 
creation elements to the developer. 
From the analysis done to the main Active Networks projects it is possible to conclude that 
they are not so many differences between them. An important one is the language used to 
create Active Networks services. In the case of this research, the election of the language is 
quite important due to the need to build a real network management system. 
The next Chapter will present the Java Management Extension (JMX) specifIcation which 
is a Java standard technology to build a network management system. The fact that JMX is 
a Java standard makes it natural to choose ANTS as the Active Networks project to use and 
this is the main reason to select it as the Active Networks technology where the Network 
Management Active Networks services will be created. Besides, ANTS is open source and 
it means that it could be possible to create solutions to any ANTS code bugs, without 
waiting for bug code updates. Finally, ANTS is one of the most representative Active 
Networks projects as the multiple references reveal [69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76] and it is the 
base for a number of different research projects. [77,78,79] 
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3.5 SELECfED ACfIVE NElWORKS SERVICES 
The last Chapter discussed Network Management issues and the limitations of SNMP. As 
part of this research, a critical investigation into the strengths and weaknesses of SNMP 
was provided. The purpose of this research is to answer the question, 'Can Active Networks 
solve all the documented problems of Network Management Systems?' 
To obtain an answer to this question a number of SNMP problems will be selected and a 
solution, in the form of an Active Networks service, will be proposed. 
The problems of SNMP can be viewed as specific inefficiency problems related to the way 
in which SNMP implements particular services (commands) and more fundamental 
operational problems, shared by other network management standards. 
The specific SNMP inefficiency problems chosen are GetBulk and Threshold. GetBulk is 
the command used by SNMP to retrieve tables and the way in which this operates was 
described in Chapter2. Typically SNMP requires many messages to retrieve tables when 
sensibly one 1 message should be required. Thus this is an obvious candidate to compare 
the standard SNMP command with the equivalent Active Networks service. Similar 
inefficiencies exist with the Threshold service. 
The more fundamental operational problems chosen for exploration are the Macro Network 
Service, the Virtual MIB service and the Manager Delegation service. These address 
serious flaws in all the network management standards. In particular, solution for these will 
enable any computation (Macro) on any new MIB variable (Virtual MIB) and distribute 
these (Delegation) to any device in the network, automatically 
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The following table summarises the Active Networks Services produced in this research 
and the related Network Management problem identified in Chapter 2. 
Active Networks Services Network Management Problems 
SNMP GetBulk Service Inefficient protocols characteristics. 
SNMP Threshold Service Performance limitations of polling. 
Lack of flexibility to update the system. 
SNMP Macro Network Service Lack of a flexible system for defming 
generic event traps. 
Lack of mechanisms to support adding 
SNMP Virtual MIB Service new MIBs dynamically to a system. 
Dynamic MIB views. 
Data Sharing among managers. Lack of 
SNMP Manager Delegation Service 
scalability to manage a bigger system. 
Table 3. Active Networks Services - Network 
Management problems 
3.6 SUMMARY 
This Chapter has presented Active Networks. Active Networks offer a more flexible 
network infrastructure. Briefly, Active Networks allow Active Nodes to perform 
computation on data; both the code and the data are carried in packets. A number of the 
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major Active Networks technologies were reviewed and it was argued that ANTS was the 
most appropriate for this research. 




ENVIRONMENTAL MODEL FOR SNMP ACTIVE NETWORKS 
TOOLKIT 
4.1 INTRODUCfION 
The main objective of the SNMP Active Networks Toolkit is to provide a test-bed which 
will allow the standard SNMP system to be compared to the equivalent Active SNMP 
system; the services selected in Chapter 3 will be used as the basis for comparison. The 
structure of the test-bed is divided into two parts; these parts comprise the set of elements 
which provide the complete functionality for a standard SNMP network management 
system and the additional elements required for an Active Networks services network 
management system. The Toolkit links both parts so that the a comparison may be made 
between the standard SNMP approach to network management and the Active Networks 
SNMP approach to network management. The purpose of Chapter 4 is to explain the test-
bed environment, in particular the technologies used to design and build the test-bed. 
In the creation of both parts of the Toolkit a number of existing technologies have been 
employed; all use Java. As discussed in Chapter 3 ANTS was chosen as the Active 
Networks technology for the Active Networks SNMP part. The standard SNMP network 
management part was implemented using the Java Management Extension (JMX) [81] 
specification including the Java Dynamic Management toolkit (JDMK) [82], which is its 
reference standard implementation. 
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The Java Management Extension (JMX) is a Java standard specification that defines the 
way in which network management systems can be built. JMX defines interfaces and 
classes for all of the major network management standards, for example, TMN and SNMP. 
Clearly only the elements relating to SNMP were required for this research. As with every 
Java specification, a reference implementation is provided for JMX. This reference 
implementation is the Sun Microsystems product, Java Dynamic Management Kit (JDMK) 
and it was used in the creation of the Toolkit in preference to other licensed products. Both 
JMX and JDMK are discussed in more detail in Sections 4.2 & 4.3 respectively. 
Currently, ANTS does not provide a means to automatically locate the Active Nodes where 
a known service is stored. ANTS only suggests using the standard procedures to obtain the 
network topology. After some research and experimentation it was discovered that this 
feature could be provided by a technology called Jini.4 [83] Jini is also provided by Sun 
and is a Java based technology which is intended to simplify access to, and delivery of, an 
unrestricted range of network services. Essentially, it is a set of implementation guidelines, 
which will enable a federation of Java virtual machines to transparently respond to user 
network requests. In this research Jini is used to dynamically register all the Active 
Networks SNMP agent nodes. 
Section 4.3 will consider Jini. In particular the Jini architecture will be discussed and the 
role it plays in the SNMP Active Networks prototype. Finally, section 4.4 will describe the 
design of architecture used to build the standard SNMP prototype and explain the roles 
JMX and Jini play in this architecture . 
.j Jini is a trademark of Sun Microsystems. 
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It is essential to understand that the standard SNMP network management system proposed 
for the toolkit is not a simulation, but a real SNMP system, with the MIBs in the network 
devices populated with real values. It is not however a full network management system in 
that not all the MIB variables are considered, hence the term prototype is used as well. The 
MIB values real values are found by periodically invoking network operating systems 
commands. 
4.2 JMX 
Java Management Extension (JMX) is a recent Java API specifically developed for creating 
network management systems. One very important property of any new network 
management development system, such as JMX, is that it should provide an easy means of 
integrating existing managed network devices into any new network management 
standards. Since most existing network devices are configured to use the SNMP standard, 
JMX has several features which are intended to make the integration of legacy SNMP 
devices relatively easy. 
The origins of JMX can be traced to the original Java Management API (JMAPI) which 
was the first attempt by Sun to create a network management system using the Java 
language. For various reasons, including the fact that Java was, at that time, an immature 
language, JMAPI was less that a total success. 
One of the main problems with JMAPI was that it did not take sufficient account of how 
network devices were currently being managed. [84] Any new management system which 
cannot properly accommodate legacy network devices is likely to have limited appeal. 
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Based partly on the early work with JMAPI, JMX was announced in July of 1999. JMX 
retains the flexibility and portability of the Java language but allows much easier 
integration of legacy network devices. JMX was developed specifically to target the 
network management standards CIMlWBEM, TMN and, most importantly, SNMP 
networks and the devices configured to work in them. 
JMX has a three level architecture. Figure 6 shows the JMX architecture. Note that the 
word level does not imply a layered architecture, with one level above or below any other. 
Rather it signifies a different level of involvement in the JMX structure. 
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4.2.1 THE JMX INSfRUMENT ATION LEVEL 
In JMX, every network device that can be managed is called an Mbean (management bean). 
Formally, an Mbean is defined as 'a Java beans design pattern compliant JMX resource that 
has passed the JMX Instrumentation Level Compatibility Test'. [85] The Instrumentation 
Level referred to in this formal definition is one element of the three levels JMX 
architecture. The JMX instrumentation level specification contains the rules for creating an 
Mbean. Mbeans can be applications, devices, services, or even users that are either 
constructed using the Java language or enclosed within a Java wrapper. Mbeans are Java 
objects. Consequently every Mbean, whatever its nature, can be accessed, manipulated and 
interrogated by other Java objects such as JMX agents or managers. 
4.2.2 THE JMX AGENT LEVEL 
The agent level specification in the JMX architecture states how agents should be 
implemented. The agent is the part of every managed device which controls one or more 
Mbeans in that device and makes it/them accessible to remotely management applications. 
It comprises an Mbean server, a set of services for handling Mbeans and at least one 
communications adaptor and connector. 
The Mbean server is a registry for objects at the instrumentation level. In other words, 
Mbeans in a managed device must register with an Mbean server before they can be 
managed by a remote management application. 
Protocol adaptors and connectors are the means by which this management is possible. 
Each protocol adaptor (and an agent may have more than one of these implemented) 
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provides an external view of Mbeans using a particular manager-agent protocol such as 
SNMP or HTML. In the case of SNMP for instance, the manager and agent can exchange 
SNMP commands and responses to controVmonitor the Mbeans registered with the agent. 
The actual communication between manager and agent is by means of communication 
protocols such as HTTP, which is terminated in the JMX agent-level connector. The 
connector is a software component which responds to and initiates network messages. 
4.2.3 THEJMX MANAGER LEVEL 
This element of the JMX architecture specifies how JMX managers should be 
implemented. It defines the management interfaces and components that allow inter-action 
with JMX agents. Of particular interest in this study is the manager level specification for 
creating SNMP managers. 
4.3 JDMK 
The first implementation of JMX was included in the Java Dynamic Management Kit 
(JDMK). [82] As well as JMX, JDMK included a set of utilities, called tooling, which are 
not part of the formal JMX specification but could be used to build network management 
systems such as SNMP. For example, JDMK contains an SNMP Management Information 
Base (MIB) compiler and an API which simplifies the procedure for creating SNMP agents. 
It is the augmented version of the JMX contained within JDMK which is used in this 
SNMP implementation. 
Basically, JDMK can be considered as a framework for the creation of Java-based 
managetnent software and legacy SNMP-based systems using the JMX Standard. 
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4.3.1 JDMK ARCHlTECfURE 
The JDMK architecture can be divided in two main parts: Manager and Agent. The Agent 
part comprises the elements Core Management Framework, M -Beans and a number of 
different adaptors and services. The Manager part is composed of C-Beans and adaptors. 
Figure 7 summarizes the JDMK architecture. 
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Figure 7. JDMK architecture. 
A C-Bean (Client Bean) can be considered to be a proxy object for a remote M-Bean. 
Manager users can gain access to the M -Bean functions and Agent data by performing 
operations on C-Beans. Figure 7 illustrates how the C-Beans use adaptors to communicate 
with the remote M-Bean (Management Bean). Together with the adaptors they form the 
elements inside the Manager. 
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The Adaptor element implements a network protocol to allow communication between 
agent and manager. The Adaptor itself is a Bean which must be registered inside the Core 
Management Framework. Both Managers and Agents may implement multiple adapters 
and currently, JDMK provides adaptors for HTTP, HTTPS, nop, RMI, HTML and SNMP. 
This provides great flexibility as, for instance, a Manager can easily communicate with 
devices which are configured for different network management standards simply by 
implementing that standard. Clearly, this facilitates the building of a network management 
system which can effectively and simply integrate all existing network management 
standards and indeed allow new standards to also be accommodated. 
In the Agent an M-Bean represents one or more managed objects. They are identified by a 
unique object name composed of the following parts: 
class[.attribute=value[,attribute=value]*]. This unique identifier has the same purpose of 
the MIB object id: to provide a unique name for a network resource. 
M-Beans have to be registered with the Core Management Framework to use the network 
resources needed for the Network Management communication. The Core Management 
Framework acts as repository of Mbeans and manages the network resources provided by 
the Adaptors to create an Agent. 
Finally, JDMK provides a set of tools and services which complement its Network 
Management framework. One of these tools, Mibgen, is used to create the MIB needed in 
the SNMP system. Appendix B provides a more detailed analysis of JDMK and how it can 
be used to create a SNMP system. 
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4.3.2 USING JMX AND JDMK TO BUILD A SNMP NETWORK 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
JMX and JDMK provide a framework for building network management systems. They 
each comprise a set of Java interfaces, abstract classes which the developer must 
implement. At the time the SNMP network management system was developed no 
documentation existed to help the developer understand these complex frameworks. Thus, 
it was necessary to analyse the frameworks in detail, at the code level. This analysis can be 
found in Appendix B together with a class diagram. 
4.4 ALTERNATIVES FOR BUILDING THE SNMP 
NETWORK MANAGEMENT TESTBED. 
Early in the research, it became apparent that a SNMP network management test-bed would 
be needed. At this stage, JMX was not available; therefore, Jini was investigated as a 
possible platform for the test-bed. The intention was to use Jini as a distributed system 
which would pass SNMP commands between the network devices. Other distributed 
system technologies were considered, namely CORBA and Universal Plug and Play. 
CORBA was considered too complex, particularly for a network management test-bed. 
Universal Plug and Play was not mature at that time, but in any case, it was not Java based 
and therefore would not interoperate with the Java based ANTS. So Jini [105] was the 
preferred technology at this stage. However, when JMX and JDMK became available 
development with Jini stopped. JMX and JDMK were specific standards for building 
network management systems including SNMP systems. Therefore, these were clearly the 
best technologies to create the SNMP network management test-bed. However, later it 
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became apparent that Jini provided some interesting features which enhanced ANTS. In 
this research Jini was used to provide what can be described as a dynamic Domain Name 
System (DNS) service. The network devices (Active Nodes and non-active nodes) are 
registered with the Jini system. When the capsule must be sent to the next Active Node, Jini 
is given the name of the Active Node and it returns the corresponding IP address. The 
advantage of using Jini is that should an Active Node crash, it is automatically removed 
from the Jini server. 
There are other ways in which Jini can enhance ANTS; these will be discussed in Chapter 
7, Further Work. 
4.5 JINI 
4.5.1 INTRODUCTION 
There are many definitions of Jini. Some of them classify it as a network operating system 
[83] and others as a technology that allows the creation of an impromptu community of 
consumer and network devices. [88] Formally, Jini is a framework that allows the 
development of distributed systems formed by 'devices' which support Sun's Java 
Development Kit (Java JDK 2). 
From the user's point of view, Jini creates a federation of services connected by means of a 
network. Inside the federation any member has access to the exported features of all the 
other members. Important characteristics of Jini are the ease with which this federation can 
be created and the flexibility that exists to manage it. If a device is removed, the federation 
continues to operate as before; the whole process is transparent to the user. From the 
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programmer's point of view, Jini simplifies the process of programming distributed 
systems by providing transparent access to a network of computing resources rather than 
those of a single machine. 
4.5.2 JINI ARCHITECfURE. 
The Jini architecture [88] comprises: 
• A group of components that provides the necessary infrastructure to create the 
federation of services mentioned above. 
• A Programming Model that simplifies the process of creating distributed services. 
• The Services themselves which are offered to and used by members of a federation. 
Typical examples of services are a computation, storage space, a communications 
channel, and a software filter or hardware device. 
Figure 8 shows how the Jini architecture relates to the overall software architecture 
implemented in the various devices which make up a Jini-based system. 
4.5.2.1 Jini Infrastructure. 
The components which comprise the Jini infrastructure are, 
• The Discovery and Join protocols which are supported by all Jini devices
5 
and allow 
them to join a federation and offer their services to other members. 
• One or more Lookup Servers which hold details of all current members of a 
federation. 
5 A Jini device is one that followed the standard Jini specification 
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• A Security System which is distributed between the devices and lookup servers in 
the J ini network. 
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Figure 8. A typical Jini system. 
4.5.2.1.1 The Discovery and Join protocols. 
Essentially, the Discovery protocol is used by a newly initialised Jini device to discover the 
location of all the lookup servers in the environment and the Join protocol is used to 
register with them. After that, the newly enrolled member of the federation uses the Lookup 
protocol to locate other services which are needed for some networking task or distributed 
application. 
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In the discovery phase the new service multicasts a request for all lookup servers in the 
network to identify themselves. Having discovered one or more lookup servers, the new 
service (the service provider) then registers with the lookup server(s) - i.e., joins the 
federation - by providing a proxy object which is deposited with the lookup server. This 
proxy object describes the functionality of the new service and how it should be accessed. 
A client looking for a particular service uses the lookup protocol to access the lookup 
server and acquire a copy of the appropriate proxy object. The proxy object initiates 
communication between the service provider and the client and, depending on the nature of 
the service, the service may be provided locally or remotely. Communication is normally 
carried out using Remote Method Invocation (RMI) but this is not mandatory. Although 
more complex scenarios are accommodated in the Jini infrastructure, the essence of the 
protocols is as described. 
4.5.2.1.2 The Lookup Server. 
The Lookup Server is a service based on the' Linda co-ordination model using Tuple 
Spaces' project at the Yale University [89] and is itself, the main service in a Jini System. 
As such, a Lookup Server can register with other Lookup Servers allowing the creation of 
several kinds of topological structures, for instance, hierarchical and mesh topologies. Sun 
[88] claims that it is even possible to enter a Lookup Server entry in a directory or name 
service and thereby implement an unrestricted WAN Jini system. 
4.5.2.1.3 The Distributed Security System. 
The Distributed Security System in Jini is based on the security enhancements which are 
included in the most recent version of the Java programming language. [90] In effect, these 
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can limit the groups of services that a client or a service can discover. However, there are 
several Jini security issues which, currently, have not been addressed. One of the most 
crucial is the use of Jini through firewalls and another is the use of Jini with the Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol. Also, authentication is not carried out on discovery requests 
or responses. This means that it is impossible to know whether the entity being contacted is 
a 'legitimate' service or not. Additional security measures, beyond those already specified 
for Java, were not considered when Jini was originally conceived, but new technologies, 
such as the Java Authentication and Authorisation Service (JAAS), and, perhaps more 
important, the new RMI Security Extension, will probably be in the next version of Jini. 
4.5.2.2 The programming model. 
The Jini programming model comprises a number of standardised interfaces which 
characterise the main features of a fully-configured Jini system. These features are 
adequately described in the literature [91, 92, 93]. These interfaces are based on the Java 
programming language model but extended to take into account the distributed (network 
based) environment; the complications of delay and the uncertainties of the underlying 
network are taken into account in Jini. The publication of these interfaces is intended to 
facilitate the construction of new reliable services which conform to the Jini system 
specification. 
4.5.2.3 Services. 
Any member of a Jini system is a Service; the Infrastructure and the Programming Model 
are there only to provide a base on which to build services. A Service is a Java program 
inserted in a Jini compliant device, which will permit the control and use of the device in 
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the Jini system. Services therefore appear to be Java objects. They have interfaces which 
specify their functionality and these can be used by other programs or provide the means by 
which the service interacts directly with the user. 
4.5.3 Building a Jini System 
Similar to JMX and JDMK, Jini is a framework which defines interface and abstract classes 
which must extended by the developer. However there was documentation provided with 
Jini which was sufficient to develop a Jini system. Therefore, more details are not provided 
in this thesis. 
4.6 SUMMARY 
The purpose of this Chapter has been to present the technologies used to create the SNMP 
Active Networks Toolkit. To make the Toolkit compliant with the SNMP protocol, the Java 
standard JMX and its default implementation JDMK has been used. The Chapter has 
introduced JMX and JDMK, with special emphasis in their SNMP features. Both 
technologies provide the framework to create a complete SNMP system. The Toolkit also 
makes use of Jini as the means with which to maintain the changing Active Networks 
topology. The dynamic nature of the Active Networks topology matches perfectly with the 
Jini 'federation' concept. The next Chapter will analyse the SNMP Active Networks 




THE ARCHITECTURE FOR STANDARD SNMP AND ACTIVE SNMP 
NETWORK MANAGEMENT TOOLKIT 
5.1 INTRODUCfION 
The research posed in Chapter 1 clearly had a major effect on the design of this test-bed. In 
particular, two network management systems were needed, the standard SNMP system, 
which operates as a traditional SNMP network management system, and an Active SNMP 
system which uses the ANTS technology. [106] An incremental approach was also adopted 
in the development of the test-bed. First, the standard SNMP system was developed, using 
the JMXlJDMK technologies; the design of this is presented in Chapter 5.2. To provide the 
Active SNMP system the ANTS system and Jini had to be integrated with the standard 
SNMP system; this is discussed in Section 5.3. The Active SNMP prototype is essentially 
the standard SNMP version augmented with 2 extra menu options Active Node and Active 
Extension. An Active Network service may require the use of one or more extensions. The 
standard ANTS system only provides the functionality to load these extensions statically. 
This research has proposed a way in which extensions can be loaded dynamically, on 
demand, by any service and this is also included in Section 5.3. 
Note that both systems are real and complete SNMP systems, which stores and retrieves 
real data from network devices within a real network. This is achieved by using operating 
system commands. They are however prototype systems because only a subset of the MIB 
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variables are considered and no the statistical analysis of the MIB information, typically 
provided by network management systems, is given. 
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Figure 9. SNMP system structure. 
Figure 9 shows the architecture of the standard SNMP system. As with any standard SNMP 
system, its structure is divided in two parts, manager and agent. The manager component is 
responsible for retrieving information from the agents and issuing commands to them using 
the standard SNMP commands. The prototype provides a graphics user interface (GUI) 
which emulates the network console typically used by the human network manager to 
interact with the network. 
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The agent provides the functionality to control a network device. This control is achieved 
by setting and retrieving the information stored in the agent SNMP MIB, within the 
network device. In the prototype, the MIB used is the standard SNMP MIB: MIB-II (RFC 
1213). [95] Figure 10 shows the relation between the output of the two operating system 
commands, 'netstat-s' and 'netstat-a', with specific groups in the standard MIB: MIB-II. 









Figure 10. Relation between SO commands and 
MIB-II. 
The next section will present the standard SNMP system architecture in more detail. 
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S.2.1 SNMP MANAGER 
The SNMP manager is composed of two layers: A GUI which the human network manager 
uses to interact with the network and a SNMP layer that transforms the commands given 
into standard SNMP commands. 
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Figure 11. The Network management console. 
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S.2.1.1 The GUI layer. 
The network management console GUI design is shown in Figure 11 for the standard 
SNMP system. This layer is divided in three areas: 
• Menu area 
• Toolbar area 
• MIB area. 
The menu area has a number of menu options which group a common set of commands. 
For the standard SNMP system menu options File, Operations, Connect and Help are 
provided. 
The option File allows the SNMP manager to be exited, the option Operations includes the 
main SNMP commands GetRequest, SetRequest, GetNextRequest and GetBulkRequest 
and the option Connect allows SNMP agents to add or deleted. The information needed to 
add an agent is: 
• Agent IP address. 
• Agent port. 
The toolbar area contains icons as shortcuts for the options found in the Menu area and a 
combo box element is provided to switch between the different SNMP agents which are 
currently part of the network. For instance, Figure 11 shows that Malaga is the name of the 
agent which the next SNMP command will be sent to. 
The MIB area has two main functions: 
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• To allow the user to select a MIB variable; this is needed to create an SNMP 
command. 
• To show the result of an executed SNMP command. 
The area is divided in two sections: a MIB tree section (left hand side) and an information 
section (right hand side). The MIB tree shows a tree structure matching the MIB-II 
structure. Figure 12 shows the MIB-II tree structure relating to network nodes which are 
hosts, for example computers. When the user clicks one of the MIB Variables in the tree 
structure the GUI layer sends a GetRequest command to the SNMP layer with the 
information associated with the selected MIB Variable. The SNMP layer, using the 
JMXlJDMK API, sends a SNMP GetRequest command to the agent currently selected in 
the GUI (which is Malaga shown in Figure 11). The response from the agent is received by 
the manager, specifically the SNMP layer. The SNMP layer analyzes the results and sends 
the appropriate information to the GUI layer. Once the results are received by the GUI 
layer, they are presented in the MIB area information section for viewing. 
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Figure 12. MIB-II nodes tree. 
The MIB area information section (right hand side) is used to view information relating to: 
• MIB Variable currently selected 
• SNMP agent currently selected. 
These are not viewed concurrently, instead the user can choose which to view using the two 
tabs Variable information and Agent information. Figure 11 show the Variable information 
tab used to view the information relating to the MIB Variable IplnReceives. 
With the exception of the Value property, the information shown is defmed precisely by the 
MIB-II standard and held as read-only properties in the MIB. The properties defined for 
each MIB Variable are; 
• Syntax. This is the name of the SNMP type. 
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• Status. Indicates infonnation about whether the infonnation is mandatory in the 
agent or not. 
• Access. Indicates if the content can be changed or not by the manager. 
• Object ID. Shows the unique id. 
• String Object Id. Shows the unique string id. 
• MIB Variable description. Shows a description of the functionality. 
The Value property is the only one which can be updated in the MIB by the user, using the 
SetRequest command, and subsequently retrieved from the MIB using the GetRequest 
command. Clearly the access property dictates whether a MIB Variable can be updated. 
The button Set must be used to send the 'SNMP set' command to the agent. As any GUI 
action, the SNMP layer receives the action and transfonns it to the correct SNMP command 
and executes it. 
In the case of an Agent, the infonnation stored will be the Agent address (the IP address) 
and the Agent port number. The infonnation shown about an Agent relates to Agent 
currently selected by the user; the values shown in Figure 11 relate to the Malaga Agent. 
5.2.1.2 The SNMP layer 
The SNMP layer is composed of a number of classes whose function is to receive the 
commands from the GUI layer and to transfonn them into one or more standard SNMP 
commands, using the JMXlJDMK API. The main class for this layer is called 
InnerManager. The class, whose signature is shown in Figure 13, has a method for every 
type ofGUI layer command. 
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public void getRequest(MibNode node,String action) 
public String[] getNextRequest(String variableRequest) 
public void getBulk(int max Rep ) 
Figure 13 Public InnerManager Methods. 
Each of the methods shown in Figure 13 is discussed below. 
• public void getRequest(MibNode node,String action) throws 
InnerManagerException .. This method is used by the GUI layer commands 'get' 
and 'set'. The action parameter is used to decide precisely which SNMP command 
the GUI command relates to. The MIB Variable selected (highlighted) by the user is 
automatically the target variable for this command and is the node parameter in the 
method signature. 
• public String[ref] getNextRequest(String variableRequest) throws 
InnerManagerException .. This method is used by the GUI layer command 
'GetNext' to produce the corresponding SNMP command. The GUI layer uses the 
MIB Variable selected from the MIB Tree, and retrieves the next MIB Variable in 
the MIB Tree. 
• public void getBulk(int maxRep) throws Exception. This method is provided by the 
layer as a specific aspect of the research and when invoked it accesses one table in 
the MIB - hence the absence of a parameter identifying the table to be accessed. 
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The MIB table used is always the MIB-II table 'TcpConnTable'. The main object of 
this method is to investigate the performance of accessing table of various sizes. 
All these methods use the JMXlJDMK API to create the corresponding SNMP commands 
to be sent to the SNMP agent. 
5.2.2 SNMP AGENT 
The SNMP Agent system provides the required functionality of a standard SNMP agent. As 
noted earlier, SNMP Agents are deployed in real network devices (host computers), and 
populated with real data, updated periodically. 
The SNMP agent is composed of two layers: A GUI layer which is used to start and stop 
the agent and a SNMP layer that has two main functions: 
• Receive and respond to SNMP commands sent by a manager. The commands are 
received on a standard port where the agent is always listening. 
• Periodically populate the MIB with data. Clearly MIB used is identical to the one 
used by the SNMP manager. 
5.2.2.1 The GUI Design 
The GUI is a small window, with two buttons. The top button allows the SNMP Agent to 
be initiated and the lower button allows the SNMP Agent to be terminated. The process of 
starting an agent is divided internally into a number of steps: 
• Initialising static Agent MIB Variables. Some MIB variables are static by nature, 
e.g. SysLocation, which is defined in the System group in the MIB. The values for 
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these MIB Variables are initialised from information held in a file, when the system 
is started. This must be done first. 
• Starting SNMP agent layer. This starts the procedure which completes the 
initialisation of the dynamic MIB variables, and finishes with the agent listening at 
the standard SNMP port. 
• Starting data collection system. The system integrated in the SNMP agent layer 
creates a thread that periodically executes the 'netstat -s', 'netstat -a' operating 
system commands. The results from these commands are used to populate the MIB. 
5.2.2.2 The SNMP agent layer. 
The SNMP agent layer is composed of two integrated but separate subsystems: 
• The SNMP agent subsystem. 
• The data collection subsystem 
The SNMP agent subsystem is analogous to the SNMP manager. The SNMP agent system 
waits for a SNMP command from a SNMP manager. Once a command has been received 
and validated (the agent checks that the manager has permission to execute the command 
by checking the Access Control List which is held in a Java property file), the Agent 
executes the command and an SNMP response is returned to the manager. 
The command will entail accessing the MIB and returning various information as part of 
the response. 
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The data collection subsystem works independently from the SNMP Agent. This subsystem 
is initiated as a thread and its sole function is to execute operating system commands. The 
output of these commands is processed by a parser which extracts the data matching the 
corresponding MIB-II variables. 
Figure 14.Netstat -s output. 
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The operating system commands which are executed are : 
• 'netstat -s'. This command has as output, network statistics sorted by Internet 
protocol. By default, statistics are shown for the network protocols: IP, ICMP, TCP, 
and UDP. Figure 14 shows a normal output for this command. It is clear from the 
Figure that almost all the statistics obtained from the output of this operating system 
command are the values ofMIB-II variables. 
Figure 15. Netstat -a output. 
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• 'netstat -a'. This command has as output all the connections together with the ports 
which the connections are listening on. The output of this command will provide the 
data to populate the TCPConnection table. The Figure 15 shows a typical output of 
this command. 
Note that these two operating system commands get their output directly from the network 
card plugged into the Agent network devices; the Agent devices in this test-bed are hosts, in 
this case PCs. 
5.3 THE ACTIVE SNMP SYSTEM 
This section describes the additional functionality needed to augment the standard SNMP 




The standard SNMP prototype GUI must be enhanced to offer menu options to initialize 
and start the Active network management services. These new graphics user options 
correspond to the additional functional requirements needed for the Active SNMP system. 
The additional GUI alterations affect only the manager, while the functional changes affect 
both manager and agent. The next sub-sections give specific details about these 
enhancements. 
I I 1 
5.3.1 GUI ENHANCEMENTS 
The additions allow a user to configure and invoke an Active network management service. 
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Figure 16. The Active Network management 
console. 
The first Active SNMP option is called • Active Node' and it comprises a number of Active 
Network node configuration options, together with the mechanism to start the Active 
II:? 
network management service. The second Active SNMP option, called' Active Extension', 
provides the means to load ANTS service extensions. Both options are interrelated. An 
ANTS service is typically composed of a number of extensions that must be installed in the 
network before the service can be executed. The extensions are installed by using the 
Active Extension menu option, and then the Active Node menu option can be used to 
execute the service. 
The Active Node configuration options are: 
• Source Port. Sets the port number for the connection source. 
• Destination Port. Set the port number for the connection destination. 
• Node Target. The host name for next Active Node in the path. 
In the case of the' Active Extension' menu option, the only information which must be 
provided by the user is the name of the service to be executed; this indirectly provides the 
name of the extension to load because the extension name is composed of the service name 
followed by the suffix 'Ext'. The next section will explain in detail the dynamic extensions 
load sub-system that is triggered by the user when this option is used. 
5.3.2 DYNAMIC EXTENSIONS LOAD SYSTEM 
Before a service can execute in an Active Node, all extensions which it requires must be 
present in the node. ANTS provides the functionality for services to make use of 
extensions, but it does not provide the means to dynamically load the extensions into 
Active Nodes. As part of this research a new dynamic extensions load system was designed 
and implemented. The main goal of this dynamic load system was to distribute the 
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extensions needed by a service to all the Active Nodes visited by the service. Figure 17 














Figure 17. Dynamic extensions load system. 
The system is a typical client-server system where the data belonging to the service 
extension is sent, serialized6 from one Active Node to another. Once the data is received in 
the target node, the service extension class is reconstructed. The name of the class is 
composed of the name of the service followed with the suffix 'Ext'. The sequence of 
operations required to achieve the dynamic loading of an extension are as follows, and 
corresponds to the actions in Figure 17. 
6 A java language concept used actively to move objects in the network. 
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1 A number of Extension servers are started. The extension server's main task is to wait, 
listening for requests asking for active network extensions. A request will provide the 
name of the extension to be sent. The extension servers must have access to the 
extensions needed by the services. In this research the extension servers have been 
loaded with the service extensions manually. Clearly, an automatic procedure to sent 
new extensions to all the extension servers is needed. 
2 An Extension worker server is started as a separate thread by every Active Node, as 
part of the Active Node initialisation procedure. The extension server has the same IP 
address as the Active Node and uses the same port number in all the Active Nodes. 
This server is waiting all time for data from the extension server. 
3 A request is made to load an extension. This request will send the name of the 
extension required to an extension server. The information about which extension 
server to use has been set statically, as part of the initialisation procedure. 
4 The extension server receives the request and sends, as a response, the extension class 
requested, serialized, to the Node Extension worker server. 
5 The Active Node reconstructs the extension class with the information received by the 
Extension worker server, from the Extension Server. 
6 The new extension class is now registered in the Active Node. 
The way in which the Dynamic Extension Load System works is similar to how a plug-in is 
installed in a browser, for example. As with plug-ins, the extension is downloaded and 
registered once in the Active Node. The extensions have the purpose of extending the 
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Active Node functionality that can be used by the services. When an extension is created, 
the concept of it being generic and thus useful for many services, is desirable. The service 
creators must analyze the extensions already available in the Active Nodes before the 
creation of the service. Functionality which is not considered generic must be created as 
Capsules. A standard library of extensions could solve the problems of reutilization of code 
among the services. This library could be also optimized to be as fast and small as possible 
with the purpose of being used by a larger number of Active Nodes. 
5.4 SUMMARY 
The Chapter has presented the architecture of the SNMP Active Networks Toolkit. To 
ensure that the toolkit is compliant with the SNMP protocol, the standard JMX and its 
default implementation JDMK has been used. The Toolkit also makes use of Jini as the 
mean to maintain the changing ANTS topology information. Jini is a framework to develop 




ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF NETWORK MANAGEMENT 
SERVICES 
6.1 INTRODUCfION 
Chapter 5 presented the standard SNMP test-bed for both the standard SNMP systems and 
the Active SNMP system. This Chapter uses the test-bed to design and build the selected 
services which will be used to compare the standard SNMP network management system 
with the equivalent Active SNMP network management service. 
Section 6.2 first explains the design pattern used to deploy Active Network services. 
Section 6.3 is by far the most important section in this Chapter. It presents a detailed 
comparison of the candidate services (selected in Chapter 3) in both the standard SNMP 
and the Active SNMP systems. A quantitative analysis is available for the specific SNMP 
services (GetBulk and Threshold) but this is not appropriate for the remaining 3 services as 
these can only be made available in the Active SNMP system. It is argued that these 3 
services offer a solution to a number of fundamental operational problems shared by all 
network management systems. Furthermore, these 3 services provide a new network 
management paradigm for future network management systems. 
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6.2 ACfIVE SNMP NETWORK MANAGEMENT 
SERVICES 
The creation of Active Network Services requires two main tasks to be carried out: 
• The analysis, design and creation of the classes that compose the service. 
• The deployment of these service classes into the Active Network. 
The creation of Active Network services in ANTS follows a design pattern that must be 
used by all the Active services. This design pattern was proposed by Wetherall [11] and is 
comprised of a number of operations that every service must execute. The next section will 
explain in detail how this design pattern is used to create an Active Network service. 
6.2.1 ACfIVE NETWORK SERVICES DESIGN PATTERN 
ANTS provides an API with a number of classes to the service developer to help create an 






In Chapter 3, an overview of these classes was presented, and a detailed discussion is given 
in Appendix A. An ANTS service is an Application running in the ANTS Active Network, 
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composed of a number of Capsules, which are grouped in a number of Protocols, and which 














Figure 18. Main ANTS API methods used to create 
a servIce. 
The method Execute is the most important because it is called by the Active Node 
operating system every time a valid capsule arrives at an Active Node. Usually this method 
will be used by the service developer as the starting point to execute the service business 
logic. It will include calls to the Active Node API and to the extensions used by the service. 
The Execute method terminates with a capsule sent to another Active Node or a call to the 
Active Node operating system method DeliverToApp. A call to the method DeliverToApp 
signals execution of the service is completed. 
Another important method in the Capsule class is the Encode method. This method is used 
to allow the capsules to send information along the service path inside the Active Network. 
Its complement method, Decode, receives the information sent. 
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Application 
In the class Application there are two methods used in all services. The method Start is 
used to invoke the service. This method is responsible for: 
• Registering the service with the Active Node. 
• Starting the service thread. 
The other important method is Receive. The method DeliverToApp invokes the Receive 
method. The receive method returns results from the execution of the service to the method 
DeliverToApp and this in turn passes the results back to the Application class. 
Protocol 
The class Protocol provides the functionality to group the service capsules. The method 
AddCapsule is used to put a capsule inside a group. 
Extension 
Extension class method Action is called by the service capsules to start execution of the 
extension logic. 
This design pattern is used to implement all the Active SNMP services discussed in the 
remainder of this Chapter. 
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6.3 COMP ARISON OF THE STANDARD SNMP 
SERVICES WITH THE ACTIVE SNMP 
SERVICES 
6.3.1 SPEQFIC SNMP SERVICES 
6.3.1.1 SNMP GetBulk Service 
Service Definition 
This service is typically used to retrieve complete tables from the MIB. 
Standard SNMP GetBulk Service 
The standard SNMP GetBulk service is achieved by using the SNMP GetBulk Command to 
retrieve tables stored in the MIB. However, the MIB does not store the size of the tables. 
The standard GetBulk command merely gives the starting point in the MIB (start of the 
table for the 1 st GetBulk command) and the amount of information to be retrieved. Clearly, 
it is not possible for SNMP to retrieve the complete table in one command (because it does 
not store the size of the table). 
Active SNMP GetBulk service 
There are a number of ways in which the Active SNMP "GetBulk service could improve 
upon the equivalent standard SNMP GetBulk command. This research considered that the 
retrieval of complete tables was the most useful improvement. This was designed and 
implemented by locating the upper and lower bounds of the specified table and retrieving 
the data from the table between these bounds. 
Once the Active SNMP GetBulk service is installed as an Active Network service, the 
procedure to invoke it is initiated when the network manager, using the SNMP Active 
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Network Toolkit console, selects the GetBulk menu option. As noted in Chapter 5, for the 
purposes of this research the MIB TcpConnTable table is retrieved. The UML design for 
this service can be found in Appendix C.1. 
Comparison of the standard SNMP GetBulk command with the Active SNMP 
GetBulk service 
The Active SNMP GetBulk service is more efficient than the standard SNMP GetBulk 
command. In particular, it allows the manager to retrieve any table in the agent MIB using 
only one request. This contrasts with the GetBulk command in standard SNMP that 
typically requires many repeat GetBulk commands to be issued by the manager, to retrieve 
the complete table. Note that the Active GetBulk service could be further improved by 
allowing, for instance, particular rows in the table to be retrieved. The efficiency of the 
improved Active Network GetBulk can be compared to the standard SNMP version of the 
command using a number of metrics. Specifically, the number of messages which must be 
exchanged between the manager and agent and the delay in retrieving the entire table are 
fundamental metrics in assessing the performance. 
An experiment to compare the time taken to retrieve the TcpConnTable (defined in RFC 
1213 [95] ) was conducted. In the experiment three different table sizes were investigated. 
These are referred to as small, medium and large and contain 35, 500 and 1000 rows 
respectively. Also the distance between the manager console and the agent host was varied 
such that they were located in the same room, building and campus; these three 
environments are shown in Figure 19. In practical terms the three environments differ in the 
distance between the manager and agent and also the number of network devices along the 
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route between the manager and agent. The experiments were conducted during several 
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Figure 19. SNMP Active Networks Toolkit 
The delay incurred by each GetBulk request includes propagation, processing, queuing and 
transmission delay. While a detailed discussion of how these various delay measurements 
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are calculated is beyond the scope of this thesis, nevertheless it is important to note with the 
exception of transmission delay, each delay factor is a function of the number of packets 
and not the packet size. It is likely that the standard SNMP version will return more data, 
and thus will have a higher transmission delay; however this will be negligible in 
comparison to the overall delay figure and is therefore ignored in this experiment. Hence 
the greater the number of packets used to transfer a given quantity of data the greater the 
delay of the transfer. 
Delay 
(milliseconds) 








Figure 20. Delay Performance Analysis for the 
Active Network GetBulk Service. 
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Analysis of Results 
F or the Active SNMP GetBulk service, when the small table is retrieved, the differences 
among the delays for the 3 environments is less than one percent. [107] This is to be 
expected because only one GetBulk request is needed to retrieve the complete table and 
thus the environment will make little difference to the results. A similar comment applies to 
the retrieval of the medium and large sized tables. Note that there is a medium increase in 
the delay between the small table and medium table (a twenty per cent for the Campus), 
and a slight increase between the medium table and large table (a four per cent for the 
Campus). This increase can be attributed to the extra transmission delay associated with the 
larger amounts of data. 
For the standard SNMP version because of the way in which tables are stored in the MIB, 
retrieval of an entire table is typically spread across a number of GetBulk commands. 
Hence, the retrieval of larger tables inevitably requires a greater number of GetBulk 
requests and thus incurs greater delays. By considering the 'Room' environment, where 
there are no network devices involved in the data transfer, it is clear from Figure 20 that the 
delay is greater for the large table size, compared to the medium table size. Similarly, for 
the medium table size compared to the small table size. 
It is also clear from the Figure that for a given table size, there is a difference in the delay 
incurred by each environment, with the 'Room' environment consistently having the 
smallest delay and the 'Campus' environment having the largest delay. This is explained by 
the increasingly larger distances involved and more importantly the number of network 
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devices deployed for the 3 environments; essentially, each command/response pair needed 
to retrieve the table, incurs extra propagation, processing and queuing delays. 
The results for the standard SNMP GetBulk command do not compare favourably with the 
Active SNMP Network GetBulk service. In all instances (the three table sizes for each of 
the three environments) the Active Network version produces significantly smaller delays. 
Furthermore, as the table size increases, and the environment becomes more complex, the 
difference in the delay also increases. The choice of table sizes and environments for the 
experiment are of no real significance other that to produce results for the retrieval of 
various table sizes across various network environments. In summary, the experiments 
confirmed that the Active SNMP GetBulk service is more efficient that the standard SNMP 
GetBulk command, under all conditions, and is more scalable in terms of table size, 
network size and network complexity. 
6.3.1.2 SNMP Threshold Service 
Service Definition 
A threshold specifies the range of permitted values (minimum and/or maximum) which a 
MIB variable is expected to operate within. 
Thresholds are used frequently in control systems where devices are required to operate 
within a defined range of values; a temperature gauge for instance. Thresholds are also 
useful in network management systems and are associated with specific MIB variables. 
Should the MIB variable be set to a value outside the permitted range then an alarm is 
raised by the manager. An example would be how the load on a link can be used to select 
the most appropriate encoding scheme for a call. If the load on a link is within a specified 
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range then a default encoding scheme is used for a call. If the load drops below the 
minimum threshold then the call can use an encoding scheme which can effectively 
increase the amount of bandwidth it uses. Conversely, if the load on the link increases 
above the maximum threshold then the call must change the encoding scheme so that it 
uses less bandwidth. 
It should be noted that this service can be viewed as a specific application of a more generic 
monitoring service. 
Standard SNMP Threshold Service 
There is no SNMP Threshold command. To implement a threshold service the manager 
must periodically poll the agent to get the current value of the MIS variable. When the 
current value is returned the manager must test that it is between the minimum and 
maximum allowed values. If this test fails then the manager will raise an alarm and carry 
out some appropriate action, depending on the variable. Clearly, many 
GetRequestiGetResponse command pairs are required. The precise number depends on the 
length of time that the MIS variable is monitored and the sampling time. 
Active SNMP Threshold service 
It is a relatively straightforward process to provide an Active SNMP threshold service. The 
service requires the following information to be defined for a threshold:-
• MIS variable name to be monitored. 
• Minimum threshold value. 
• Maximum threshold value. 
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• Default value. 
• Delay. 
The MIB variable name defines the variable which the threshold is associated with. The 
user gains access to this service using an option defmed in the Active Node menu option. A 
pop-up allows the user to define the required parameter values which are needed to 
configure the required service. The delay parameter defines how frequently the MIB 
variable is checked. The other parameters are self explanatory. 
Once the parameter values are defined, the manager can invoke the service. The first action 
of the service is to send a capsule to the target agent. This capsule will contain the 
parameter values provided. The capsule will pass these values to its extension class. The 
extension will create a thread that will run periodically (according to the delay parameter 
value). For the Active SNMP Threshold service designed and implemented for this 
research, if the MIB variable goes outside the permitted range, the extension will set the 
MIB variable to the default value and send a capsule to the manager indicating the 
occurrence of this event. Clearly, any logic can be programmed for any threshold variables, 
according to the requirements of the service. Specifically, a maximum threshold was set to 
Mib-U variable 'tcpCurrEstab' inside the TCP group to know when a maximum number of 
TCP connections was reached in a node. The minimum threshold was put to zero. When the 
maximum number or TCP connections in the node passes the maximum threshold, the 
MIB-II variable 'tcpMaxConn' is set to the default value set. The UML design for this 
service can be found in Appendix C.2. 
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Comparison of the standard SNMP Threshold service with the Active S~MP 
Threshold service 
Standard SNMP network management systems cannot efficiently implement threshold 
variables. A GetRequest command must be sent by the manager, to the agent, requesting 
the current value of the MIB variable. The agent must respond to that. Thus a 
GetRequest/GetResponse command pair must be sent periodically to monitor the MIB 
variable. Furthennore, a 'fat' manager is required to allocate resources to process the 
responses. Thus, the standard SNMP version of this service is not scalable. 
In contrast, the Active Network Threshold service requires exactly one service invocation 
and one alann response every time the MIB variable goes outside the specified range. This 
gives the optimum perfonnance. It was not considered sensible to produce precise 
quantitative data similar to the GetBulk service. The inherent problem with both these 
standard SNMP services is the need for multiple GetRequest/GetResponse pairs and thus 
the Active SNMP service will always out-perfonn the standard SNMP service. The precise 
quantitative values will depend on the time the MIB variable is monitored, the sampling 
period, etc. 
A particularly interesting enhancement to this service would be for the manager to delegate 
to the Agent the intelligence to deal with the event directly, without infonning the manager. 
This takes work from the manager and effectively results in self managing Agents. 
The ability to provide this Active SNMP Threshold service and tailor it precisely to the 
MIB variable which must be monitored, illustrates the flexibility with which new services 
can be deployed with Active Networks. 
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6.3.2 FUNDAMENTAL OPERATIONAL NETWORK MANAGEMENT 
SERVICES 
SNMP and other network management standards do not have the facility for creating the 
following three services, thus only the Active SNMP is given below. These services 
provide solutions to fundamental operational problems inherent in all network management 
standards. 
6.3.2.1 SNMP Macro Network Service 
Service Definition 
The service allows the agent to execute a Macro by specifying the Macro name. The Macro 
can be considered to be a script which is composed of SNMP commands or other services. 
Active SNMP Macro Network Service 
This service allows a manager to execute a Macro with one service invocation. In this 
research the SNMP MIB Macro Service was used to provide a specific Macro service 
which executed a number of SNMP GetRequestiSetRequest commands on a number of 
MIB variables. The objective was to check that the Macro worked, i.e. that all the 
individual commands were executed, and not necessarily to produce a specific service. 
Clearly the Macro can contain any number of simple SNMP commands. The Macro service 
is effectively a design pattern and a developer can use the Macro design pattern to 
implement any network service. SNMP commands cannot compete with the flexibility, 
functionality and perfonnance of this Active SNMP service. For the Active version of the 
Macro service, the strategy to pass the intelligence to the Agents and let the Agent carry out 
the work independently from the manager achieves the optimum solution. 
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Specifically, the Macro service was tested by creating a service whose goal was to execute 
the following SNMP commands: 
• To set values in the MIB-II System group variables: 
a. sysContact. The identification of the contact person for the agent node. 
b. sysName. The name for the agent node. 
c. sysLocation. The physical location of the Agent node. 
• To get the values for the next MIB-II Ip group variables: 
a. ipInReceives. The variable keeps the total number of input datagrams 
received, including those received in error. 
b. ipInDelivers. The total number of input datagrams successfully delivered by 
the Ip protocol. 
c. ipOutRequests. The total number of input datagrams supplied to the Ip 
protocol as requests for transmission. 
This was a simple macro, but nevertheless proved that the Macro service worked. The 
UML design for this service can be found in Appendix C.3. 
6.3.2.2 SNMP Virtual MIB Service 
Service Definition 
This Dynamic MIB service provides the functionality for the manager to extend the Agent 
MIB by dynamically creating a new virtual variable. 
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This value of these virtual variables will typically be computed from other MIB variables. 
As an example, a virtual variable could be used to store the mean value of another MIB 
variable, over a specified period of time; this was the service developed for this research. 
Clearly the complexity of the calculation is dictated by the network manager. 
It is interesting to consider the parallels and the synergy which exists between the Macro 
and the Virtual MIB services. The Virtual MIB service is also a generic service and the 
classes provided can be extended by the developer to create other virtual MIB variables. 
The Virtual MIB service therefore can also be considered to be a design pattern. Finally, 
the benefits of the Virtual MIB service are identical to the Macro service. 
When taken together these two generic services provide developer with the functionality to 
define new virtual variables (data), initialised as appropriate and the functionality to 
perform any computation (Macro service) on this data. These two services operating 
together give unlimited power and flexibility to the manager. Specifically, the service was 
tested by creating a new MIB variable with the mean value of the MIB-II variable 
'ipInReceives' during a period of time. The UML design for this service can be found in 
Appendix CA. 
6.3.2.3 SNMP Manager Delegation Service 
Service Definition 
This service allows the main manager to delegate management tasks to virtual managers 
and deploy these virtual managers in specified agents. 
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To demonstrate the usability of this service, in this research the virtual manager was 
required simply to get a specified MIB variable value from a specified Agent, over a period 
of time. However, the Manager Delegation service can be extended to allow the virtual 
manager to carry out the same tasks as the real manager. 
SNMP MIS Manager 
Delegation Active 
servIce 
SNMP Netvvork M ... n ... ger 
Snmp Agent 




. ecelve nput rOfTl etwor fTlanager . 
CD -----------SNMP MIS Manager 
Delegeltlon ActIve 
service 
2 .Capsule is sent with the inforfTlatlon received: Agent to be polled, 
MiS variable, period of tifTle and pace . 
3 . Virtual Manager is created and process the inforfTlation received 
4 . A capsule is created to activate the servIce to get the InforfTlation 
requested . 
5 . The service returns the inforfTlation to the virtual fTlanager 
6 . The virtual fTlanager relay the inforfTlation to the fTlaln fTlanager and 
finish to run . 
IMPORTANT NOTE' There is only one S NMP actIve Network servl ce 
but doing different actions depending of its context 
Figure 21. SNMP MIB Manager Delegation Active 
Network Service. 
This flexibility can be used to define different virtual managers, each made responsible for 
different tasks, as requested by the real manager. Figure 21 shows how this service 
operates. 
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The Active SNMP Manager Delegation service requires a number of values to be defined 
as follows:-
• The agent where the virtual manager will be placed. 
• The agent/s to be polled. 
• The MIB variable/s to be polled. 
• The period of time over which to sample the variables. 
• The sampling period. 
Once the data has been collected by the virtual manager it will be forwarded to the main 
manager. 
, 
The possibilities for this service are enormous. Any virtual manager hierarchy can be built 
and any functionality can be distributed. The virtual managers can execute any SNMP 
command or make use of the Macro and Dynamic MIB services. There have been other 
proposals to solve the task delegation problem in SNMP [96] but Active Networks is a 
better approach as it has the advantage of being easily configured and it can also make use 
of the Active Macro and Virtual MIB services. Specifically, the service was tested by 
making the delegated manager to return to the main manager the mean of the MIB-II 
variable 'ipInReceives' in a specific agent during a period of time. The UML design for this 
service can be found in Appendix C.5. 
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6.4 SUMMARY OF THE BENEFITS OF ACfIVE 
NETWORKS 
Having presented the Active SNMP Services and compared these, where appropriate, with 
the equivalent standard SNMP solution, it is useful t summarise the benefits of Active 
Networks for network management: 
• A significant reduction in network traffic. This is because fewer interactions between 
the manager and the agents take place. 
• A change from a fully centralized paradigm to a higher autonomous paradigm. Using 
Active Network technology, an Active Network Service can be established as an 
agent process inside a device. This agent can carry out actions in an autonomous way 
and its interactions with the manager console can be minimized. 
• The possibility of real-time actions. The main problem inhibiting real time operation 
is network delay. Because Active Network technology distributes intelligence 
throughout the network, devices are able to solve many problems in real time without 
involving the manager console. 
• It can make the network robust and fault tolerant by giving an efficient and timely 
answer when a problem arise. 
• It can simplify the process of extending and upgrading device agents. The manager 
console can send an Active Network Service to certain devices to upgrade its system 
of fault handling for example. 
• It can allow the creation of an external view of the MIB data specifically designed for 
an application. This view can be changed dynamically. For example, an application 
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may require correlation between several pieces of MIB data. The Active Network 
approach facilitates this flexibility. 
• It can change the network management topology from a hierarchical centralized 
paradigm to a distributed paradigm in which manager consoles will be distributed 
and coordinated to solve the network management problems. 
• It has the potential to provide a more flexible network management security system. 
Security can be improved because, firstly, the number of exchanges between the 
manager console and the agents are minimized and secondly, because it is possible to 
use several secure transmission techniques in the exchange of messages between the 
manager console and the agents, depending of the environment and the information 
interchanged. 
• It can be possible to create a 'patrol' and 'first aid' service, which can determine 
whether the same problem has arisen in a number of devices and treat all of them 
immediately. The patrol agent effectively acts as a mobile manager system. For 
example, it could analyze the flow between devices and determine a way of 
balancing it. It could also correlate several MIB values in different devices, make 
some calculations and return the results to a manager console for statistical analysis. 
• It can make network management systems easier to use and thereby reduce the need 
for specialized personnel. Work previously carried out by skilled Managers at the 




Currently, the most usual task in network management is achieved by having managers poll 
the managed devices (agents) for data, looking for anomalies. Due to the increase in the 
number and complexity of nodes in the network, this technique is problematic. In 
particular, the management centre is inundated with large amount of information, often 
redundant because there are no changes in the network and frequently, out of date due to 
the round-trip delay. Active networks can be the natural solution to the 3 operational 
problems noted above. By making the internal nodes of the network active it is possible to 
move network management functionality to the 'heart' of the network, reducing delays and 
bandwidth utilization. 
This Chapter has presented a number of Active Networks services to solve a number of 
already document network management problems. The goal of all of them has been to 
provide the best technique to every problem and to demonstrate the value of Active 
Networks as a global solution. 
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Chapter 7 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
7.1 INTRODUCfION 
This Chapter gives critical review of the research. It summarises the achievements and 
considers what further work could be undertaken to extend the work, specifically extend the 
Toolkit. . 
7.2 CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH 
The main goal of this research was to answer the research question 
Can Active Networks solve all the documented problems of Network 
Management Systems? 
To answer this question a number of aims were defined in Chapter 1. How well each of these 
aims was completed will be reviewed critically in this section. 
7.2.1 AIMS OF RESEACH AND CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE 
7.2.1.1 To produce a thorough analysis of the strengths and 
weaknesses of SNMP 
Exhaustive research was conducted, using the main journals and sources where information 
about network management issues and SNMP are typically published, together with books 
and other literature. An internal report was produced [104] and the contents were used in 
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Chapter 2 to present the problems ofSNMP. Since the publication of this report no further 
weakness have been identified. 
7.2.1.2 To construct a framework which will allow a 
comparison to be made between standard SNMP 
services and Active SNMP services 
A test-bed was needed to compare standard SNMP network management services 
(commands) with the corresponding Active SNMP network management services. A 
framework was designed and using this framework the test-bed was built. The test-bed 
comprises a complete standard SNMP network management system and this was 
augmented to produce a separate Active SNMP network management system. Note that the 
Active SNMP version defaults to a standard SNMP system and that it is a platform only, in 
that at this stage no services have been designed and built. The design of the test-bed was 
presented in Chapter 5. 
When services are created and deployed in this test-bed it will then be possible to compare 
them. 
7.2.1.3 To design and build a set of services which allow a 
comparison to be made between standard SNMP 
services and Active SNMP services 
It is accepted that SNMP has many problems. Some problems are specific problems, for 
instance the GetBulk command is very inefficient. Other problems are more major and are 
central to the difficulties SNMP (and other network management standards) has with 
responding to the changing needs of networks in general, for instance new technologies. In 
Chapter 3, 2 specific problems and 3 major operational problems with SNMP were chosen 
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as being crucial to answer the research question. Services were designed and built which 
provided solution to these problems and the details are given in Chapter 6. 
7.2.1.4 To provide an ANTS system to dynamically load 
extensions in the Active Nodes 
While ANTS provides the functionality to dynamically load capsules, it did not provide the 
equivalent functionality for the Extension code. This was considered a weakness of ANTS. 
Therefore a system to dynamically load the Extension code was designed and built as part 
of this research. This system works correctly and was used in the execution of the Active 
SNMP services. 
7.2.1.5 To provide an ANTS system to dynamically load Active 
Network topology 
ANTS uses a configuration file to establish the Active Network topology. While this may 
be acceptable in a research environment it is not considered acceptable in a commercial 
environment. Therefore a system was designed and built which dynamically maintains the 
network topology; the design of this system was discussed in Chapter 5. 
The system works correctly and was used in the execution of the Active SNMP services. 
7.3 RESEARCH QUESTION 
The question the research set out to answer was:-
Can Active Networks solve all the documented problems of Network 
Management Systems? 
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The services designed and built to answer this research question were classified into specific 
SNMP problems, and more general network management operational problems. The specific 
SNMP problems relate to the inefficient way in which SNMP executes certain commands, 
while the operational problems relate more to the inherent way in which network 
management systems were designed. 
The results are conclusive. 
The Active SNMP services for the specific SNMP problems have been shown to be much 
more efficient compared to the standard SNMP version. In particular, the use of network 
bandwidth was optimal and the delays (response times) were much smaller. 
Three Active services were built to address the operational problems of network 
management systems (it should be noted that no facility exists in any network management 
standard to provide these services):-
• SNMP Macro Network Service - effectively allows a script be executed, where the 
script is a set of basic commands or other services. This solves the polling problems 
• 
and the inherent efficiencies of this. 
SNMP Virtual MIB Service - allows new MIB variables to be defined, on demand . 
This also allows 'views' of the MIB to be defined and thus views can be tailored to 
specific services. To define a virtual MIB variable the existing MIB does not need to 
be altered. Therefore this service provides a means for integrating new technologies 
and the MIB variables required to support technologies without the need for 
proprietary solutions. 
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• SNMP Manager Delegation Service - this allows responsibility to be delegated to 
agents. In effect agents can be viewed as virtual managers. In this way the 
management function can be distributed throughout the network, to any agent. This 
solves the problems caused by the centralised paradigm, including the scalability 
problem. 
Each of these services provide solutions to major operational problems; these problems have 
been discussed frequently in the literature [17,20,36], etc. However, the power comes from 
their synergy. The Toolkit built as part of this research provides the ability to define any 
variable (view) in the MIB, on demand AND perform any computation on any MIB variable 
AND distributed this computation anywhere in the network. I believe therefore that these 
three services form the generic solution to all the general network management problems set 
out in Chapter 1. Furthermore this research allows legacy systems to operate alongside 
newer technologies and allows services to be deployed incrementally. 
Therefore the answer to the research question is YES. 
7.4 RELATED WORK 
'The Smart Packets Project' [54], developed in BBN Systems and Technologies, is a 
complete Active Network Architecture designed specifically to provide an Active network 
management system. Thus this project is not a generic Active Networks technology. Smart 
Packets does not address the major operational problems which exist in network 
management standards, but instead is a replacement for current network management 
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standards. Therefore no consideration is given to legacy systems and thus its usefulness is 
limited. 
A research project complementary to this research is being developed at the Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology. [98] The project focus is the management of an Active Network. In 
an Active Network there is a need to debug services injected into the network. The project 
proposes an Active Network Architecture which will be used as prototype for exploring 
issues of resource management and network management inside an Active Network. 
Finally, the use of intelligence inside the network was suggested by G. S. Goldszmidt. [6] 
One of the focus areas in this project was network management as means to prove the use of 
mobile agents inside the network. The research brings in the use of mobile agents for remote 
execution. It introduces a language-independent agent technology. Its delegated agents are 
dispatched to remote elastic processes and are dynamically linked with them and executed as 
threads under remote control. The project uses this architecture to manage networked 
systems. 
Active Networks also puts intelligence into the network through services and therefore can 
provide the same functionality as agents. 
7.5 FURTHER WORK 
7.5.1 CATER FOR ALL NETWORK MANAGEMENT STANDARDS 
To make the toolkit more useful it is proposed that it caters for all the network management 
d d e' t eMIP and TNM Active Networks operates by injecting intelligence stan ar s, lor InS ance· '-
into the network, transparently. Thus Active Networks is independent of the network 
1.+3 
infrastructure and thus the network management standard. Therefore to be able to 
accommodate other network management standards, only the basic commands (e.g. the 
equivalent of the GetRequest command) need be implemented. The result will be a Toolkit 
which can operate with any device, regardless of the network management standard 
deployed in the device. 
7.5.2 OPEN SOURCE EXPERIMENTAL 
The Toolkit could be made available as Open Source and used in much the same way as 
Linux. In particular, developers could compose new services (using the Macro service) and 
make these available, publicly. This Toolkit could then be used as the basis for network 
management research and testing. The benefits of this are:-
• Services can be made available immediately as there is no need for the long 
standardisation process - developers will select from the services provided. 
• The automatic Active Network deployment service (improved by this research) can 
be used to deploy new versions of the services. 
This Toolkit could be complemented with an Active Directory system where all the available 
Active Network services are registered. The use of this system will improve the security 
inside the Active Network by controlling which services will be provided to the Active 
Networks community. Jini was used to provide a similar service as part of this research and 
thus is a candidate technology to provide this service. 
1.f4 
7.5.3 USE OF XML 
The XML language standard could be used as the basis for communication between the 
Active Network services. It could also be use as the language for writing the Macros. 
7.5.4 AcrIVE NETWORKS SYSTEM SERVICES 
Active Networks can be use to provide system services, for instance, resource management 
services. In this Active Network can be a self-managing system. 
7.6 FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
This research has shown that Active Networks can solve even major operational problems in 
network management systems. It has produced a Toolkit which provides the design patterns 
to execute any Macro define any new MIB variable and automatically distributed these to 
any device in the network. The further work has argued that this could be made Open Source 
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Appendix A 
THE ANTS API 
The description of the ANTS architecture schematizes its main components and its 
functions but has left without explaining the details of its use and implementation. 
It was mentioned before that the ANTS toolkit has been written using the language 
Java entirely. This section tries to give more information about the key classes used by 
the toolkit to create an active network. It is important to indicate that the node classes 
and their local applications are executed in a single Java Virtual Machine using different 
threads. 
OVERVIEW OF MAIN CLASSES 
The ANTS architecture defines the active nodes as elements of the network that are 
connected by channels, and with capsules like agents that are injected inside the 
network by applications. In the ANTS toolkit these concepts are matched to concrete 
java classes. 
Each active node is represented by an object of the class Node. The functionality of a 
node can be extended using instances of subclasses of the abstract class Extension. Each 
network interface is represented by an object of the class Channel. Different channels 
types (point to point or shared medium) could be used when it is necessary. 
New applications of a service are developed creating subclasses of the abstract class 
Application. The class that represents the service is the abstract class Protocol. The 
capsules are created creating subclasses of the classes Capsule. The new capsules are 
organized in Code Groups using methods of the Protocol class. 
THE NODE CLASS 
The class node represents the core of an Active Node. The class exports a set of services 
to other classes in the toolkit: registration of protocols and extensions, control of 
capsules execution, etc. These services can be divided in four categories. 
The first category has as common element the return of information about the active 
node environment. Functions as GetAddress and Time return the local node Internet 
address and the local time respectively. The method GetChannel allows obtaining the 
Channel object used for the forwarding of the capsule. On the other hand, the method 
FindExtension allows finding the instance of an extension installed in the node. 
The following category of functions is related to the Node storage manipulation system. 
Per example, the method Put allows setting an object inside the store after decrementing 
the capsule's resources limit. On the other hand, the method Get allows recovering the 
object meanwhile the method Remove allows to eliminate it of the system. 
Another category is formed by the functions to control the capsules processing flow and 
its propagation to other nodes of the network. The method RouteForNode allows 
forwarding a capsule toward a node using the default routing system, decrementing the 
capsule's resources limit in the process. The method DeliverToApp allows invoking an 
instance of local application to deliver a capsule. 
The rest of the functions form a category whose main function is allowing the 
registration of the service main elements in the node structure. Methods as 
RegisterProtocoL RegisterApplication and RegisterExtension pennit respectively to 
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register an instance of the classes Protocol, Application and Extension in the node are a 
clear example. 
THE CAPSULE CLASS 
Subclasses of the class Capsule are used to define the PDUs that are used in a service. 
Inside the fields of a capsule, the source and destination addresses are defined as 32 bit 
integers, with the auxiliary class NodeAddress providing routines to format the 
addresses according to the notation used in the protocol IP. The class provides a 
number of methods to obtain the information set in the capsule fields: 
• GetResource which returns the value of the resources limit field. 
• GetPrevious is used to obtain the address of the node previously visited by the 
capsule. 
• GetCapsuleID, GetGroupID and GetProtocolID are used to obtain the capsule, 
code group and protocol fingerprints respectively. 
ANTS provides a convenient class that the programmers of services can use in place 
that Capsule. Its name is DataCapsule and is specially designed to work with the 
protocol UDP. 
One of the programmer's of services obligations is to override the methods used in the 
process of a capsule. The reason for this obligation is because the normal process of a 
node depends on these methods for the manipulation of the capsules. 
For example, the node presupposes that the logic of a capsule is inside the method 
Evaluate. This method is invoked every time that a capsule arrives to a node, allowing 
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to the capsule to obtain an object reference of the class node. The method should 
manage the errors that can arise in its execution by means of catching exceptions, and it 
should finish its process in the time allowed by the node. While the method is executed, 
the node operating system guarantees that the execution is not affected by the execution 
of other capsules. The only actions that the can carried out, besides calling to the 
methods of the API of the node, it is to call to other capsules of the same code group or 
to communicate with other capsules of the same code group. 
Finally, new capsules generally use class variables to represent additional fields in the 
PDU to transport custom data among different nodes. This will permit to transport 
information about events in the nodes visited by a capsule. The methods Encode, 
Decode and Length allow converting these fields to and from an external representation 
of the data to avoid data representation problems. The external representation is 
provided by the auxiliary class Xdr. 
THE PROTOCOL CLASS 
To define a new service, besides creating capsules and extensions, the programmer of 
services should create a class that extends the class protocol. This class is used to 
organize the capsule inside code groups. It is obligatory that the class provides with a 
constructor method without parameters where the organization of the capsules is 
exposed. The methods StartGroupDefn and CloseGroupDefn are used for the creation 
of a code group while the method AddCapsule is used to add a capsule to the code 
group. The Figure 22 shows an example of the use of these methods in the creation of a 
protocol element. 
l.57 
public class SnmpDynamicMibProtocol extends Protocol { 
} 




addCapsule("uk .ac .dmu .activenetworks .apps .SnmpDynamicMibCapsule"); 
endGroupDefnO; 
endProtocoIDefn(); 
Figure 22. Protocol class example. 
THE ApPLICATION CLASS 
An application is an independent entity that makes use of the services that ANTS 
provides. It is built by means of the extension of the class Application. The class 
provides a series of methods that allow making use of the local node, to register 
protocols, inject capsules in the network and to receive capsules from the network. 
One of the first obligations of the class application in a service is to create an object of 
the corresponding protocol and to register it with the local node using the method 
Register that the API of the node provides. This step allows to the local node to obtain 
the code of the capsules that form the protocol from the local files system to be able to 
initialize the code distribution system. Once completed the registration, the application 
could send and to receive capsules of the service. The method Send is used to send a 
capsule to the network. The answer from the network is received by means of the 
method Receive. This method is called by the node when a capsule coming from the 
network has as destination the local application. 
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THE EXTENSION CLASS 
The class Extension is the mechanism used by application services to increase the 
functions that a node can offer. New extensions are developed by means of the 
extension of the class Extension. Once created the extension, it is necessary to install it 
like part of the node. The method AttachExtension of the class Node allows the 
installation of the extension in the node operating system. Because of the node security 
infrastructure, an extension should be accessed by means of the method FindExtension 
of the class node. This method allows to a capsule to look for an extension installed in 
the node, using the name of the extension as key. The method returns a reference to the 
extension or null in the event of not finding the extension. Once a capsule has the 




In JMX there are two main packages (Java libraries) which are used to create an SNMP 
system. [86] The first of these, javax.management.snmp, contains: 
• The classes and interfaces needed to deal with SNMP (versions 1 and 2) 
protocol data. 
• The Java classes used to make and process SNMP requests and responses. 
• The Java classes needed to build a prototype SNMP MIB. 
This package is used to build both agents and managers. 
The second main package, javax.management.snmp.manager contains a set of interfaces 
and classes needed to create an SNMP manager. Since an understanding of the structure 
and use of these packages is crucial when building a new, Java-based, network 
management system, they are described in detail in the following paragraphs. 
The JDMK API is one particular implementation of the JMX API and provides the 
developer with the means to build a SNMP network management system. Note that 
systems based on other network management standards can be build using the JDMK 
API. There are 3 packages in the JDMK API relating to SNMP. These are 
com.sun.jdmk.snmp,com.sun.jdmk.snmp.agent and com.sun.snmp.IPAcl. 
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}MX PACKAGES 
PACKAGE JAV AX.MANAGEMENT.SNMP 
There are four interface definitions in this package. The frrst two of these, 
SnmpDataTypesEnums and SnmpDefinitions, simply identify the constants used in 
generating and processing request and response messages which pass between entities 
in an SNMP system. 
Interface SnmpOidTable specifies how a MIB must be implemented in a SNMP 
Manager. The MIB defines the variables which are to be managed and these are 
structured as a tree. Each variable has a unique logical name, which comprises a set of 
identifiers separated by periods. The individual identifiers of the name refer to 
successive branches of the tree. Similarly, variables also have equivalent unique 
numeric identifiers, which comprise a set of numbers separated by periods; these are 
known object identifiers (Oids). Implementations of the interface SnmpOidTable create 
an array of SnmpOidRecords, one SnmpOidRecord for each MIS variable required. 
Each SnmpOidRecord contains a copy of the reference information for that particular 
MIB variable as defined in the standard (description, status, etc), for that particular MIS 
variable. The MIB is used by the SNMP Manager to retrieve the reference information 
for a given MIS variable name or equivalent Oid. Thus the manager MIS effectively 
provides little more than a dictionary service. Note that the SnmpOidTable interface can 
also be used to define a MIS in the agent. However, because the agent MIS must also 
store the current MIB variable value (in addition to all the reference information) the 
agent MIS is typically defined in another way; this will be described later. 
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The fourth and final interface in the package is SnmpPduFactory. This interface defines 
the method EncodePDU that encodes a given SnmpPduPacket object and returns the 
resulting SnmpMessage object. The method DecodePDU does the reverse. The class 
SnmpPduFactoryBer is the default implementation of this interface. It encodes the 
information using the BER (Basic Encoding Rules) standardised encoding scheme 
associated with ASN.l [87], but clearly other encoding schemes could also be 
implemented. The UsePduFactory method of the SNMPAdaptorServer provides the 
means for a SNMP agent to select an encoding scheme from any implementations of 
this interface. A similar facility is provided for the SNMP manager. In particular, a 
SnmpPeer object, which represents an agent in the manager, defines a SetPduFactory 
method. A call on this method associates an implementation of SnmpPduFactory 
(essentially an encoding scheme) with the agent object. This facility gives the manager 
the flexibility to associate different encoding schemes with different agents. Note that 
SnmpPeer also provides a GetPduFactory method which returns details of the 
SnmpPduFactory object associated with the agent. 
In addition to the four interfaces, there are a number of classes defined in the 
javax.management.snmp package. Many of these classes simply provide support for the 
low level manipulation of the various types of data contained within the POUs and as 
such add little to the understanding of the JMX SNMP API. However there are a 
number of classes in the package which warrant closer scrutiny. 
The Class SnmpPduPacket, as its name indicates, represents a generic SNMP Pdu and 
defines all the individual fields associated with the various SNMP Pdu types. Of 
particular interest is the field which carries the actual data sent / received between the 
tnanager and agent. This field is represented by the SnmpYarBindList class which 
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simply defines an array of Snmp VarBind objects. Each Snmp VarBind object contains a 
SnmpOid object and an associated SnmpValue object. The SnmpOid object stores the 
unique numeric identifier of the SNMP Mib variable as an array of long numbers, one 
for each number in the identifier and the SnmpValue object stores the current value of 
the variable. Thus the Snmp VarBindList is simply a list of MIB variable identifiers 
together with their corresponding values. Note that the class SnmpOid does not store the 
name of the MIB variable; however, it is possible to instantiate a SnmpOid object use 
the name, in which case the SnmpOidTable is used to retrieve the corresponding 
numeric identifier. Clearly, the SnmpOidTable object must exist before any PDUs can 
be exchanged. 
Note also that SnmpValue is an abstract class and thus the type of an object of this class 
cannot be obtained directly. Instead the GetType method of the corresponding 
SnmpRecord object (MIB variable record) is used. To do this the SnmpOidRecord 
object must first retrieved from the SnmpOidTable object (MIB) using the 
GetSnmpOidTable method of the SnmpOid object. 
Class SnmpPduPackets has a number of subclasses, each of which represents one or 
more specific SNMP Pdu types. For instance, the class SnmpPduBulk represents the 
SNMP getBulk Pdu type and the class SnmpPduRequest represents the SNMP get, get-
next, set, response and SNMPv2 trap PDU s. Thus there is a direct relationship between 
the actual SNMP Pdu types and how they are represented as classes in lMX. 
In the SNMP standard, messages are used to encapsulate PDUs (RFC 1157, RFC 1902). 
The class SnmpMessage is used to implement this function. It is SnmpMessage objects 
which are exchanged between peers and thus these represent the lowest level of the 
communication function. The EncodePdu and DecodePdu methods of the 
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SnmpPduFactory are called by this class, prior to the information being transmitted on 
the lin1e 
PACKAGE JAV AX.MANAGEMENT.SNMP . MANAGER 
This package contains the interfaces and classes needed to create a SNMP manager. The 
interfaces and classes are largely concerned with providing the functionality required to 
allow the manager to control the communication with the agents. 
SnmpSession is the main class in the package. Although the concept of a session is not 
defined by SNMP, in the JMX API, its purpose is to insulate the complexity of the low 
level communication undertaken by the manager, from the network management 
application. Essentially the network management application drives the manager by 
issuing requests for Mib variable information from agents. The manager responds to 
these requests by first creating a Snmp VarBindList object. This object contains an array 
ofSnmpVar objects. The class SnmpVar extends the SnmpVarBind class discussed 
earlier and thus fulfils the same purpose, which is to provide details of the object 
identifier as, defined by the SNMP standard. In this instance, the Snmp VarBindList will 
contain one Snmp Var object for every Mib variable requested by the network 
management application. 
The SnmpSession Class defines methods for building every type of SNMP Pdu, for 
instance there is a SnmpGet method which builds a SNMP Get Pdu. Similarly there is a 
SnmpGetNext method, etc. The manager translates requests from the network 
management application into the appropriate SNMP Pdu type by calling the appropriate 
method (SnmpGet, etc) passing the SnmpVarBindList as a parameter. Although the 
detail is hidden, the method also carries out all the necessary low level communication 
tasks, for instance encoding and decoding, similar to those explained previously. The 
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method call also returns a SnmpRequest object, so called because it represents the 
request from the network management application. Thus every Pdu transmitted has an 
associated SnmpRequest object. This SnmpRequest object is used to indicate whether 
synchronous or asynchronous transmission mode should be used to transfer the Pdu and 
also to store the response from the agent. To operate in synchronous mode, which 
means the manager waits for a reply before sending the next Pdu, the 
WaitForCompletion method of the SnmpRequest class is executed. This mode 
effectively enforces single threading ofPDUs. To operate in asynchronous mode, the 
SnmpRequest object must invoke a method of the class that implements the 
SnmpHandler interface. The method is called when certain events occur, for instance, a 
response is received from the agent, or, an error has been detected in the Pdu. They 
allow the manager identify when certain events have taken place, and to react 
accordingl y. 
The manager must create a SnmpSession object before it can begin communication. 
Within a session, a manager may communicate with one or more agents. The methods 
provided by the class allow the manager to define the various session parameters, for 
instance, the agent IP address used in the session. The class also allows the manager to 
create and customise SNMP PDUs. For instance, it is possible to create a get PDU by 
using the method SnmpGet. The method perfonns a single SNMP get request on the 
variable binding list set by its parameter of type SnmpVarBindList. 
The SnmpPeer class represents an agent within the manager. It contains agent data (and 
corresponding methods for manipulating the data) that uniquely identifies it, and allows 
the manager to establish communication with it. For instance, IP address and port 
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numbers are two data items defmed. It also stores parameters used to control the 
communication, for instance the number of retries and timeout values. 
A trap function, which is similar in concept to interrupts used by operating systems, is 
defined in the SNMP standard. A SNMP agent issues a trap when a significant and 
unexpected event occurs. For instance, the agent may report the failure of a 
communication link using a trap. The SnmpEventReportListener interface together with 
the SnmpEventreportDispatcher class is the means by which traps are implemented in 
the JMX API. The interface defines the processSnmpTrapVl and processSnmpTrapV2 
methods. The manager invokes these when a trap is received. The class implementing 
the interface must register it with an instance of the class SnmpEventReportDispatcher. 
An instance of this class initialises a thread that waits for incoming traps from an agent. 
When a trap is received, the appropriate trap method is called. 
The agent and manager exist to control the exchange of SNMP messages. The JMX API 
packages javax.snmp.manager and javax.management.snmp.manager provide the 
interface and classes required to implement SNMP agents and managers respectively 
and the preceding sections gave an explanation of the interfaces and classes contained in 
the packages. The aim was not to describe every interface and class in detail, but rather 
to focus on those aspects which are central to understanding how communication 
between the agent and manager takes place. 
JDMK PACKAGES 
PACKAGE COM.SUN.)DMK.SNMP 
This package contains the classes which implement the interfaces SnmpOidTable and 
SnmpPduFactory. These interfaces are part of the JMX API standard library package 
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Javax.management.snmp and an explanation of them has already been given. Note that 
the classes are used to develop a SNMP manager. The package also contains the 
interface SnmpOidDatabase and the class which implements this, 
SnmpOidDatabaseSupport. This class provides the facility for supporting multiple 
MIBs. 
PACKAGE COM.SUN.)DMK.SNMP.AGENT 
The interfaces and classes needed to develop a SNMP agent are contained in the 
package com.sun.jdmk.snmp.agent. Altogether it contains three interfaces and eight 
classes. 
The interface SnmpMibAgentMBean represents the template used to develop a SNMP 
agent and is implemented by the class SnmpMibAgent. It contains methods 
corresponding to the SNMP operations, for instance the GetPdu method corresponds to 
the SNMP get operation. These methods provide the logic for processing the PDUs, 
including retrieval of the relevant information from the agent's Mib. They are invoked 
when the corresponding Pdu is received from the Manager. 
The interface also defines methods which enable the agent to manipulate protocol 
adaptor objects. It particular the SetSnmpAdaptor method provides the means for an 
agent to store a copy of the protocol adaptor object reference. This provides a direct link 
from the agent to the protocol adaptor object and thus allows the agent to invoke 
methods on the adaptor object. 
SnmpMibHandler is the interface which provides the template for the protocol adaptor. 
In JDMK the class SnmpAdaptorServer implements this interface. The 
SnmpMibHandler defines the AddMib method which, as the name suggests, adds 
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details of a Mib to the protocol adaptor. Effectively the Mib object reference is stored in 
the protocol adapter object which invokes the AddMib method. This allows the adaptor 
to invoke methods on the agent. It is important to note that the JDMK API 
documentation explicitly states that this method 'is called automatically by the 
SnmpMibAgent.setSnmpAdaptor method and should not be called directly. How this 
automatic invocation is achieved is explained shortly when the SetSnmpAdaptor 
method is explained. 
As noted above, the SetSnmpAdaptor method is responsible for invoking the AddMib 
method in the SnmpAdaptor Server class. 
The remaining interfaces and classes in the package are concerned with the building and 
maintenance of the agent Mib. It is important to appreciate the manager uses the Mib 
only as a type of dictionary, to validate Mib variables. Thus the manager Mib stores the 
Mib variable identifiers, their related syntax rules, and the relationship between the 
variables, which is captured by the hierarchical structure. While the agent also uses the 
Mib as a dictionary, it must also store the current values of the Mib variables. Thus the 
agent Mib requires data structures, including tables, for storing the variable values. The 
generation of these data structures and their subsequent manipulation (as Mib variable 
values are added and retrieved) inevitably means the agent Mib is more complex. 
There are a number of classes provided for building the agent Mib. The class SnmpMib, 
which extends the class SnmpMibAgent, is used to create the hierarchical (tree) Mib 
structure in the agent. The nodes at the bottom level of the structure are objects of class 
SnmpMibNode. This class has two subclasses, namely SnmpMibOid and 
SnmpMibTable. Essentially Mib variables are either created as SnmpMibOid objects (if 
they have simple scalar values) or SnmpMibTable objects (if there are multiple and / or 
repeating values). The SnmpMib class contains a variable root (which is a SnmpMinOid 
object); this is the reference to the top level of the Mib structure. The lower levels are 
generated in the usual recursive manner using the RegisterNode method of the class 
SnmpMibOid. This method takes an object of class SnmpMibNode as a parameter and 
adds it to the tree. Clearly the class SnmpMibNode must have at least one variable of 
class SnmpMibNode which will point, for instance, to the next node in the structure; 
however precise details of how the tree structure is defined are hidden in the JDMK 
API. 
The class SnmpMibTable implements the SnmpMibTableMBean interface. This class 
provides the methods for maintaining the Mib variable tables, specifically adding, 
removing and retrieving entries (rows) in Tables. Each Table entry has two parts, the 
Index, and a reference to the Object containing the data associated with this Index. The 
Index is comprised of one of more Mib variables and the Object containing the 
associated data also comprises one or more Mib Variables. For instance, details of the 
IpAddrTable table entry (as defined by the SNMP standard) would be stored as follows: 
• IpAdEntIflndex. Internal index 
• EntryRef. Reference to an Object containing the fields 
• IpAdEntAddr. 
• IpAdEntN etMask. 
• IpAdEntBcastAddr. 
Although the precise detail of how table entries are grouped to form tables is hidden, an 
array of entries is probably the most obvious solution. The AddEntry method illustrates 
how table entries are stored. The method takes two parameters, one of type Snmplndex 
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and the other of type Object. The Snmplndex parameter is stored in the next available 
position in the array together with and the reference to the Object parameter. The 
Snmplndex class represents an Index as an array of long numbers. 
Note that the manager can also remotely create and remove entries in the agent Mib by 
using the SnmpMibTableRemCreate class which extends the SnmpMibTable class. 
PACKAGE COM.SUN.JDMK.SNMP.lPAcL 
This is the final package defined by JDMK and it is concerned exclusively with access 
control aspects of security. Details of the community password and the access rights of 
managers are stored in a file. This file is either store in a predefined location on the 
system, or, the location is defined at runtime using the jdmk.acl.file property. The class 
JdmkAcl, which implements the interface IPAcl, contains the methods used by the 
agent to check the access rights of the manager against those stored in the file, before 
granting or denying access. The access control file is associated with the agent when the 
agent is instantiated, using the SnmpAdaptorServer class constructor. 
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Appendix C 
SNMP ACTIVE NETWORKS TOOLKIT DESIGN CODE 
This appendix will provide the complete SNMP Active Networks Toolkit UML 
diagrams. The ANTS classes (with the changes produced by the Toolkit) will be 
included as well. The appendix structure will follow the Java packages Toolkit 
structure, starting with the "uk.ac.dmu.manager" Java package, next will be the 
"uk.ac.dmu.agent" Java package, following with the "uk.ac.dmu.util" Java package, to 
finish with the "uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks" Java package. Next picture will provide an 
overview of the packages integrated in the Toolkit. 
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I rl lNFO FIELD : JTextArea --- -
I rI OBJECT ID FIELD : FieldPanel 
I II PORT FIELD : FieldPanel 
I II STATUS FIELD : FieldPanel ~-- >-;:--- -
I II STRING OBJECT ID FIELD : FieldPanel ~ ------
-_-_-______ ..J 
I II SYNTAX FIELD : FieldPanel --- ---- -
I II VALUE FIELD : JT extField = 'i= I II VARIABLE BORDER : TnledBorder -- -
I ill DOUBLE EMPTY _BORDER : Border 
I @ VSPACE : Dimension ;a ul.awt 
I ill VSPACE PANEL : Dimension --- ---- ---- -
\ II createPanelO : JT abbedPane 
\ ill agentPanelO : JPanel 
~ @ In1ormationPanelO: void 
\ @ variablePanelO: JPanel ja vl.lwt.euent 
---' ~ 
j aua.18ng 
---' ~ string 
j 
--------------------------- ======J ----l 
~ BorderFactory ~ 
j auax.swing.border 




II JButton f<r- I 
uk.lc.dmu.rnanager .Qui 1 
java.lang ! ManagerButton uk.lc.dmu.manager .Qui I 
I string L -=: I 
~ activeBorder : Border 
javaK.lwing I ~ icon : Imagelcon ~ . 
I Imagelcon L -::: I 
@ label : string 
~ @ inttO : void 
jalax.lwing.border ! ~ @ ManagerButtonO : void 
I InformationPanel II SnmpManlgerFrlme I 
=== ===-I _______ J 
ja,a.awt.euent 
I Botdt, I ~ @ ManagerButtonO : void - I jaual.,wing l 
--------------l ---------"""] 





.... FT.JnIl..s.l od.lonLlataner ] I 
See package to 
obtain the 





~ oIJD eddAelMenulton"() void 
.. rIP oaclde",Mcnl,.l.'et"<) : vOid 
.... alP ctoDenlng...,1oFI"Id() V'Qid 
..... rJfJ gt:rtBulkO void 
.... dJU gctNcudC o""mfllnGO : trr.4IbNode 
.... rJ10 getSetC ommonO() : MIbNode 
~ riP SnmpMonegerFl"omo() -..old 
.. ~ creertlngMOIlnP.".,elO JP...,.,I 
~ GI) croe'flngTree() void 
.. /l,\ InIt() v oid 
.. '-'I InkEXIO .....akt 
.. all InIlNodeO void 
.. G,) lo ....... erPanel() : ..Paonel 
'" CA m(llnt'lQef'"I\o4enuBerO · JMenuEkItr 
.... <a ",o"""9t:Jf'"ToolBa ... O JPanel 
.... ~ settlngextenstonO YOtd 
..... GO') .settlngFnwnc() v-=-d 
.... tl\ upperPoncl() : JPanel 
I Sn!npG<!!!~ IQ; 
~==-r=====------
~ 
4-··~ ~ -- URL 
Package: uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 
Note: The urnl diagram related to this package can not be formatted well to be printed. 
Class:lcmpOutTimestamps 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
""bNode 
I<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmpOutTimestamps 
tc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ riJil IcmpOutTimestampsO : void 





f<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmplnAddrMaskReps 
fcF- ManagerTreeModel 
~ ~ IcmplnAddrMaskRepsO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IVIbNode 
f<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmplnAddrMasks 
icE- ManagerTreeModel 
~ Gf IcmplnAddrMasksO : void 
~ ulF toS1ringO : string 
t--f-




{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmplnOestUnreachs 
fe E- ManagerTreeModel 
~ c£il IcmplnDestUnreachsO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 1 
Nib Node 
I<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmplnEchoReps 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ uflil IcmplnEchoRepsO : void 





I<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
IcmplnEchos 
I'"F- ManagerTreeModel 
~ ~ IcmplnEchosO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IVIbNode 
f<:J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmplnErrors 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ uIr IcmplnErrorsO: void 





{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmplnMsgs 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ uIr IcmplnMsgsO : void 






f<:J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmplnParmProbs 
fcif- ManagerTreeModel 
~ ufjil IcmplnParmProbsO : void 




/VIbNode I<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmplnRedirects 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ufjil IcmplnRedirectsO : void 





/VIb No de 
f<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmplnSrcQuenchs 
c~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ufliJ IcmplnSrcQuenchsO: void 





{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
Icmpln TimeExcds 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ufliJ Icmpln TimeExcds() : void 
~ djil tostring() : string 
1-+-
192 
Class: Icmpln TimestampReps 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 
NlbNode 
f<:J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
Icmpln TimestampReps 
~~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ufjll Icmpln TimestampRepsO : void 






{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
Icmpln Timestamps 
Ic~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ufjll Icmpln TimestampsO : void 






I<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
IcmpOutAddrMaskReps 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ulJil IcmpOutAddrMaskRepsO : void 




Nib No de I<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 1 
IcmpOutAddrMasks 
H~- ManagerTreeModel 
~ clfl IcmpOutAddrMasksO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IVIbNode 
f<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmpOutDestUnreachs 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ £:I IcmpOutDestUnreachsO : void 




IVIbNode I<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmpOutEchoReps 
tc=~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ df1 IcmpOutEchoRepsO : void 






f<:J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmpOutEchos 
c~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ u{f IcmpOutEchosO : void 
~ u{f tostring() : string 
~ 
Class: IcmpOutErrors 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
/VIbNode f<I-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmpOutErrors 
fc:~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ u{f IcmpOutErrorsO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
foIIbNode 
{subclasses = 82} r<J-
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmpOutMsgs 
c~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ulJil IcmpOutMsgsO: void 




foIIbNode f<i-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib -] 
IcmpOutParmProbs 
~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ~ IcmpOutParmProbsO : void 





Nib No de 
f<:J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmpOutRedirects 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ uHil IcmpOutRedirectsO: void 
~ uHil tostringO : String 
1-1-
Class: IcmpOutSrcQuenchs 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
Nib No de f<:J-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmpOutSrcQuenchs 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ u{jil IcmpOutSrcQuenchsO: void 





NlbNode r:o--{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
IcmpOutTimeExcds 
rc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ unu IcmpOutTimeExcdsO: void 




NIb No de 
I<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IcmpOutTimestampReps 
tclE- ManagerTreeModel 
~ unu IcmpOutTimestampRepsO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
/VIbNode 
f<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
lfNumber 
<FE- ManagerTreeModel 
~ rnr 11NumberO: void 
~ ufjil tostringO : String 
~ 
Class: IpRoutingDiscards 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
/VIbNode f<J-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IpRoutingOiscards 
fc:~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ufjil IpRoutingDiscardsO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
/VIbNode 
f<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IpDefaultTTl 
~~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ufiU IpDefaultTTLO : void 
~ ufiU toStringO : String 
--
Class: IpForwarding 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
/VIbNode 
f<r-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IpForwarding 
"' E- ManagerTreeModel 
~ ~ IpF orwardingO : void 






I<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
IpForwOatagrams 
re~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ufjil IpF orwDatagramsO : void 






{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IpFragCreates 
re F- ManagerTreeModel 
~ df IpFragCreatesO : void 





ft/Ib No de 
f<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IpFragfliis 
"'E- ManagerTreeModel 
~ ufiil IpFragF aiisO : void 
~ ufiil tostringO : String 
~ 
Class: IpFragsOKs 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
ft/IbNode fc::J-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IpFragOKs 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ off IpFragOKsO : void 





NIb No de 
f<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
IplnAddrErrors 
fcoF"- ManagerTreeModel 
~ r:£il IplnAddrErrors(): void 
~ r:£il tostringO : string 
r-i-
Class IplnDelivers 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
NlbNode 
{subclasses = 82} 
<}-
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IplnOelivers 
fcoF- ManagerTreeModel 
~ c£il IplnDeliversO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
Nib No de 
f<r-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
IplnDiscards 
t-t-
~ uIfil IplnDiscardsO : void 
~ uIfil toStringO : String 
Class: IplnHdrErrors 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
NlbNode 
r<J-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IplnHdrErrors 
fc:~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ uIfil IplnHdrErrorsO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
tvlbNode 
fcO-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib . 1 
IplnReceives 
tc=~ ManagerTreeModel 
<:> ofjil IplnReceivesO : void 
~ ofjil tostringO : string 
I-t-
Class: IplnUnknownProtos 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
tvlbNode 
f<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
IplnUnknownProtos 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
<:> ofjil IplnUnknownProtosO : void 





Nib No de 
I<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IpOutDiscards 
fcFE- ManagerTreeModel 
~ off IpOutDiscardsO: void 
~ off tostringO : string 
I-
Class IpOutNoRoutes 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 1 
NlbNode 
f<t-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 1 
IpOutNoRoutes 
-
~ off IpOutNoRoutesO : void 




NIb No de 
I<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
IpOutRequests 
Ic~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ufjil IpOutRequestsO : void 
~ ufjil tostringO: String 
~,... 
Class: IpReasmFails 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
NlbNode 
<I-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IpReasmFails 
~~ 
~ ufjil IpReasmF ailsO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
NlbNode 
f<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IpReasmOKs 
1cF- ManagerTreeModel 
~ df IpReasmOKs() : void 




Nib No de 
I<J-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib \ 
IpReasmReqds 
tc=F- ManagerTreeModel 
~ df IpReasmReqdsO : void 
~ cI tostring() : string 
t-
209 




rr::~ , -.-......"'-~1 -It66Nod. 
~ riP access : String 
~ riJi descrIptIOn : str ing 
~ dP obJectJd : strWlgi t ~ r1l" status : strtno 
~ riP' atringOb Jectld : string 
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I<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
SnmpEnableAuthen Traps 
fc:~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ uIfJ SnmpEnableAuthenTrapsO : void 





f<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
SnmplnASNParseErrs 
Ic~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ u1f SnmplnASNParseErrsO : void 






fco-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib \ 
SnmplnBadCommunityNames 
Ico~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ df SnmplnBadCommunityNames(): void 
~ df tostringO : String 
I-+-
Class: SnmplnBadVersions 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib \ 
/VIbNode 
fco-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib \ 
SnmplnBadVersions 
fc~ Manager T reeModel 
~ rnJil SnmplnBadVersions() : void 






f<:J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
SnmplnGetNexts 
fc:!E- ManagerTreeModel 
~ djil SnmplnGetNextsO : void 





f<:J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 1 
SnmplnGetRequests 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ eli" SnmplnGetRequestsO : void 
~ df tostringO : string ,... 
Class: SnmplnPkts 
214 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
NlbNode 
\<l-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib -I 
SnmplnPkts 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ II SnmplnPktsO : void 
~ rJiil tostringO: string 
f-~ 
Class: SnmpInSetRequests 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 1 
NIb No de 
I<l-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 1 
SnmplnSetRequests 
cI~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ II SnmplnSetRequestsO : void 




uk.lc.dmu.mlnlger .mib 1 
ft/IbNode 
I<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.lc.dmu.mlnlger .mib 1 
Snmpln T otalReqVars 
fc:~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ rJjil SnmplnTotalReqVarsO : void 





I<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.lc.dmu.mlnlger .mib l 
Snmpln T otalSetVars 
fc:~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ rJiil SnmplnTotalSetVarsO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IVIbNod@ 
I<t-{subclasses = 82 } 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
SnmpOutBadValues 
fc:1E- ManagerTreeModel 
~ uIjil SnmpOutBadValuesO : void 
~ uIjil tostringO : string 
I-
Class: SnmpOutGenErrs 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IVIbNod@ 
f<:J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
SnmpOutGenErrs 
.., if- ManagerTreeModel 
~ uIjil SnmpOutGenErrsO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IVIbNod@ 
I<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib .j 
SnmpOutGetResponses 
fc:~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ djil SnmpOutGetResponsesO: void 
~ djil tostringO : string 
-
Class: SnmpOutNoSuchNames 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IVIbNod@ I<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib j 
SnmpOutNoSuchNames 
... ~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ cI SnmpOutNoSuchNamesO: void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
""bNode 
f<>-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
SnmpOutPkts 
~~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ u!jil SnmpOutPktsO: void 
~ dJ'I toS1ringO : S1ring 
1-1-
Class: SnmpOutTooBigs 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
""bNode 
<J-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
SnmpOutTooBigs 
ic:E- ManagerTreeModel 
~ II SnmpOutTooBigsO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
NlbNod@ 
{subclasses = 82} 
<J-
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
SnmpOutTraps 
"'E- ManagerTreeModel 
~ df SnmpOutTrapsO: void 
~ df tostring() : string 
-
Class: SysContact 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
NlbNod@ 
<J-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
SysContact 
"'E- ManagerTreeModel 
~ df SysContactO : void 






I<l-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
SysDescr 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ urru SysOescrO: void 
~ uIJil toStringO: string 
f-+-
Class: SysLocation 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IVlbNode 
f<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
SysLocation 
f-=~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ uIJil SysLocaiionO: void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IVIb No de 
f<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
SysName 
tc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ uflil SysNameO : void 
~ uljil toStringO : String 
-
Class: SysObjectID 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
IVIbNode f<r-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
SysObjectlO 
fc fE- ManagerTreeModel 
~ wljil SysObjectlDO: void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 1 
fI/IbNode 
f<:J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 1 
SysServices 
~~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ uIf SysServicesO : void 
~ uIf toStringO : string 
I-
Class: SysUpTime 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
fI/IbNode 
<}-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
SysUpTime 
icE- ManagerTreeModel 
~ cI SysUp TimeO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 1 
IVIbNode 
f<:l-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
T cpActiveOpens 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
<> uIfU T cpActiveOpens() : void 






{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
T cpAttemptFails 
~Ft- ManagerTreeModel 
<> oflil T cpAttemptF ailsO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 1 
/VIbNode 
r<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
TcpCurrEstab 
Ic:t~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ulJIl T cpCurrEstabO : void 
~ r:ijil toS1ringO : string 
1-1-
Class: TcpEstabResets 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib ] 
/VIbNode 
f<:J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
T cpEstabResets 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ulJIl T cpEstabResetsO : void 




uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
NlbNod~ 
f<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
TcplnSegs 
... ~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ II TcplnSegsO : void 
~ dj'l tostring() : string 
f-
Class: TcpOutSegs 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 1 
NlbNod~ 
~ {subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib 1 
TcpOutSegs 
~~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ II T cpOutSegsO : void 





NIb No de 
f<:J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
TcpPassiveOpens 
fc~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ulJU T cpPassiveOpensO : void 
~ ufiV toS1ringO: S1ring 
-
Class :TcpRetransSegs 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
NlbNode f<:J-
{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
TcpRetransSegs 
CI~ 
~ uIJil T cpRetransSegsO : void 






I<r-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
UdplnDatagrams 
~F- ManagerTreeModel 
~ oijil tostringO : string 





I<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib l 
UdplnErrors 
~ Ef- ManagerTreeModel 
~ uIjil tostringO : string 






I<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
UdpNoPorts 
~~ ManagerTreeModel 
~ ufPl tostringO : string 
~ ufPl UdpNoPortsO : void 
-
Class: UdpOutDatagrams 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
NlbNod@ 
I<J-{subclasses = 82} 
uk.ac.dmu.manager .mib I 
UdpOutDatagrams 
fc::E- ManagerTreeModel 
~ ffijil tostringO : string 
~ djil UdpOutDatagramsO : void 
"- .... 
C.2 PACKAGE UK.AC.DMU.AGENT 
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1I java.util nmerTas~ II CI SmlpAgent II mIb SchedlMTa.k data ~ ~. 
-~gpntuk.at .dmu ag~nt Snmp.ag~n ~lmages +l empMp.t~ +lnnorManagqrExepptlon +P 111TokOnExtpp ~n 
+ TCIlConnTab leMeta -runProtess java.lang Runtime +lnnerAgent SnmpA Q ~nt +SnmpUbl 
+11i Sthp.duleTask +SnmpilgonlFra mp +m ain'tllid 
+TablelpRouteTable 8ch.rluloT~sk +lnnerManag.r 
+EnumATEST SclleduleTask 
+ TcpConnEntr;flfBean +"'"'told 





















+lnt .. rf~tesMet~ 
+ T;)Il I p. lpNetTf)M e diaT~ ble 
+ ((JNeIToi'AediaEntr;flfBeall 
+SnmpMeta 







+111AddrEnllyM .. ta 
+T~b l eAtTah l " 
+ (cmpMBeall 






+UdpT~I1 I"M .. ta 
+T~hl"I"Arl rIrT al1 l e 
+lpRouteElltlyM~ ta 
+RFG1213 MIBOlrlTal' le 
+EnumEqpNolq l1Morlp 
+Tah l .. Tt pCnnnTalle 
+RFC 1213 MIS 
+ Tab leltTall le 





+lll lmp l 
+Ellllmll RouteTyIJe 








+II'Rollt .. Tab leMeto 
+ .c;'{.~llIlnMBe.1n 














II Object I<r- J 
uk.lc.dmu.lgent 1 
uk.lc.dmu.agent 1 SnmpAgent 
I Schedule Task I J 
~ " mainO : void 
~ @ SnmpAgentO : void 
jlva.lang I 
~ 1 l====~ ---1 
I Exception I ~ I stringBuffer II System I 
jlvlx.swing I 
---------l 
- - -~ ...----'1'----------, 
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~ rlfl EnumSnmpEnableAuthenTrapsO : \laid 
~ rlfl EnumSnmpEnableAuthenTrapsO : \laid 
~ rlfl EnumSnmpEnableAuthenTrapsO : \laid 
------
f! intTable : Hashlable ------





s..p;;;.--;;-r-=1 """sn-'mO::p=M=et= . '11  
1 
I I 






I TcpConnEntry I 
jne.utnJ 
I Hashtable I 
Class Icmp 
com.sun.jdmk I 
ja"a.lo I E,,,,,,,.,.t.d b 




uk.8c.dmu.egent.mlb I , 
Enum T cpConnstate ~ks.ext 
F-"---H SnmpG etBulkExt I 
~ ufjil Enum TcpConnstateO : void 
~ ufjil EnumTcpConnstateO : void 
I ~ ufjil EnumTcpConnstateO : void T!e 
uk.ac..dmu.8gen 
~ ufjil EnumTcpConnstateO : void r--I----._---i ---
CoHr ...... 11 TCPCOnjntryMeta II TTpll 
=======~ _____ J 
# ft IniTable : Hashtable 
~ crt string Table : H6sht6ble je"Llang 
==:i=== ----------------l =======1---' I -- -----1---
I lIIegalA rgumentEllception I Int!ger I ~ ~ 
I L!:::::::::=========~ 





-<:> ulJ'l IcmpO : void 




ulJ'l IcmplnAdd .. MeoskReps : Long 
ulJ'l IcmplnAdd .. Masks : Long 
ulJ'l IcmplnDestUn .. eachs : Long 
un" IcmplnEchoReps : Long 
ulJ'l IcmplnEchos : Long 
ulJ'l IcmplnE .... o .. s : Long 
ulJ'l IcmplnMsgs : Long 
.." ulJ'l IcmplnPa .. mP .. obs : Long 
41' ulJ'l IcmplnRedl .. ects : Long 
41' ulJ'l IcmplnS .. cQuenchs : Long 
.,. ulJ'l IcmplnTimeExcds: Long 
#" ulJ'l IcmplnTlmestampReps: Long 
# ulJ'l IcmplnTlmestamps : Long 
ulJ'l IcmpOutAddrMaskReps : Long 
ulJ'l IcmpOutAddrMeosks : Long 
ulJ'l IcmpOutDestUn .. eachs : Long 
ulJ'l IcmpOutEchoReps : Long 
ulJ'l IcmpOutEchos : Long 
ufi'l IcmpOutE .... ors : Long 
#" ufi'l IcmpOutMsgs : Long 
., ulJ'l IcmpOutPa .. mProbs : Long 
41' ulJ'l IcmpOutRedlrects : Long 
., ufi'l IcmpOutS .. cQuenchs : Long 
41' Glf IcmpOutTlmeExcds : Long 
., ufi'l IcmpOutTlmesteompReps : Long 
., ulJ'l IcmpOutTlmestamps : Long 
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l ukAc.dmu.egent.mlb I 
II RFC1213 MIl 
I 
~.dmu.egerLmIb 1 
II (~==1) }<r-l 
Icmplmpl 
~--------------------~ ~ 
~ rfi' getTokens{) : void 
~ rJfl IcmpmplO : void 
~ rJfl lcmpmplO : void ~ 
~ rJfl setJcmplnAddrMaskReps() : void 
~ rJfl setlcmplnAddrMasks() : void 
~ rJfl setJcmplnDesllJryeachs() : void 
~ rJfl setJcmplnEchoReps() : void 
~ rfi' setlcmplnEchos{) : void 
~ rJfl setJcmplnErrors{): void 
~ rfJi setlcmplnMsgs{) : void 
~ rfJi setlcmplnParmProbs() : void 
~ rfJi setJcmplnRedlrects() : void 
~ rfJi setJcmplnSrcQuenchs{) : void 
~ rfi' setlcmpln TlmeExcds() : void 
~ rfi' setJcmpln TimesiampRepsO : void 
~ rfJi setlcmplnTimestamps{) : void 
~ rfi' setlcmpOutAdcrMaskRepsO : void 
~ rfi' setJcmpOutAdcrMasks{) : void 
~ rfi' setlcmpOutDestUnreachsO : void 
~ rfi' setJcmpOutEcroRepsO : void 
~ rJfl setJcmpOutEcrosO : void 
~ rfi' setlcmpOutErrorsO : void 
~ rfi' setJcmpOutMsgs{) : void 
~ rJfl setJcmpOutParmProbs{) : void 
~ ~ setlcmpOutRedlrectsO : void 
~ rJfl setJcmpOutSrcQuenchsO : void 
~ rJfl setJcmpOut nmeExcdsO : void 
~ rfi' setlcmpOut TlmestampRepsO : void 
~ rfi' setJcmpOutTlmestamps() : void 
~ iii! obtlcmplnAddrMaskReps{) . void 
~ iii! obtlcmplnAddrMasks{) : void 
~ iii! obtlcmplnDesiUnreachs() : void 
~ ~ obtlcmplnEchoReps() : void 
~ iii! obtlcmplnEchosO : void 
~ iii! obtlcmplnErrors{) : void 
~ IiIl obtlcmplnMsgsO : void 
~ iii! obtlcmplnParmProbs() : void 
~ (ill obtlcmplnRedirects() : void 
~ 113 obtlcmplnSrcQuenchsO : void 
~ IiIl obtlcmplnTlmeExcds{) : void 
~ IiIl obtlcmplnTimestampRepsO : void 
~ iHJ obtlcmplnTlmestamps{) : void 
~ iii! obtlcmpOutAddrMaskReps() : void 
~ {ill obtlcmpOutAdcrMasks{) : void 
~ ~ obtlcmpOutDestUnreachsO : void 
~ III obtlcmpOutEcroReps{) : void 
~ IiIl obtlcmpOutEchosO : void 
~ iii! obtlcmpOutErrorsO : void 
~ IiIl obtlcmpOutMsgs() : void 
~ iii! obtlcmpOutParmProbs{) : void 
~ IiIl obtlcmpOutRedirects{) : void 
~ IiIl obtlcmpOutSrcQuenchsO : void 
~ GIJ obtlcmpOut TimeExcds{) : void 
~ GIJ obtlcmpOutTlmestampRepsO : void 






-M .... ..,.,.,1 I 
uk.ac.dmuAgenl.utJI I 
= ====i------I 








~ getlcmplnAddrMaskReps() : Long 
~ r:lf getlcmplnAddrMasks() : Long 
~ rffJ ~eachs(): Long 
~ r1f getlcmplnEchoRepsQ : Long 
~ djil getlcmplnEchosQ: Long 
~ cD> ~rs(): Long 
~ r:if getlcmplnMsgsQ : Long 
~ rJjil getJcmplnParmProbsO: Long 
~ riP getlcmplnRedirects(): Long 
~ riP getlcmplnSrcQuenchsO: Long 
~ rI getlcmplnTineExcds(): Long 
~ djil getIcn!plnTimestampRepsQ: Long 
~ " getlcmpln Timestarnps() : Long 
~ nfjil getlcrnpoutAddrMeskReps(): Long 
~ dfJ getJcmpOutAddrMesks(): Long 
~ dfJ getlcmpOUtOestUnreachs() : Long 
~ r:if getIcmpOutEchoRepsO: Long 
~ riP geUcmpCkrtEchos() : Long 
~ elf getJcmpOutErrors(): Long 
~ " getlcmpOutMsgsO: Long 
~ dfJ getlcmpOutParmProbsQ: Long 
~ dfJ getlcrnpOUtRediredsO: Long 
~ rJjil geUcmpOutSrcQuenchsO: Long 
~ rffl getJcmpOutTlmeExcdsQ: Long 
~ rfJJ getlcmpOutTlmestampReps(): Long 
~ rfJJ getlcrnpOutTlmestampsO : Long 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib 
Icmp 















• .ec.Gnu.egent.mib I 
# 'l1 objeclserver : Snmp$IandardObjectServer 
# (il node : Icrr4>MBean 
lE~~~!!!]:;::::::=i---~ ~ rif' checkO void 
Class: lfEntryMeta 
~ r1? checkO : void 
~ r1? getO : SnmpValUe 
~ r1? getQ : vOid 
~ r1? getA!lrlbtteNameO: Stmg 
~ r1? getTableQ . SnmplllibTabie 
~ r1? icmpMeta() : void 
~ r1? icmpMeta() : void 
~ r1? isReadable() boolean 
~ r1? IsTable() : boolean 
~ r1? isVariableO boolean 
~ r1? reglsierTableNodes(} : void 
~ r1? setQ : SnmpValue 
~ rif' setO . vOid 
~ 'l1 setlnstance() : void 
.......... _ ..... ...... _---; 
1I'fMr)f*t. 
". ,~ C"~.tI'l,.w!h'ra-~.t'fW"I' 
, ~ "l..m)M..."" 
~ I cl"eC.O ~tCI 
f 
' rI r t~d\J W 'j(! 
._-- ~ .1 oeH) • ....... v_ 
Q!n~~!i""""~~~'Se~,"r~.L----1 ' rI ootn ""j 
~ ~t!Uetfflt""et ) '~nQ 
~ rl IIEr •• __ """ 
~ /1In'etOoblet l t:w:aNn 
, rI I>V.1oUoIl ..-
" J ·,,''to t"oIW'I'pVMII'I 
' rI..to oW 
~ , ,,., ......... "\l ,,"" 
J~ I ======================I----- l 1 --~--------------1 I ==3====j-----J I 
I lIepelAece .. t.ceptlon I ~~I RlnlmerscepClon I~ 
~~--~---------------, 
==~===f======l------l 
I SnmpCoooter II SnmpStotu.E:xtepClon II S.MP 'hili. I 
., 
I 
__________ ~ 1 
----t t 
I r ... __ .. _ II tnt St_ II r......." ..... I 
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Class: IfEntry 
IfEntry ukAc.dmu.agent.mib I 
- H hblelfT 8bIe I I 
~I "L diiJI .. !", I ~ riP checklfAdminstatusO : void ~ I ~ riP IfEntryO : void t--------------r,---~H S".pMb I ~ 
uk •• c.dmu.egent.mib l # djil lfAdminstatus : EnumlfAdminstatus 
# djil If Oeser : string 
Il------r======:==:±==~ # !l lflndex : Integer 
~ + If # riP IflnDlscards : Long 
r EnumlfAdmlnst.tus 11 EnumlfOperst.tus II EnumlfType I # riP IflnErrors : Long 
# riP IflnNUcastPkts : Long 
Class:IfEntryImpl 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib 1 
djil IflnOctets : Long 
# djil IflnUcastPkts : Long 
# djil IflnUnknownProlos : Long 
djil IfLastChange : Long 
# II IfMtu : Integer 
# djil IfOperstatus : EnumlfOperstatus 
# II IfOutDiscards : Long 
djil IfOutErrors : Long 
djil IfOutNUcastPkts : Long 
# djil IfOutOctets : Long 
II IfOutQLen : Long 
~ II lfOutUcestPkts : Long 
rfj IfPhysAddress : Bytell 
q djil If Specific : string 
djil If Speed : Long 
~ djil lfType : EnumlfType 
uk.K.dmu.egent.mIb 
IfEntrylmpl ~ I 
IfEntry I<!-
{subclasses = 1 } 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib 1 
Snmpstwtus&ceptlon 
java.lang 1 IfEntrylmpl com.8un.jdmk.8nmp.agent 
r string I ~ I -m prefix : string 
SIImpNlb 





(stbcloO$es • 1 ) 
Class: Interfaces~eta 
CDm.eun~genl I 







uk.ec.dmu.lgenl.mlb I 'd_ 
rcom .• un.Idm~ •• nmp.egentJ lnIerflcelMllto 
I r SnmpSCMldwdObjectServer ' -.I , '{I objectset'ver: SnmpStandarclOb)ectServet' ~ 
uk.ec.dmu.egent.rnlb I ' '11 lablelfT oble : 1fT abteMeta <I' Gil node : IlierflleesMSe ... 
~ If ~ r1fJ checl<O votd 
I lfT.-Meto II ...."._ ..... I ~ rI checkO : votd 
~. 
~ dP geiO SnmpValue 
~ r1fJ geiO votd 
~ r1fJ getAttributeNamo() : string 
~ r1fJ get T ableO . SnmpMib Table 
~ r1fJ l1terflleesMeteO : void 
~ dP l1terfacesMeteO : void 
~ r1fJ IsReedableO ' bootean 
~ r1fJ 1sT able() : boolean 
~ r1fJ IsVarioble() . boolean 
~ r1fJ regisierTableNodesO : votd 
~ r1fJ setO SnmpVelue 
~ dP setO votd 
~ ~ crellleUTableMetoNode() : IfTobleMeto 
~ \1 setlnsiarlCe() . void 
==1======1------1 
I SiflflpNfb II ...,.J..,..,..., II S ... pNfl>Td,. I 
== ========~------I 




j.v.jo I j.v .... ng I 
I ,.tHf.u.,..... h II s.nallza6,. M \ IlobjectJ<!-, 1subclasses • 11 
L--l I I r----------..J 
I I 
I I 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib I I I 
jav •• I.ng I Interfaces uk.ac:.dmu.agent I 
I Integer I ~-- -1 Schedule Task I I 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib I ~ uljiJ accesslfT ableO : T ablelfT able uk.ac.dmu.agent. 
I TablelfT able I 
~ uljiJ InterfacesO : void 
~ u/r InterfacesO : void --- ---~ I 
I mlf1y-... II 
u/r lfNumber : Integer 
nub 
u/r lfTable : TablelfTable .. ~-- -------
com •• un.jdmk.sn mp.agent 
r-- -: H S"",pMb J 
javax.management 
---3 ~ ,.. •• SMwI' I 
j.va •• men.gement. 
---3 H SnmpstatusExce ption -
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib I 





{subclasses = 1 } 
uIc.ec.dmu.egent.m1b I 
I uk.ec.drnu.8gent.mlb I Interface.lmp! 
II RFC1213 MlB I 
~ !iF ge\TokensO : void 
~ rJfl rrterfeceslmplO : void 
r ~ !iF rrterfeceslmplO : void ~ !iF setlfNlII1berO : void ~ ~ obIlfNo..rnberO : void ,.... 
~ 
I 
~-~~~~~~~~-=~~~~~~F====~----l _====)------j I I 
)' t )' ~ I FleHotFounilExceptlon II AleReeder II IO£xce!!.!1on II PrlntStrnm I R .. <I., 
- - -= 
JIlIe.Mng - ] 
= ======j---l 
- \ llnt!ger II st~ng I~ 
r~1 
. .... ..,.,., I I 
uk.ec.dmu.BgenI.utl I 
= ====i-----1 
I ReedTokenE .. eption II Snmputil I 
Interface: InterfacesMBean 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib I 
r InterfacesMeta I I 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib l 
1Irt.".c .. NIIH. 
-
~ djil accessifTableO: Tablel1Tabie 





{subclasses = 1 } 
2 4 
uk.ac.dmu •• gent.mlb I 
foo~ 
--- --------3 















~ '11 objecUerver : Sm¢>\andotdC:)t4ec:tServer 
~ Gl node : IpNeiToMedloEntryloleta 
~ r1f check() : void 
~ tiP createNewErtry() void 
~ tiP gelQ : void 
~ r1f geiNexiVarentryldO ' klng 
<> r1f IpNe\T oMedie T obIeMeIlIO : void 
~ rJjllsReadableEntryidO boolean 
~ r1f IsRegislrotionRe(J.Wed() : b_n 
~ r1f reglsterErtryNode() : void 
~ r1f selO : void 
~ rJjl veidateVarentryldQ ' void 
~ '!/ creotelpNetToMediaErtryMeioNode() : IpNe\ToMediaErtryMe\a 
~-===========1--------1 
-- i:-.}M. II ..... Lt,...,., II .. ~_k.~ I 
jMeu1 ......... &iI 
--------J 
i:"~!.. ... II o4ne I 
-- ---------1 
--...l.i2eOld II srrySt~lon I 
E .oeAnu.IQIInl.mI> I 








ja ... io I java.lang I 




uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib I I I 
java.lang 1 IpAddrEntry 
~ W 
I Integer II string I ~ cI IpAddrEntryO : void 
cI IpAdEntAddr : string 
cI IpAdEntBcastAddr : Integer 
cI IpAdEntl1lndex : Integer 
cI IpAdEntNetMask : string 
.q cI IpAdEntReasmMaxSize : Integer 
Interface: IpAddrEntryMBean 
uk .• c.dmu.'gent.mlb .1 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib 1 .,Afkk&flyltl&." 
I IpAddrEntryMeta I I ~ tI getlpAdEntAdci'(): string 
~ rJfl getlpAdEnlBcestAddr() : IrUger r= ~ djIl getlpAdEllllllrldexO: Irteger 
~ tI getlpAdEnlNelMesk() : StrIng 
~ rJfl getJpAdEntReesnMlxSlze(): lJieger 
-
I 




I .Adtk&try .... h {uclasses • 1 } 
-----___ -.J 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib 
F'" T ablelpAddrT able 




I Ii II IpAddrTableMeta I I ~==~~~~ 
-=-____ -.l 
ja •• J.ng 1 
- ------:1 -
I,nt!ger I~ 
ja ••• .man.gemenl.anmp ·1 




r .... I r IpAddrTolbleMBtal 
1 --
I ~.egent l 
r I Snmpst .... d.rdObjectSer .... 
~eoent ' 
SIt.pNl6&try 
~ (subclasses • 7) ~ I ....... ,.,MUStnw h 




.-- 1 1 
,*.ec.dmu.egentm'b- I 1 1 
IpAddrErotryMeta 
---





#' 1iI node : ~AddrErtrylfllean 
~ Ii? check() : VOId 
y ., 
NI.II s..pNl.MHH /I ............. 1 
~ rff checkO ' VOId 
~ Ii? getO : SnmpValue --- - -
~ rff getO ' void ------
~ riP getAltrtnleNameO : String 
~ rff IpAddrErtryMetaO : void lilt 
~ riP IsReadable() : boolean '-= 
~ rff lsVarlableQ : boolean 
~ riP setO : SnmpValue --- --
~ rff seta . void - - ----
~ 'fJ setlnstance() : void ---
Class:lpAddrTableMeta 
u k.lIC.dmu.auent.m1b -I 
~ 
1 IpAddrEntf)IMeta J 1 IpMeta 1 
I -
[ corn •• un.jdm k..nmp Agent 1 
I. r SnmpstandardObj8CtSMuer 
-'-II~ 11 IMLk) S".p MbTIIIII. 





uk.ac.dmu.egent.mlb I 1 
IpAddrTolbleMet. ~~~nt~ ________________ --, 
#' ~ oblectserver : SI'l'npstend8l'dObjectServer 
;. G,l node : IpAddrEntryMe\a 
=========1--------1 
~,.1M6 II .... ..:..,.. ... 11 .... 7 •• 1t~..." 1 
~ rfjl addEntry() : void 
~ rfjl checkO : void 
~ rfjl createNBwEntryO void 
~ ri? Qet() : void 
~ !if getNextVerEntryld() long 
~ rff IpAddrTabieMetIll() : void 
J j-.JInG I 
== =======---1 I -- I ::c~!xc~k)n II Obrect I ~ 
~ !if IsReadableEntryidO ' boolean 
~ !if isReglstratlOO'lRequiredO ' boolean 
~ rff reQlsterEntryNode() : void 
~ !if setO' void 
~ riP vallda1eVa'Entryld() . void 
~ 'fJ crelllelpAddrEntrylYletaNode() : IpAddrEnlryh4eta 
je-.manag..-.1L __ -., 
===+----1 I 
1. 1 .... --., II ObjectHeme I 
==J~::/ I 





Ip r- I {subclasse3 = 1 } 
uk.ec.dmu.egent.mIb I 
I '*-~ I Ipmpl II RFC1213 Ml8 I .... 
~ rJj gel Tokens() : void 
~ rJj IplmplO : void 
~ rJj IplmplO : void IE-
~ rJj seilpForvvDatagrlWnsO : void 
~ rJj setlpFragCreateso : void 
~ rJj setlpF regF ailsO : void ~ 
~ rJj seilpFragOKsO : void 
~ rJj setlplnAddrErrorsO : void 
~ rJj setlplnDeiversO : void 
~ rJj setlplnDiscardsO : void 
~ rJj sellplriidrErrorsO : void 
~ rJj setlplnReceives() : void 
~ rJj setlplrOlknownProtosO : void 
~ rJj seilpOutDlscards() : void 
~ rJj setlpOutNoRol.tes() : void 
~ rJj setlpOutRequeslsO : void 
~ rJj setlpReasmF ailsO : void 
~ rJj setlpReasmOKsO : void 
~ rJj setlpReesmReqdsQ : void 
~ rJj setlpRol.tingDlscards() : void 
~ @ obtJpForvvDalagrlWnsO : void 
~ @ obtlpFregCreatesQ : void 
~ ~ obtlpFragFailsO : void 
~ lil obtlpFragOKsO : void 
~ lil obtlplnAddrErrorsO : void 
~ 18 obtlplnDeiversO : void 
~ Gil obtlplnDiscardsO : void 
~ ~ obtlplriidrErrorsO : void 
~ @ obtlplnRecelves() : void 
uIc.ec.dmu.egent.utll 
-'------, 
~ @ obtlplnUnknownProtosO : void 
~ @ obtlpOutDlscardsO : void 
~ li1l obtlpOutNoROlJesO : void 
====1-----1 
I ReedTokenEaception II Snmputil I 
~ Gil obtlpOutRequesisO . void 
~ ~ obtlpReasmFailsO : void 
~ tl.l obtlpReesmOKsO : void 
~ tl.l obtlpReesmReqdsQ : void 
~ Ii} obtlpROlJlngDlscerds() : void 
'-- -
Interface: Ip~bean 
~~-----=+-~~;;;;;;;;;;;;.-~;;;;;;;----i--J:-~~L-= ------------------------.., ---" 
:_dfj/;;?=?'_T- ~~Jf~:;;G;,:~:=.:L~~~~T=Lr- II T-L.T_ I 
, ~--.o'-
, dJ' ...,....m.o,_ 
, f/J' .... --'O. _TnT , ' .... ~,~ 
, ~-..O :~ 
, tfP ..........,~ ;~ , ~:~ 
, rir' ""'-&0&1() : ~ 
~ dJ' ... _-0, ~ 
, P ... -";~ 
~ 1 ........... i() : L.anI 
~ ~l ... IIIw .. NO : LMw 
, ........--> ,~ 
, ~011) ., . ~ 
"" l 1IIIIIOfI:IaI1 ""'() ~ .... 
, .-o ... -.> :~ , ---~ .~ 
... , . ...... 0'tI() : .... 
"" .... _ O· Lar8 , ......-~ .­, ~ .......... ., .~ 










~ .... ,.. ........ 
--........... 
..." .... ,.,..,. 
rUt1lDel . 11 --L-..I!!!'!!!!!!!!!.!'~";L...Jh I • p ~ 
---
" .J",*) ~ 
' I<te:t"J """ 
.... ~~ ... ~ ....... 
" I.....a .. .", 
-. 
" ., vfolJto'JI,rl""""J ' bl"Q 
.... .,rtf.,.." ~t ... 
,.,~ I Y!:Ifd 
~ 1~,'fICIid \. , .. "-........,~ ... 
"~IMoOIJ!'WI 
" 'ro;nhI l~~ 
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---,3 ,m ilwcof _ I 
-------------------- '---------- ---- ===,------, 
t -
=====~======------,------I 
I ....:t ..... I~1 ......... ..t.-.- I~ 
Class:lpNetToMediaEntry 
~.ec.dmu •• gent.mib I 
jev •• io I j.v.J.ng 1 l I I .NttT.MHII.&fJy".... h 
S.,I."u6,. ~ I [ Object b (subclasses • 1 ; 




uk .. c.dmu •• uent.mib I I I 
J.v •• I.ng l IpNetToMedi.Entry ~.ec.dmu..ge nt.mlb 
~ 
F-"-- H T.blelpNetTo 
~ If ~ tI checklpNetToMedialflndexO : void 
I Byte II Integer II string I ~ tI checklpNetToMediaNetAddressO : void 
com.eun.ldmk. 
r--
uk •• c.dm u •• gent.m lb I 
~ tI checklpNetToMediaPhysAddressO : void --....:: H S"",pNlb I 
~ tI checklpNetToMediaTypeO : void 
anmp.egent 
EnumlpNetToMedi. Type - ~ c1 IpNetToMedleEntryO : void j ..... m.nege I -
# dj'l lpNetToMedielflndex : Integer 
----: jI1 SnmpstetusE Kception 
# dj'l lpNetToMediaNetAddress : String 
dj'l lpNetToMediePhysAddress : Byte[) 
~ tl lpNetToMedieType : EnumlpNetToMedieType 
259 
Interface :IpN etToMediaEntry MBean 
~~~~~~~~==~==="==~~~~ ..--~ __ J~I J:: ~ .Jjl chIICIIIpIIIIITa'h I ",ida() , VI*! I ---.! 
: !=~:::::~=~ == ~;;;;;;;;;~~:;r:::~I~::j_T_ 1 
~ rfi' ~ctll ... "IdIX() : ..... 
~ r!! ~tfll •• IIIAdIhn() : amg 
~ rJj gIIIpNIITaMllcftlllllveMenQ : ~ 
~ rfjl ~aMIcIITYPIO : ~TaMIcIIType 
~ If ...,.ntf II ... " IdIX() : VI*! 
~ rfjl ........ TaMIcIIIIIIIIAdI : VI*! 
~ ....... TaMllcftlllllveMea() : VI*! 
~ If ....... TaMIcIITypeQ : VI*! 
uk. .. .dm .... gent.mlb 




...... 1 IpMetT_oEntryMe4. 
-- ---------, 
==l~~~ 






, ~ object_ : sm¢!em«dOtIjodSe<ver 
._ ..... lfIpHelT_.r.b_. , ,~ node . IpNetr-..ertryMBeon 
~ ri' check() . void 
[ ~---l ~ dJ' check() void ~ ~ get() Sn""Valuo 
1 r Snmos..nd.r_oc1S.r_ ~ ri' get() void 
~ rJ' geWtrb..CeName() SIm!I 
~LI ____________ ~ 
==:l~:l:.~,=:':[=~=~l.._,\ 
~ rJ' IpNetToMedIaErirytoIeIo() void 
~ rl' IsReodeble() ' boOIeen 
~ rJ' IsVorlObIeO ' bocIeon 
~ rJ' .et() SnmpValue 
~ rl' setO void 
~ ~ settnstance() ' void .......--.-
~~~~~:l:~:L::C~J*~1 
......-....-..-1 
--~ £n ••• "4! .... H_Trpe I 1 
.. 0 
Class:RFC1213 MIB 
· ---._-· ----· -- -
,::-- -· . 
Class: RFC1213 MIBOidTabie 
com.sun.jdmk.snmp 
jave.io 





uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib J I 
javex.management.snmp I RFC1213 _MIBOidTable uk.ec.dmu. 
I SnmpOidRecord I !"'f--- :1 InnerMan ,J -# @ varList : SnmpOidRecord[J -
jave.leng 
~ u1jil RFC1213 _MIBOidT ableO : void --
f- -- --: ~ string I 
2 1 
Class:IpRouteEntry 
uk.K.dmu.egent.mib javLleng I IpRouteEntry 
~r------;~f==t====tt=========jrr~ ---H TlbieipRouteTI ~---, 
I Integer l r string I 
uk.ec.dmu.lgent.mlb 
I EnumlpRouteProto II EnumlpRouteType I 
Interface: IpRouteEntryMBean 
eEnt ete 
cI IpRouteAge : Integer 
G!jil IpRouteDest : string 
cI IpRoutelflndex : Integer 
G!jil IpRoutelnfo : string 
cI IpRouteMesk : string 
cI IpRouteMetrlc1 : Integer 
dr IpRouteMetrlc2 : Integer 
cI IpRouteMetrlc3 : Integer 
dr IpRouteMetrlc4 : Integer 
G!jil IpRouteMetrlc5 : Integer 
~ G!jil IpRouteNextHop : string 
cI IpRouteProto : EnumlpRouteProto 
~ dr IpRouteType : EnumlpRouteType 
corn .. un-ldmk-enmpAg8f'lt 
...1..-_--.. 
- - -:ja.j SIIlfIpNlb I 
- - -:~ Snmpst.tusEllception 
-
I 
uk .... dmu. ........ .ntlb 1 
~ 1'1P~:­
~ .1f'_~:­
~ d!' _ l : -
~ rlJ' al I TIOioAlt, •• 't() : voIII 
~ dP GI R ....... ..,'0 : ¥aMI 
-·-.....-..-. 1 
====y-------1-
=~~ ~;;;;;;~~;;;;~;~~~~;j=:~~T::J~.T- I 
~ f1I' : ­
~ rIP Of I It "."............,: YGIII 
~ tfJ'-~:-
.... t1f or Itt AcaA ..... toIO : ¥DIll 
~ rlJd Ol '* ...... Iu;i(): .... 
~ dl' ............ T,.,..,:_ 
~ rii'~ ... -"O : -
~ r1J1 .-r~ : ... 
~ 'r1J' ~-,,'-"O :­
~ rii' ''''-'''O :-
..... .... .... 'Ulno~..,... 
~ ~ ~""1"'O :_ . rtP ....... 1D2() :~
.... ~ .." "Ir ... ) : ....... 
..... rJJ! ........... r104() : ........ 
... i1P ..., ".F IDI() : ...... 
~ r'~-~.-
..... I .......... ....., : .................. 
~ "g> ........ 1WeO : -.....-,..".. 
~ GP ........... 111(' . ¥alii 
.... ... oMOndO : ¥alii 
.. i!Jl ....... na.......a : YIIIII 
... scd¥fl IEfI 0 : w-. 
..... 1 1 ...... "0 .. '°: .... ..... ....... .., ' '''*' 
~ 'f11' ''''''''' ..,:-
.... ..,. .... , I1..a : WIIt 
















r I I 





~ ~ oi:Ijec:b«ver : SmlpStendor~ 
~ iii node : ~aueErlrylleeen 
j ~ ri' check() ' void 
r~ ~ rff' check() ' void ~ r1J' gelO ' S!1n'4:>Value II SnmostoOOw ..... ~ r1J' gelO ' void 
~ r1J' getAt!rbJeName() : S1mg 
<i> ri' IpRaueEntr;Melll() : VoId 
~ r1J' IsRe_Ie() ' boolean 
~ rli' ,.VIltiabIeO boolean 
~ ri' selO ' S!1n'4:>Value 
~ ri' seto · void 








I S..{MIi II S...,!Ii_ II ..... lul ... I 
~~~~~~~~=======~===I--l 
I 1Ieg!!A!g".t.~. I~~~ 




uk .. c.dmu .. gllllt.mlb I I 
'*.ec.dmu.egentmlb I IpRDutehbleMet. I 
IV ~ 'if objectserver . SrwnpStenderdObjeclServer 
I IpMet. II IpRDuteEntryMe1. I # (d node : IpRouteEriryMete 
I 
- ~ ~ addEntryO . void l com.llun.Idmk.enmp.egenl ~ ~ r1fJ checkO ' void ~ r1fJ createNevvEniryO void ~ : I Snmpst .... d ... dObjeetSer.er ~ ~ ~ get() . void I 
~ r1fJ getNextVerEntryld() long 
~ r1fJ IpRouie T ebieMete() void 
==========,---, 
1::~!Exceptlon II Obrect I~ 
~ r1fJ isReadableEriryldO boolean 
~ ~ IsRegostretionRequ.redO boolean 
~ r1fJ regisierEriryNodeQ void 
~ r1fJ setO . void I ~ r1fJ velidateVerEntryld() void 
~ <it creeleipROlAeEriryMeleNocleO 1pR000eEriryMele 
==-===[----1 




I Snrr¢Id II SnmpSl.tu.ElIception I 
"'IIC~ I 






I SystemMeta L 1 
0;:-J ~ rfj checkSysContad() : void 
~ checkSyslocationO : voIcI 
~ r1f checkSysNameO: void jeH.llng I 
~ r1f getSysContact(): String .. 
~ 
~ rif getSysOescr(): String .. 
---------
~ rf} getSysLocatlonO: string 
~ r:I getSysNameO: String 
~ djil getSysObjectlD(): String 
~ rJjJ getSySServices(): Integer 
jluex.manlgement.snmp 
~ djiJ getSySUpTlmeQ: Long SnmpstatusException 
~ rfjJ setSysContact(): void 
~ rJjJ setSyslocatlonO: void 
~ dfJ setSysNameO : void 
I 
uk.ec.dmu.egent.mib I I 
I 
System ~ {subclasses = 1 } 
Class:SystemMeta 
............,.,k_.ou .... _l _ 
S".p,.6c;,o.p 
~ _(subclasses. 8) 






.... c.dmu.~l I~ 
~e_ . 
I SnmpSt.nd~ctSer"r . , j'-' J # 'IJ objecI __ ' SnmpSIondotdOl>jectServer ~ '*-"c.dmu. __ """ ~C121l_1 
r .. .-..u.og .......... # ~ node : SystemMBeon 
---~ 
I 
~ riP checI«) void I 
~ rfJI checkQ void 
~ ~ golQ SnmpVoJue 
~ !lIl golQ void 
L-__ 
== ~:S:.~I=:.:L~::~~~p1HdH I 
~ r!JI gelAttriIxAeNameQ stmg 
~ rfJI getTobIeO SnmpIo4t>Tebie 
~ rfJIlsRe_O _ on 
~ r!JI lsTobleQ booleon 
~ ri' IsVorlobleQ booIe8n 
~ rl' r.",TobleNodes() : void 
~ r11' solO SnmpVolue 
~ r11' solO void 
~ rfJI Syst-ea ' void 
~ r4' syst_ea . void 
~ selnstonce() void 
~ t-
~-'----L _________ ~~--=-===------, 









I long r-____________________________ ~ F 
uk.ec.dn1uAgent.mib 1 ~ djii checkSnmpEnableAuthenTrapsO : void 
tQ~~~~~~~~~~:E~j-I __ ~ ~ II SnmpO : void I EnumSnmpEnebleAtJthenTreps II SnmpO : void 
# cijil SnmpEnableAuthenTraps : EnumSnmpEnebleAuthenTraps 
# ulfi SnmplnASNParseErrs : Long 
# ulfi SnmplnBadCommun~yNames : Long 
dr SnmplnBedCommun~Uses : Long 
# cijil SnmplnBedVelues : Long 
# ~ SnmplnBedVersions : Long 
# £iii! SnmplnGenErrs : Long 
# djil SnmplnGetNexts : Long 
# ulfi SnmplnGetRequests : Long 
# ulfi SnmplnGetResponses : Long 
# djii SnmplnNoSuchNames : Long 
# ulfi SnmplnPkts : Long 
# ulfi SnmplnReadOnlys : Long 
£iii! SnmplnSetRequests : Long 
~ djii Snmpln TooBlgs : Long 
# ulfi SnmplnTotalReqVars : Long 
II SnmplnTotalSetVars : Long 
# II SnmplnTraps : Long 
q II SnmpOutBedValues : Long 
ulfi SnmpOutGenErrs : Long 
# ulfi SnmpOutGetNexts : Long 
# djii SnmpOutGetRequests : Long 
# cijil SnmpOutGetResponses : Long 
II SnmpOutNoSuchNames : Long 
II SnmpOutPkts : Long 
II SnmpOutSetRequests : Long 
ulfi SnmpOutTooBlgs : Long 
~ II SnmpOutTraps : Long 







~ {subclasses = 1} 
uk.ec.dmu.egent.mib J 
uk.ec.dmu.egent.mlb I Snmplmpl 
I RfC1213 MIB I -
@ myMib : SnmpMib 
com .. un.jdmk.ervnp.egent I 
~ II getSnmplnASNParseErrsO : Long 
I S"",p IVIb I ~ cI getSnmplnBadCommunityNamesO : Long 
~ II getSnmplnBadCommunityUsesO : Long 
~ tI getSnmplnBadVersionsO : Long 
~ tI getSnmplnGetNextsO : Long 
~ tI getSnmplnGetRequestsO : Long 
~ II getSnmplnPktsO: Long 
~ tI getSnmplnSetRequestsO : Long 
~ tI getSnmplnTotalReqVarsO : Long 
~ cI getSnmplnTotalSetVarsO : Long 
~ tI getSnmpOutBadValuesO : Long 
~ cI getSnmpOutGenErrsO : Long 
~ tI getSnmpOutGetResponsesO : Long 
~ tI getSnmpOutNoSuchNamesO : Long 
~ tI getSnmpOutPktsO: Long 
~ tI getSnmpOutTooBigsO : Long 
~ tI getSnmpOutTrapsO : Long 
~ tI SnmplmplO : void 
~ cI SnmplmplO : void 
~ @ accessSnmplnfoO : S!,,)mpAdeptorServer 
~ (@ initO : void 
Interface: SnmpMBean 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mlb 
~ dfl ~"""""'_T'IIP8O : YOkI 
~ df' _5111_ .,.A_T""O: _S1i,IfII!n.,.·_T_ 
~ dfl ~e(): Long 
~ Gf' g.aSli,,*~'-O : Long 
~ Gf' : Long 
~ rfl' : Long 
~ gelSlII'*eacrvlnlOneO : Long 
~ dJl ~e(): Long 
~ 
uk.ec.dmu.egent I 
-- H ScheduleT8Sk 
com .• un.jdmk.eomm 
i 
SnmpAdaptorSerller 
~dmu.age"'.mIb lL.-___ _ 
------t ~ 
I EnumSnmpEn.b'eAulhenTr.p' II RFC121l MI8 I 
I ---------------
I~j 
~ t!i' ~e(): Long 
~ dfJ ~e(): Long 
~ ffjl : Lorv 
~ rfjI : Lorv 
~ r1i' g.aSli',* IfIIde() : Long 
- - -""t'l SnmpStMueE •• epClon I =.! 
~ cit' gelSlII'*"'''dOnIyeQ : Long 
~ dJl : Long 
~ ~TOCIBIge() : Lorv 
~ r{f' glllSnlr4llnTClhlfteqVere() : Long 
~ rfjl ............ T .... V ... e() : Long 
~ t1f ......... rrl!PeO : Long 
~ tIP gelSlii;P~-...o : Long 
~ c!i' : Long 
~ df : Lorv 
~ rfjI : Long 
~ r!P : Long 
~ : Lorv 
~ I:1J' jj8ISIi,;pOlM'llle() : Long 
~ gel$iii$C\ASoM'" ~ .-..0 : Long 
~ jj8ISIi,;p~Toaeg.o : Long 
~ rfjI ~Tre;pe() : Long 
~ iIOIItSi .. ;pe_IA_rr..o ' YOkI 
I 
W<-1C. ____ .mib I I 
Snmp LJ 
(aubel.un - 1) I 
... 6 
Class:SnmpMeta 
~~~~~~I '·K_~~. __ J~I~ ____ -_l~ 
~~--=::t- ---+t~~--II ~~ll~~ ___ ~~~1_1] - I 




I Integer II Long J I 
~ 
~ r4' ctoed«) : void 
~ rJ' geto : Snmpv .... 
~ rJ' gelO . void 
~ rJ' gelAltrbieNlII!'e() string 
~ rJ' getToble() : SnmpMt>T .... 
~ rJ' IsReedeble() bOO .. n 
~ r4' Is Tobie() boolean 
~ ri' I'Varlable() bOO .. n 
~ rJ' r~erT-.o · 'IOij 
~ rJ' seIO SnmpVolue 
~ r4' setO : void 
~ ri' SnrnpMetoQ : void 
~ ri' ~oQ : 'IOij 
~ 11 setlmlonc:e() : 'IOij 
==3==1======,------1 
[I Sit.pM. II ... ..J.III •• 11 S..pMtT.61o I 
~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i==1=====1----1 I 
--li:u::::4ception II  I~~~I _l"pCI~, I~I 
~~~~~~=====~======f------l 
II s;::L.., I [~]I Snr'!'Stotue&cepIion II S.';IIIII •• I 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib 
.aua.lo I jaua.lang I 






uk,ac.dmu.agent.mlb I I I 
system uk.ac.dmu.egent 
==- Schedule Task 
it ~ ufl'I checkSysContactO : void 
String I ~ ufl'I checkSysLocation() : void 
~ ufl'I checkSysNameO : void tc~ 
<::> ufl'I SystemO : void 
<::> u!Jil SystemO : void 
# uffi1 SysContact : string 
u!Jil SysDescr : string 
# uffi1 SysLocation : string 
u!Jil SysName : string 
uffi1 SysObjectlD : string 
uffi1 SysServices : Integer 
u!Jil SysUpTime : Long SnmpStetusElCception 
uk.ec.dmu.egent.mib 





System ~ I {subdasses = 1} 
uk.tc.dmu··oent.mib I 
uk.Ic.dlTllUlgent.mib I Systemlmpl 
I RFC1213 MID I ~ 
@ file : FilelnputStream 
SnmpMibResetExt 
..... 10 I #1IiJ myProperties : Properties 
# IIiJ path : String 
I filelnputstre.m 1 # @ startUpTime : long f-
uk.Ic.dmu..gent I 
- - H Schedule Task I J 
jav •• leng I ~ df getSysUpTimeO : Long co~p..gent l 
I string 1 ~ cljil setSysContactO : void 
~ cljil setSysDescrO: void 
---:10-1 S"",pNfb I J 
j ... .utll I ~ cljil setSysLocationO: void 
~ cljil setSysNameO : void 
I Properties I ~ cljil setSysObjectlDO : void 
~ cljil setSysServicesO : void 
~ cljil setSysUptimeO : void 
j-.lo I 
=== ===],-----1 
I "'plltstr@.", II Printstre.m 
~ cljil SystemlmplO : void 
~ cljil SystemlmplO : void j ... .IIno 














1 I~ II S •• pTd'.S.pporl r-~ 




--.... 1 II 
TIlbMAt''''' 
; ~ server t.eeenServer 
~ Iii' ......... ,YO void 
............... 
~.5C~=:m II __ II 
____________ -.1 
~ c4' _yO void 
,... rif bulldNameFromlr"ldex() ~NM"It!t 
~ c4' "-romlnc''''() 5nmo>OId 
~ c4' '''''''''''''''X() ,.,.,..,.., •• 
.... rJJt bu.dSnm~'«l Snmplrtd~. 
.. ~ cr .. leAtEnlryMBeen() ~ed 
.. rIP Cf"MeN8WEntry() IoI"Okt 
~ .4' .... E_'O _""'-'<I 
" .lJ' rernoveErtrvO vok:f 
.... rI' , ~er'llryCb() vo6d 
~ Jr rebMtAll..tlll() void 
.. rJJ' T_T~ void 
... W oetReQI.s1eredTebleMeteO ~TeI::I6e 
-- ---------, -- .... ,.::Lone. II 4 ..... I 
~ 
Class: Tablelffable 
1 .......... _·- 1 
l .... ...". 
~I 
T~_ 
~ ilI _ :_ 
~ rJji _yO : void 
~ rJji _yO : void 
~ rJji buldNomef'''''*'<IexO . Ot>jecINeme 
~ riP buIIdOk:F,o"*'<leXO : SnmpOid 
~ rJji ~XO: Srrr4*'Idex 
~ riP buidSmoplndex() . Srrr4*'Idex 
~ riI' creetel1ErtryMBeor() : 0Iljed 
~ rJji cr...teNewEntryO : void 
~ rJji getErlrles() : IfErtryh'BeIr(] 
~ riP ,errovefrlry() : void 
~ rJj' ,emoveErtryCll() : vOId 
~ rJji T obIeIfT obIe() : void 
~ rJji TobIeIfToIlIe() : void 
~ \1 getRegisle,edT obleMeIl() : SrvnpMb T .ble 
Class: TablelpAddrTable 
....... dmu.-un!b I 
T~drT.bIe 
, (1l ... ,ve' : MBeonServer 
~ rJji adcfnt,y() . void 
~ rii' adcfntry() : void 
~ rii' buidNomeFromndexQ ObjectN.me 
~ rJj' buidOldFrom~ex() : SnmpOld 
~ rii' bulc:r.;m.,ndexO : Sm1p1ndex 
~ rli' buldSrYr4'~exO Snmplndex 
~ rff creoteipAdcrEntryMBeenO : object 
~ rii' creoteNewEntryO void 
~ rli' getErtrIes() : IpAddrEriryMlle«lO 
~ rli' removeErtry() : void 
~ rA' removeEntryCb() void 
~ r4' T .bleipAddrToIlIe() : void 
~ rJ' ToblelpAddrToIlIe() : void 
~~=====~======l------- 1 
I ~ II s..}/n II .... Jr.,.. • .., II s."'PJm61f I 
~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1===:===1----1 ' 
--li:::;::Lebception II Eac~ I~~~I ~er I~ 
J"~;-l I i':lEnlry Iltv a'tt __ 11 t __ 1 
I ----------------
~ 
==~==============-l-------l -- '-------, I -- --3 ~ 1 J' 
I SnmpIndex II s."",,,,n 11 .... - .lIIp'" II S.."NlHd/. I 
~ 'l1 getReglsl ... adT obl_o() . SnmphQ) Tobie 
-- ---------] -- ---I 




~ (J;) server : MBeonServer 
~ rH eddEnlry() , void 
[b~!!!!~!!}~::t--_t1 ~ rI edcEnlry() : void 
~ rH bulcf\lomefromindoxO ObjectNeme 
~ rlfl buldOidFromh dex() : SrvnpOld 
~ r1J' bul~hdexO : Srwnplndox 
~ rI buidSrmphdexO Srwnplndex 
~ rlfl crootolpRoutoEntryMBeon() Object 
~ r1J' crootoNowEntryO void 
~ rfi' ge\EnIrIes() , ~outeEntryh4BeonO 
~ r1J' romoveEnlry() void 
~ r1J' romoveEnlryCbO void 
~ rH TabiolpRooJeTobIe() : void 
~ rfi' T abiolpRooJa Tobia() : void 
~ ~ ge\ReglsieredTabieMetoO SnmpMibTabie 
--------------1 




-- l14-11 s.o!,w.II ..... bi.1I s...,t!mt,. 1 
jHeJona 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~===l===l----l 
- I A .... y!ndnOulOl8o~1on II ~ I~~I ~. I~ 
jeeeLl ............ -
--~================-------l ==~---------1 1 I 








..... .dmu.~mIb l T~T_ 
"I 
J # ill server : MBe_ 
l "'--'~L, ..... terwr ~ rii' _y() : void ~ rii' _rtry() : void 
~ rii' buidNameFromlndeJcO ' ObjedNo"", 
~ rii' bUiIdOIcFromlndeXO SnmpOod 
~ rii' buIIdSr'rnpi'ldxO ~ex 
~ rii' btJIIdSnmplndexO ~ex 
~ rJI createNewEnirvO void 
~ rii' creoleUdpErtryMBeorQ : Object 
~ rii' gelErtrles() : ~Beor(J 
~ rii' r..,.,veErlrvO : void 
~ r1i' removeErlryCb() void 
~ rii' TabieUdpTebIe() ' void 
~ r1i' T abieUdpT ebIe() void 
- - ---------1 
--' i#d4-e II ~ome I 
................ , .......... 







-l~1 -4 __ 11 ___ I 
I ---- --- -------
~ iJ getRegiSleredToIJleMeloQ SrrnpMitlTobie 
r-==-===l----=::.l I OIIjectml-. II otii!diIome I 
~ g 
~.~----------~------------, 
================~======'------l ----------J ' I 




jeftJo I Jen.IIng I '*-
..".lIu." -':'1 I Object :I:::=d II 19 I-e I 
L---l ~ ____ 
==1} h 
I 
--__ _ -.1 
I I 
I I 
uk..c.dmu .. uent.mIb J I I 
jeHJeng I Tep 
Ilnt!ger I~ F-~ riP aecessTepConnTableO TableTcpConnTable 





~ riP TepO : void 
# riP TcpActiveOpens : Long 
- - -----------
I RfC121J_MI8 II npco...l; .... I 
I 
I EnumTepRtoAlgorithm II hbleTepConnTeble I 
q riP TepAttemptFails : Long IE-
~ riP TepConn Table : TableT cpConn Table 
~ riP TcpCurrEstab : Long 
riP TepEstabResets : Long 
~ riP T eplnErrs : Long 
h~~ --11 S,,,,,pNlb I 
# riP TcplnSegs : Long 
q riP TepMaxConn : Irteger 
~ riP T cpOutRsts : Long 
# riP T cpOutSegs : Long 
riP TcpPtlsslveOpens : Long 
riP TcpRetransSegs : Long 
~ riP TcpRtoAlgorithm : EnumTcpRtoAlgonthm 
.. riP TcpRloMax : Integer 
~ riP TcpRloMin : Integer 
-
uk •• c.dmu..uent.mlb L 
" Tcplmpl J-~ 
Class: TcpConnEntry 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib I 
java.io I I .... ' .. g 
Tcpeo..Eiff7yMBH. h 




uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib 1 I I 
java.leng I TcpConnEntry uk.ac.dmu.agent. 




~ ufIil checkTcpConnStateO : void I Integer II string I com..un.jdmk •• 
~ cI T cpConnEntryO : void i---
---: ~ SIf",pMb I 
uk.ec.dmu.egent.mib  '--
I- - # ufIil T cpConnLocalAddress : string 
I Enum TcpConnstate I cff! TcpConnLocalPort : Integer java • .manageme 
ufIil T cpConnRemAddress : String ---: I-l SnmpStetusExc eption 
cff! TcpConnRemPort : Integer 












~ ulJil setT cpConnLocalAddressO : void 
~ ulJil setTcpConnLocalPortO: void 
~ ulJil setTcpConnRemAddressO: void ,... 
~ uIjil setTcpConnRemPortO : void 







I TcpConnEntryMeta 1 
I 
uk.ec.dmu.-uent.mI> I 
~ rJjJ ctleckTcpConnSIlII(): YOId 
~ rJjl _T~caIAcIIt .. l() : SImg 
~ rJjl_T~: 1rUger 
~ df IIIITcpCanrAlmAddrea(> : SIrtng 
~ rJjl IIIITcpC, .. ",,,,,I'OIt() : IrUger 
~ rJjl IIIITcpConnSIIII() : EtunTcpComSIli. 





















S..p",6E11try }r (~.7) 






".ec.dmu.egenUni> l 1 1 
TcpComEr1tryMet. _~ 
r--- Ell.", 
# 'IJ objeclserver . SnnpSlordordObjeclServer 
# r.a node · T cpComErtrylollean 
~ r1f' checkO . void 
~ r1f' checkO void 
~ r1f' got() SnmpVoIue 
~ rfjl get() . void 
~ rfjl getAllrlblteNeme() : stmg 
~ r1f' IsR_IeO · boolean 
~ rfjl,sVarlableo . boolean 
~ r1f' setO SnmpVaiue 
~ rif' set() void 
~ rfjl T cpConnEnIryMela() : void 




II s..~ , 
==-1=== __ -1 ___ __  ___
II 
__ J~ I 
~~~~~=======~------l 
~I snmtJddre ... 11 Snmf'Sl2.Emp!lon II S.;:IhIH I 
~l 
==:±=== --1-: 
--~ '*-Enum T cpConnStote I 
Class: TcpConnTableMeta 
com.aun~dmk. ... mpAGent L 




_~.ec.dmU.lgent.mlb -, 1 
".ec.clmtLlgent.mlb - , TcpConnTobleMetl 
C~~~L-____________________ ~ 
+ # '\t objec!server : SnmpstandordObjectServer 
I T CPConnEntryMetl I[ T cpMete 1 # iii node : T cpComErtryMeta 
I 
== -1=========1--------1 --1,:.1"'6 II ..., .. L......, II ...,~." I 
~ ~ riJl oddEntryO . void 
~ com.eun,Jdmlc •• rvnP.lgent 1 ~ riJl checl<O void 
~ Ii? createNewEntryO void 
I. I SnmostendordObloctSeruer .I ~ Ii? getO . void 
~ Ii? getNextVorEntryl~ long 
~ Ii? isReodableEnlrYId() booleon 
~~--------------~ ==========1---' 
'::c~LptJon I~~ 
~ Ii? IsReg'strai lonRequire~ booleon 
~ riJl registerEntryNoideO : void 
~ riJl setO· void 
~ Ii? T cpConn T ableMete() . void 
~ Ii? vaiidaieVorEntryk() void 
~ '\t creeleTcpComEriryMetaNode() . TcpConnErbyMela 
==:::I===t ----l 
I _____ II ObjecU4lme I 
==-==t------~ 
I SrvnpOid II Snmpst.w.&eeptJon I 







(....aldas8e8 • 1) 
~I 
f '*-.dmu........",., j T<plmp! 
1 , RfC1213"". I 
~ ~ getTokemO : void 
~ rJl setTcpActlveOpens() : void 
~ rJjI setTcp.&JIemplFailsO : void 
~ r!f' setTcpCllrEstabO : void 
~ r!f' setTcpEstollResets() : void 
~ r!f' setTcplnSegs() : void 
~ r!f' setTcpOutSegsO : void 
~ r!f' setTcpPassiveOpensO : void 
~ r!f' setT cpRelrllnSSegs() : void 
~ r!f' Tcp\'!lplO : void 
~ r!f' Tcp\'!lplO : void 
~ iii InlT ableO : void 
~ ID obtTcpActlveOpens() : void 
~ iii obtTcp.&JIemplFailsO : void 
~ iii obtTcpCllrEstabO : void 
~ ID obtTcpEstabResetsO : void 
~ ID obtTcplnSegs() : void 
~ ill obtTcpOutSegs() : void 
~ iii obtTcpPassiveOpensO : void 
~ lil obtTcpRetransSegs() : void 
~e.elll 
r 
, SnmpGetllt .. Ext , .... , -=;'=-m-pM=-- =ibRes~=et=Ext~1 





---1{ .... .."., I I 
uk.ec.dm~ 1 
~~~~~~~~=======f=======1-------1 
, EnumTepConnstlte II T_Tep~onnT.bIe II TCpCon~1 II 79CiHeLx .... I 
~ ____ '_'w_U-_ Ud __~ ______ ~ 
====i----- j 
I ReedTokenEocepUon II S";'Ulii I 
Interface: TcpMBean 
uk.ec.dmu.egent.mll 
np.... uk~ 1 
C!:~~J::-===1---+t-:~~clf;:iiC:c_='T;:qIC:::anI:;'T.-o::~:~T:"'=TcpCGm::::~T: ... :-ti= = = = === l' ---- ------- - --, 
~ r:fjJ getTcpAcIIYeOpeneO : Long I EnumTcpRIoAigorlthm " RfC1213 MIll I' hb6eTCJoooTobIe I 
~ r:fjJ getT~IIII() : Long I 
~ r1f getT~ : Long - - t-,_-__ -___ -__ -_-_--
~ r1f getTcp&lebRINII8() : Long 
~ rfjI getTcpWm() : Long 
~ getT~ : Long 
~ getTcpMuCorw() : InIIg11r 
~ getT~: Long 
~ rfjI getT~: Long 
~ getTopP ... ...openeo : Long 
~ r:fjJ getT~.I8Sep() : Long 
~ rffJ getTc:pftIOAIgarthI : !ruIIT~ 
~ GP getTc:P'IoMuO : InIeger 
~ getT~ ,~ 
I 
I 
I uk.ec.dmu.egent.mlb I I (~.1) ~ J 
275 
Class TcpMeta 












Tcp_. ~I--____ ~ 
I~~~~t--h~~~~----tf-- ------------1 ~ # ~ objedserve( : SrrnpStond ... dOtljectSeNe< - - - - - - - f ~ 
# \1 lobleTc:pCco1TobIe : Tc:pCco1T_o 1 EnIA'T1TCi>RlOAlUO<ltlliT1I1 Rl'C11' _ 1 
.~---..:==~~l===~~#~lil~node~~: ~TCIl~pMleoI~~I--------~ -_ I - __________ _ 
~ r1i' checkQ : void 
~ r1i' checkQ void 
Class Udp 
~ riP getO . SnmpVoIue 
~ r1i' gelO · void 
~ rf1' !le!AUrbieNome() : Slrng 
~ r1' gelTobIeO · Snm~TobIe 
~ r1i' IsR'-bleQ . boolean 
~ r1i' I. T obloO booIeon 
~ r1' I.Vorloble() : boolean 
~ riP re9s1erTobIeNodes() : void 
~ r1i' solO . SnmpVolue 
~ r1i'setO void 
~ r1i' T cpMeto() : void 
~ ,ji' T cpMeIa() : void 
~ ~ cr..uTcpCamTobIeMetoNodeO : TcpComTobleMelo 
~ 'iI .e1nslonceQ : void 
' ==~=========1------1 
-- i':4A1"." ... -:'", .... 11 s.r"'!H •• " 1 
uk •• c.dmu •• gent.mlb 
j •••• lo I j •••• I.ng I 
I _1I ... ,..bJ II o," ... ~ I 1':::=;:1) ~ 
L __ , r----------~ 
I I 
I I 
uk •• c.dmu •• gent.mlb l I I 
In I uk •• c.dmu..gent 
j •••• I.n~ Udp --i--' 
[~~--~~tE~t-I---t1================================~r~---- ~ ScheduleT •• k. oj I Long ~ ,...L...;;;; _______ -
~--------........,I ~ dr accessUdpTableO : TableUdpTable uk •• c.dmu..ge 
uk.ec.dmu •• gent.mlb ..Jru I-- ---
<::> Im° UdPO : void ___ _~ r TllbleUdpTable I <::> c£il UdPO : voId - - - - - - --
I RFC1213 MID II _&£;~ I 
I c£il UdplnDatagrams : Long 
dr UdplnErrors : Long 
~ c£il UdpNoPorts : Long 
dr UdpOutDatagrams : Long 
dr UdpTable : TableUdpTable 
~ 





- - ~ SliMP Mb I 
je ••• .ITleneg 
- - -,I..[ ,... • ..,.,., ..... __ 
"-=" , ~ 
.......-
j •••• .ITlIIneg 
- - -:1-[ SnmpSt.tue 
Class: UdpEntry 
java. lang I 
~ ~ 
I Integer II string I 
jlllvlII.io 1 jlllvlIIJang I 
II S.,I.llz.lJl. M 1 II Objecth I 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib 
Udp&fly .... h 





uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib 1 I I 
UdpEntry 
~ T ableUdp Table 
~ cI UdpEntryO : void com.sun.jdmk.snmp.8gent 
GlJU UdpLocalAddress : string f0- S"",pNlb 





uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib I Udp&try~." 
I UdpEntryMeta I I ~ @ getUdpLocalAddressO: String 






I TableUdpTable IIudPlI UdpTableMeta I 
I -----r-- I 
t -- ---- --.J I --------------------------
java.lang 







SII.p,.6&tty r-(suI:lcIas3es = 7) ~ I .. ., .... "'--..,.,., h 
'I ..".11,..,.:Jc:4 1 1 ........ 151 
I 
I r--------.J 1 1 1 I 
I I 
Wl.ec.dmu.egerUnlb 1 I I 
,..-- - ~ WlAC.dmuAgent.mIJ UdpEntryMet. c 
... # 'l1 objectserver : SrrnpStandardObjedServer _=--1=== 
I ~.... ll UdpTobleMet. -- I:.~ 1 -# ~ node : UdpEriryMBean 
~ iili' check() : void 
I !eM. 
[ com.~nmp.agenI I ~ fir check() : void 
r r SnIlWl~.nd.rdObjectSe ... er ~ fir gel() ' SnmpVaIue __ -1 ___ ~ fir gel() , void __ --1 ___ __ --1 __ 
~ iili' getA!tributeName() : strng l ~ r1f' isReooableO : boolean Int 
~ iili' isVeriableO ' boolean 
~ iili' setO ' SnmpV!IIue j8va.m 
~ iili' sel() ' void ==--1=== ~ iili' lJdpEntryMetaO , void __ --1 ___ 
~ 'l1 setnstance() : void --l-s~ 
~~~~~=======~------l 
~ V t ;;; I SnmplpAddre.. II SnmpStlCuaEaception II SIIv..IH I 
Class: Udplmpl 
UkAC.dmUAOent.m1b] 
Udp ~J (subclasses • 1 ) 
uk •• c.dmu··oent.mlb I 
t uk.ec.dmu.lgent.mlb 1 Udplmpl 
r RfC1213 MIB - F<"" 
~ d? gel TokensO : void 
~ ri? setUdplnDstagramsO : void 
r ~ ri? setUdplnErrorsO : void ~ ri? setUdpNoPortsO : void ~ ri? setUdpOutDetagramsO : void ~ ufjil UdplmplO : void :--
~ Lrfiil UdplmplO : void 
~ 11\ obtUdplnDstegramsO : void 
~ Uil obIUdplnErrorsO , void 
~ Uil obIUdpNoPortsO : void 




r~ - - -tI ,...",.,..,. I 
~ -- ------------, --J----1 .I 





I UdpMeta I T 
Class: UdpMeta 
[ com.eun~dmIc ..... mp"o""l 
l SnmpSt .. dwdOblectSerwer I 
,* .. c.cImtiAgIII1t.mI l 
I--
~ ~ 
I I ...... J I \IdpTab_eh I 
uk.1C.dmu.agent.mib I 
Udp-... uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib I 
--- ---------l I 
I RfC1213 MID II T ableUdp Table I ~ acc:essIldp T ebIe() : T ableUdpTIbIe ~ ~ems(): Long 
~ getUdpInErrora() : Long "'F 
~ Gjil ~: Long 
---
~ rfjJ ~amsQ: Long 
I 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib I l 
I 
Udp ~ {subclasses = 1 } 
com. .......... nmp.egent 
II S."'P,..tGn>IIP r-(subclasses· 6) I~ 





'*AC.dmu.egent.mlb l I I 
UdpMeta [ uk.ec 
#' '1J object_vet' : SnmpSlondardObjec1Server 
~ --==-~ RFC1 
I 
.dmu.agent~ 
213 MID j - J 






!,..t II .... L".1If II s.w",p!mtH I 
#' Gl node : UdpMBeen -- ----
~ r1f checkO ' void 
---
~ r1fJ checkO void 1 S ... 
~ r1fJ getO SnmpVaIue 
~ r1f get() . void 
~ r1f getAltrl:JuleName() : string --- --
~ r1f getTable() SnmpMi:>TabIe ---
~ di' IsReedableO ' booleon ---------
~ r1f 1ST ableO boolean 
~ r1f IsVariableQ boolean I-
~ r1f reglsterTabieNodesO ' void 
~ r1f setQ · SnmpVaIue --r ~ r1? setQ · void ~ r1f UdpMetaQ : void ~ 
~ r1f UdpMetaQ : void 
~ ~ creetelldpT8bleMeiIlNode() : UdpTabieMeta ~------------, 
~ ~ seb'lstanceO void --- --------
1 S 
========~------, 





'" I UdpEntryMet. II UdpMetl I 
I 
[ corn.eun.jcIrnUn.-gent I 
II Snmpstl~dObjectSet"ver =.J 
II 
~I ~ 







# \'1 objeclserver : S~st8ndardObjectServer 
# iii node : IJdpEniryMeta 
~ djiI addEnlry() : void 
~ djiI checkO : void 
~ djiI creaieNewErtryO . void 
~ rlf getO . void 
~ djiI getNexlVarEniryld() . long 
~ djiI isReadableEntrytdO . boolean 
~ djiI isRegisiraiionRequiredO . boolean 
~ djiI registerEniryNodeQ : void 
~ djiI setO . void 
~ djiI Udp TableMetaO : void 
~ djiI vaidaieVarEniryldO : void 




I S" .!",.611 ...,.J.,.; ... f 11 ... ,.. .. 1 .. ,.. ... ., I 
jInJIng 


















+ nl i INa ri a b I e s: P 1'0 P e Iii e s 
+isFile:boo lean 
+qetR eaIVallles:vo ici 
+ nllnl be rOflnte If a ce s: Intege I' 
+re a cl1Tol<e n :Lon CI 








Il Exception f<l- I 
uk.ac.dmu.agent.util I 
ReadTokenException uk.ac.dmu.agent.mib I 
~ ufjil ReadT okenExceptionO : void ~l ~ ufiU ReadT okenExceptionO : void ~ 
I Icmplmpl II Interfaceslmpl II IPljPI II Tcplmpl II Udplmpl 
I I I I 
-_-__ r---_-_____ _.J I I I 




II Object I<t-J 
uk.lc.dmu.lgent.utll I 
Jlvl.utll I Snmputil 
I Propertle. J 
# uljil mibVerlebles : Properties 
-
~ uljil ~etReaIVeluesO : void ~. 
~ uljil IsFlleQ : boolean ~ 
uk.lc.dmu.lgent.mIb I 
I ,cmi,mp, II Interflje.lmpl I~I TCPlmp' II UdPlmp' I 
~--~-----~ I I I 
=-~=============---~ I ------------------------
~ uljil nextAlphaNumerlcO : void 
~ uljil numberOflnterfacesO : Integer jevLlo 1 
~ uljil reechTokenO : Long = l====1----1 
---~ 'l ~ 'l 
[]!!] I Prlntstrelm I I streemTokenlzer I 
2 1 
C.3 PACKAGE: UK.AC.DMU .ACTIVENElWORKS 
~ 1 r 1 ~ 
apps ants jini ext Itils 
+SnmrJPingCarJ$ule ~wrapper +SnmpJiniCli~nt + SnmpExten3KJn +Threads 
+SnmpMib lnfoApplication +SnmpActiv~ Sp.rvic~lnff) +SnmpManOplegExt +M05 
+SnmpGetBulkCapsu le +Xdr +SnmpActiveProxy +SnmpMlbTlmelnfo +ClassCod!l 
+SnmpMilJResetAllplication +Channel +SnmpManaqemem +SnmpMlbnmeExt +1<eyArQs 
SnmpDynamlcM lhOlalryg +UOPChannelAddress + Bas/CJm~')eIVICP +SnmpThrpsholdExt +AprlltationExcprtlnn 
+SnmpMlblnfolmlJI +ChanneIAddres;; + SnmpActiveManagement T mrAppllcatlon 1'~yArg 
SnmpPinqAppliclltionExc!!ptlon +Manager +SnmrServicelnfo +SnmrManaQerOataExt +Un~UsfTokenO'r 
+SnmpThresholdCapsule + NodeAddreSil +SnmpAgentService Stub +SnmpGetBulkExt 
+SnmpManagelOataCapsule +NodeCathe +SnmpAttiveAgen eJViee +SnmpMlblnfoExtenslon 
SnmpMacrofJop plicatlonException +OLRespOnSp.Cal) su le +SnmpProxy + SnmpMlhR~setExt 
+SnmpMibnmeProtoco l +RouteTable +SnmpActiveJiniClient +SnmpMacro 
+SnmpMacroAgentApplication OLProtocol + RemoteSnmpActrvllManagement +SnmpMacrol ertace 
+SnmpMacroBean +ManagedObject +lnnerSnmpManager +SnmpMlblnto 
+SnmpGetBulkApll llcatl on Metllod +SnmpAgentSeJVice Ske l +SnmpOynamlcMibEJo1 
+SnmlJMacroAppllcatlon + Extension +SnmpAgentSeJVit P 
+SnmpGetBulkPl utocol NodeSecurltyManager +lnnelSnmpActiveManager 
+SnmpThresholrlApplicatl on +ResolliteUmitException + RemoteSnmpManagement 
SnmpManag13 rO ataOlalog Waner 
+SnmpOynamlcMibApplicati n +RouteEnlly 
SnmllThr'lsholdWarnlng +AppllCation 
+SnmpThresholdPrototo l Ent/t/ 
SnmllTllres llo ldOia log +BuiltinProtoeo l 
+SnmpMlbTlmeCaps lIl" OLBootstrapCajlsule 
+SnmpManOelegProtoco l EntityLi st 
SnmpMllJlntlJApll ll catlonExceptlon +UOPL hannel 
SnmpManagel DataWa rnlng +Type lO 
+Snl1lll MlbTlmeAr ll llcatJon +RoliteUlldateCars li le 
+SnmpPlngProtoco l +P rotoco l 
+SnmpPingAY8ntApplication OLClassLoader 
+SnlllpOynamlcMlhCajJs llle +No Ie 
+Snlllll ManOelegApplicatJon +Route 
+ S nI1lI'MIlllnt0C~pslll e + Capsule 
+ S nlll pMan~gerO ataApll ll catJ o n NCEl ijment 
+SnlllllMacloCaps lIle +OataCallsu le 
SnmrMl bRllsp,tOl~ log +ByteArray 
SnmpMat l oAqenlAppli t atl onExcel) CodeCache 
+Snn1j)MlbResetProtoco l +Co nfi g urati onM a ll a~e l 
+Snllll)COmmandTypes RouteProtnCOI 
+ Snnlj) Oyn~mlcM I IlP rotoC() I +CallsulpList 
+SnmjlPlngAllpllcatl on OLRpquestCall sulp 
SnlllpMlbTil1l'lDlalog +OataProtoco l 
+ S nI1l I' M anOfl l paC ~lls lll e +ChannelThrpad 
+SnlllpManagerOataProtoc I + Rf) lItp Ev~nt 
Snl1lpOvnamlcMlbWarnln CJ COdpGIOlip 













# ufiil SNMP GET : int 
# ufiil SNMP GET BULK : int 
# ufiil SNMP GET NEXT : int 
# ufiil SNMP SET : int 




................. - . ____ k ...... j 
.-- ---""-----
==j=====--=--===-=)----===--======-----------l 
, ~ .... 
' '' '~I ''''<JOj 
" ~ 'trll~ 
: ~ ~ClWAWO ~ ~ 
oJ 
f-;-;-~-,-:_'-~-t-'A------~=-==~=~~:~~~~f===~::~g~~~=====r--===r--1 
= ~ =' .. " 'Q ---~J --.!.. ......... J~~J--.J_ .. _ I(~J ...L. J 
~ 1 -.. tv! 'W'OI;Irl 
# tl t_7d ~~ 




D.t.C.p .... le ~ J {subclasses = 1 O} 
uk..c.dmu •• ctlvenetwork ••• ppe I 
U..,··IIf'I"ij J SnmpOynemlcMibC.peule 
II String """"::J 
# rfjl ping : booleen F" 
# ll.l extension : string 
# ll.l manager : string 
# {j,) MID : byte(J 
# ll.l PID : b~e{1 
~ rfjl decodeO : Xdr IE-
------------t 
I SnmpOynunlcMIbExt II S"IWpBtt."./o" 
I 
~ rfjl encodeO : Xdr 
~ rfjl evaluateO boolean 
~ rfjl lengthO : in! 
~ rfjl SrmpDynamlcMibC8psuleO : void 
~ rfjl SrmpDynamlcMibCapsuieO : void 
~ 1t mldO : byte[J 
~ 11 pidO : byte[J 
# rfjl ln!erval : In! 
# rfjl mlbVar : string 
# rfiJ pace : In! 
# rfjl value : ill 
--~===================-----1 
;~======~====l---ll 1 I ----l--l .I t t....:L... 









I ......... ' ~
[LJTntfIeId 
# ilI ,,",, :  
1---1 # iii WOfVtll . JTe_ 
[ I 
# ill "",V""JTex!f'oeId 
# 1iI .....-ccu... ·w 
# ill pece : JTe_ 
<:> rI~: voId 
~ GI '_ 
~ iii r.tQ : vold 
~~~~3::i~~l~~]:1~1~1]:~1, 








~ ofi'l SnmpDynamicMibProtocolO : void java.lang I 
r-
r- =====1---1 
I Exception I ~ 
Class:SnmpDynamicMib Warning 
'*-ec.dmu.utl I 




l&ec.dmu.8CtIvenetworke.1IIP8 I I 
SnmpDynemicMibWerning uk. ee.dmu.ec:tlgenetworks.epp. 
~ S E---
~ @ value : Int 
nmpDynamicMibApplic.tion 
~ r1fJ SnmpDynamicMibWarningO : void 
ja .. . ewt 
~ G.l in~O : void --- ---- ---- ---- ---- -
I B 
~i~~~~~====l====l---~ 
orderLeyuut II CoMPO/W,t II Container II Dimension II ~-HI!! I 
ja .. . !eng 
--- ---- ----
I 
,. .. IC.Swlng 
--- ---- ---- ---- ---- -
I B 
ja .... ewing.border 
~--~-----------------. 
--- ---- ---- -
Class: SnmpGetBulkApplication 
l+1f--H---::--------------j~--i1 SnmpGet8uI!&t I 
# r1' buflorLe!9h : rI 
# rI' dol...as . strl'9J 
# r!} tioO.Cp.! : Slmg 
# r!} fIoO#<APtfh : Slmg 
#' (j enswerTme : long 
# (j CAPSU.EDElA Y : Slmg 
# GI DATAOelAY : Slmg 
# III !Iast\I!l : booIeon 
# (j N'ACKETS : Slmg 
# III rl'ad<ets : rI 
# t:l requestTme : long 
~ rI'~ 
~ rJjI ,,,,,",,eO ' void 
~ rI' n.r() : void 
~ rff! "'kgs() . vOId 
~ rl'~~: voId 
~ rl' st.rt() : void 
# rl' des..P<>rl : short 
# rl' sou"'port : short 








Il OMeCapsuIe F- I (subclasses = 1 0) 
uk.ec.drnu.actlllene • ...,.,. I 
l jaMJlngl SnmpGelBulkCepeuie 
II string J 
~ rifJ ping : boole8l'1 F-
ukAc.drnu.ectiwworka...,.,. I 
~ SnmpGetBulkApplic.tion I I 
# IiJ extension : string 
~ ~ manager : string 
~a.atJ 
# IiJ MID : byte[J 
# ~ PID : byte{] 
~ rifJ decodeO: Xdr F-
- ---} 
I SI/.,pEmIf';OIf II SnmpGetBulkExt I 
I -----------
~ rifJ encodeO: Xdr 
~ rifJ evaluateQ : boolean jeH.Io-1 
~ r1fJ gelFJegO : boolean 
~ rifJ lengthO : in! -1{ Prnstrelm I j 
~ rifJ SnmpGelBulkCepsuleO : void 
~ rifJ SnmpGelBulkCepsuleO : void jaMJIng I 
~ <ft midO : byte[) 
~ <it pidO : byte[) 
~ r1fJ flag : boolean 
~ -1==-;====,----: 
I Elleeptlon I ~ I strln~utrer II ~em I 
......... , 
-f{ InetAddrese I I 
uk.ac.dmu.ect ....... WOIk ....... J 
~=~i-~=~-;;=l= 1===1----1 
11 ByteArr!,l II C.~III. II at."./o" II ..!de II NfHM,ddr_ I ~ 
Class: SnmpGetBulkProtocol 
uk.ac.dmu.actiuenetworks.ants I 




~ ~ SnmpGetBulkProtocolO : void java.lang I 
--=====1---1 
I Exception I ~ 
2 
Class: SnmpMacroAgentApplication 
1 ....... 1 




[ ....... J SnmpIiIIKro~ 
I [ str}ii 
~ riP del ..... : strrQ1 
~ III l~ : boolean 
~ ri' receiveO void 
~ ri' rur() vOId 
~ rif'setArg.O void 
~ ri' SnmpMeocroApplicollor() : void 
~ riP stort() · void 
~ ri' des j'art : short 
~ ri' souj'orl : short 
~ ri' ler!lOt . 1r1 
~ 
IIpplic.tioII 





- -# PrtntStr ...... 
~ 
- - ------- -----==-1===== ~~~f~~~~~~~======l======l---l 
CIeeeIIotf~ II ~ II ~ror I~~ 
__ -1 _____ 
--
12.11 
~""""" I --d------- -----__ -l _____ __ -1 _____ 
-- --1 
I BJteArr!,! I 
=====l====l---'1 --, I 
I 4,. I~I PfL I~ 
............... _ .. _" ...... 1 __ J _____ 




oe.peu!e II SmtpMeeroPr .. ocot II 
uk 
----------J 




# J!' detaula Strlng(i 
# IA I1egRun :_on 
~ J!' recelve() ' void 
~ J!' runO ' void 
~ rl' setArgoO Void 
~ df' S~roAppilcallor() : Void 
~ r1' stertO ' void 
# r1' de._PorI : shorI 
# df' ... u_PorI · shorI 
# r4' lor!lOt · 1ft ==============1---' 
---======~---l 1 1 
-----, .I ~ ----"-
1 1I}!8Arny I~~I ~- I~ 
== ~:~~=loPf"_ ' 
 





Ir Object l<l-1 
uk.ec:.dmu.activen8twork ... pps I 
...... I·ng l SnmpMacro8ean 
r string I 
~ ... .utH I ~ rI SnmpMacr08eanO : void 
I ArrllyList _ I ., rI instruction : int I 
., rI mibVar : string 
., rI params : ArrayList 
Class: SnmpMacroCapsule 
uk.lc.dmu .• ctlvenetwork ••• nt. 1 
II 
olrtaCapsule ~ {subclasses = 10} 
uk .• c.dmu .• ctivenetwork •.• pps 1 
SnmpMlcroCapsule 
"'E-
# II ping : boolean 
# {JJj MID : byte[] 
# lllJ PID : byte[] 
~ II decodeO : Xdr 
~ II encodeO : Xdr 
~ dJil evaluateO : boolean ---
~ !I lengthO : int ---
~ !I SnmpMacroCapsuleO : void 
~ !I SnmpMacroCapsuleO : void 
~ 1t midO : byte[] 
~ ft pidO : byte!] 
uk.ec:.dmu.activenetwortuuxt 1 
I SnmpMacro II ....,~ I 
I I 
~~ =--==== ______ --.J 
j.vL •• ng I 
=----l 
~ 'l 
~I System I 
uk .• c.dmu .• ctlvenetwork ....... 
uk .• c.dmu .• ctlvenetwork •• ext 
SnmpMacro 
Class: SnmpMacroProtocol 
.... --. . _- ,-.... ·1 
II 
Protocol 
{subclasses = 11 } 
uk.ac.dmu.Ktivenetworks.eppe 1 
SnmpMacroProtocol uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.apps 1 
I SnmpMacroAgentApplication II SnmpMacroApplication 1 





- 1- -;;;;;' 













~ """' l So.'''---'''''~ 
'
# rJ1 pi'1g .-. 
f.-
# (li exlonoIon : SIrI1g 
# t2 "'"""I/O! . SIrI1g 
# 1iI~
# 1iI  
~ rJ1 derode() xa i'-
~ ri' encode() xa 
~ .J!' ev_eO . booIeon 
~ r1f Ie«/.tO -. 
~ .J!' SmlpMonollO'~lJe() : VOd 
~ rfj' ~Oot~: VOd 
~ 'i1 ~ byto() l ~ 'iI pi«) ' byte{] 
# rfj' ogort : SIrI1g p: 
# .J!' I1og : -' 
~~g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l======l===l----1 
----'~I CMe~, II ~ II ~oundErTC .. I~1 ~er I~ # rfj' -'OfVal : -. 
# rfj' rnbVar : Slmg 
# rfj' pace : -. 
#.J!'v_ : lrt 
---- "-- ------ I 
Class: SnmpManagerDataDialog 
~ rI' ~oOIoIog() : void 
~ iii checkrCSIrhgO : -
~ i:l i1l() ' voId 
~~~f~~~~~~~~~l====l=====r-----l 






~I c:oo;c4cw- II nn.cl_ I 
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Class: SnmpManagerDataProtocol 
.... c.dmu.8ctivenetwork ••• nt. I 




~ ufiU SnmpManagerDataProtocolO : void java.lang I 
l-
f- =====1---1 
I Exception I ~ 
Class: SnmpManager Data Warning 
uk .. c.dmu.utl ! 
J ........ ng ! 
11!~=161h I JDlelog I<r- 1 
uk •• c.dmu.lCtivenetwork •. Ip~ ! -
SnmpMlnagerDltlWlrning 
~ @ vellue : in! 
~ ufjil SnmpMelnagerDlllaWarnlngO : void 
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~:!ectory I ~ I 80Xltuut II JLlel II JP!nel I 80 
II" x.ewlng.border L-______________ ~ 
--- ======~------1 ~ 'i' t 





t*.,... .... _ ........ '-_________________ -----_ 
=================)------------------------, -r~-J,;..: 
.. .. 
~ 'K'~1 'WOItJ 
~ n.-n 'Y"Wt 
" -I ... ~ ...,., 
~ Sr~~J ~ 
.. , .. J ..., 
# 01 _. ''''''M 
, . "~"pCI1 "'oCf1 
# I' ..,<rl>oo _ 
' 1 - .. 
# 1-,. &<"'1 
# 1 ff'l1i"I", ~N.I 
# -I ... " .. 
; # .... ,JI'wi atqot 
# I ....... J 
Class SnmpManDelegCapsule 
o.teC..,.uIe ~ ] .ubc"ssea - 1 0) 
i==-=-___ _ ___ ..J 
-- ... 
--~------- - ---- . ------~-
, ..... Ptlrdt."" 
----1-----1 
[.............,. ....... J~ --




# oJ' '*'II : _on I!" 
,. t:l extension : Str!:!i .. _-
# (II ........... : Strlno 
# GI~
# ta  
~ <:' deeod.O x .. 
~ rJi' one_O x .. 
~ .)} ov_oo _on 
~ oJ' lenglt'() In! 
~ .;r ~0f>.<Ae() void 
~ IJ1' s....~0f>.<Ae() void 
~ 9 mod() bY'OU 
~ ., pic() bY'etJ 
# ~ --' SImg 
# ,;r fIe9 InI 
# oJ!' lnI .. vol InI 
# ,j' ..,V., 51mg 











~uIe r- I ("-'10) 
~L 
I"-'l ~Ie .~
# riP pi'lg :-. 
# ill e>denslon : stmg 
# ~ "...,.. : stmg 
# ra
# ra~ 
~ r1r decode() . Xdr 
~ riP encode() Xdr 
~ riP ev .... oteQ : booIe!W1 
~ Iii' Ier¢() . ill 
~ r1J'Snm~: voId 
~ riP Snm~: void 
~ \'I oid() byte{i 
~ \'I pIc() ' bJie() 
# r1J' __ : stmg 
# riP flag : rt 
# riP rt.,.vol : rt 
# riP rrilV., : Slmg 




I ' SnmpMonOelegApplc!!lon I 
j 
--¥ffilreom I I 
..-. 
;~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l======f===l----l 
----'~I Clenllolf~, II ~ II  I~I ~er I~ 
Class: SnmpManDelegDialog 
....... ____ ke .;;;j 
~ rI' ~voId 
~ [j cho<:l<rtstmgo : boolean 











~ {subclasses = 11 } 
uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.apps I 
SnmpManDelegProtocol 
~ of1U SnmpManDelegProtocolO: void 
Class:SnmpMiblnfoApplication 
# rl' dof ..... ' stritql) 
# (JI fIa!tU! : _on 
# al lrI"'fmpt:Iome ' strflg 
~ rl' receive() void 
~ rJf runO, \/(jd 
~ r11' setArgs() , Yold 
~ r4' S/Yr4>Mb01foAppk:allor() void 
~ rl' sfortO void 
# riP dos_PorI ' .-
# r1P s""..PorI ' .hort 







I Exception I ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1===1====1---1 
12.11 CIH~ton II ~ II -.ol...-.. I~I ~or I~I ~ I 
~~~~~~~===~===l--l 
l;l.OY I~I.t1l "'!-lckJ 
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Class: SnmpMihlnfoApplication 
# ~ <101""' :~ 
,.",-
{..-.es· 13 
# III !!agRI!l : boolean 
# GI ~!!O'I'npNIIme : SImg 
~ r1l' tece~'eQ " void 
~ cD' tll() vOId 
~ r1l' mAtgs() " void 
~ r1l' ~f~lor() " void 
~ ~ storto VOId 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l===l====l---l I 
~1~1I~ I ~Of I~I~ .. I~In!..t 1 
~ r1l' <leo J'orI : otn1 
# ~ sooJ'orl " short 
# r1l' t.1I"I : ~ 
Class: SnmpMihlnfoCapsule 
uk.ec.dmu.ectlvenBtworks.ente I 
DataCapsule r-{subclasses = 10} 
uk.ac.dmu.actlvenBtworke.eppe I 
SnmpMiblnfoCapsule 
# ufjil ping : boolean 
# Ill! MID : byte[] 
# IJJ) PID : byte[] 
~ ufjil decodeO : Xdr 
~ ufjil encodeO : Xdr 
~ ufjil evaluateO : boolean 
~ ufi'l lengthO : int 
~ ufi'l SnmpMiblnfoCapsuleO : void 
~ ufjil SnmpMiblnfoCapsuleO : void 
~ 11 midO : byte[) 










uk ac dmu act" etworks.ext 
java.lang -1 
. . . IV en 




uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.apps 1 I 
SnmpMiblnfolmpl 
H~- SnmpMiblnfoExtension 
~ rI getCommentO : Siring 
~ rI getHierarchyValueO : int 
~ uJjiJ getlntDefauttValueO : int I-
~ rI getMaxO : int 
~ rI getMinO : int 
~ rI getReferencesO : string[] 




{subclasses = 11 } 
uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.apps -1 
SnmpMiblnfoProtocol 
fe E- SnmpMiblnfoApplication 
~ uJjiJ SnmpMiblnfoProtocolO : void java.lang I 
~ 
~ =====}---1 








[ ... - 01 ... _ ....... 4 
~ .. i-~-~~~~-~·~-:~=--=+-~ .... ---
l # # bA".,L-#'!!,,!t; .. --~==-===========-------------------------l . ---~} t -- # d!tt • ..&s !.a'r~ "",,,,,\4----1 ' ""'1"..,-, 
.. _""''''0_ .. ~ 





, rI dn_"", "01 
, '--0# _N. tpw, 
# -1-.1001 """ 
# I I."" .. 
Class: SnmpMibResetCapsule 
DotoC-" ~ I slA:>cfesses. 1Ol ,-. 
----j 
~ ~.otc.p.uIe 
I So.. \ nfe.p= II. . ......, II So.. ~ ... _ II[So!;i~~~.~-~DI 
-------- ---------- - _..I 
;--- t- - -1 
I ... _olmpUon I~ 
~ -J # I:l o>lon.lon : 51rh!! I"-
# III monoqer : 51rh!! 
# ill~
# 1iI  
# III pi"og : booIeon 
~ riP -00 . Xdr 
~ " oncodoO : Xdr 
~ r4' 0_0100 ' booIeon 
~ dP IOnglh() ' In! 
<:. riP ~o...tCopsUe() . void 
<:. riP ~_CopsUo() void 
~ 11 mid() : bytcU 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l======r===l----l 
--'~I C ... _..!.-..... Ion II ~ I~I ~-'or I~I arJur .. I~ 
~ ., pk() byte(1 
# riP do1ou1HV.,. : H 
# rI' dotoulstmgV"' : stmg 








----_~ I f...-a1 51 ......... ' otDioiog II n ___ 
# {iI "IlI'I : ~..sA"*",,,," 
l----I # {iI do1dCoLrma : hi # til defoUlV_ : JTexIfleId 
l otIon # iii ITAIV..., . JT01dFoeid 
# ill ..,varcoumo : i1I 
~ r1r~~: vtid 
~ {iI _~:_ 
~ llI lri() : vtid 
Class: SnmpMibResetProtocol 
uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.ants I 
Protocol ~ {subclasses = 11 } 
uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.apps I 
SnmpMibResetProtocol 
~ uljil SnmpMibResetProtocolO : void 
L 







--t ==::t= __ .....J. _ 
---' -__ .....J._ 
II 
~~f~~~~~~~~====l==l---l 
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I H------------"""'-~ ., _.........,., n 
... 
, rI 1IIt..£1 Sltr!i! 
~ I "" ........ "'"'? 
.... ------l ~ rI ...c If!'!'!I!!I <tmg 
.. ~ boc*WI 
' rI .... ,,;oj 
" # r~ '~ .. ,J , _ 
" " S~"Q1O V(IIId 
~ rI ~1'I"III .. r~, .,..j 
'\0 r S1wt(I-.w.I 
' ..1 .. ,.1'<>1-
; rI "'""" .. 
, rI .. v. s., .. 
~ ~ -... 
, # .... ./1>'1 """ 
., II 'woet rt 
............1_0 .... 
--------------,--, 
---'------1 I I I -- --1 t ~ t 






D.t.cepeule ~, l {subcleues = 10} 
uk.Ic.dmu.ectllenetwork ... ppe I 
I jenJlng l SnmpMib TimeCepsule 
I LSl~ 
# r1f ping : boolean 
# lil extension : string 
# lil manager : string 
# lil MID : byte[] 
# (2l PID : byte(] 
~ r1f decodeO : Xdr 
~ rI encodeO : Xdr 
~ r1f evaluateO : boolean 
~ r1f getFiagO : boolean 
~ r1f lengthO : Int 
~ rI S,..",..,Mib TlmeCapsuleO : void 
~ rI S,..",..,Mib TimeCapsuleO : void 
~ <r! mid() : byte[] 
~ <if pid() : byle[J 
# r1f flag : boolean 
# r1f Interval : int 
# r1f mibVar : string 





l JTeatfleid # (;) """, . s.....-TimeAppIcaIJon 
[---~ # III .... orvaI : JTextflOld # (ll .,.,V ... : JT.-I Ion # Ill~: rt 
# Ill ~SIr!!ll : rt 
# III pace . JTOldfield 
~ r6' ~Th>oOIoIog() ' YOid 
~ (ll choeI<HSlrr.go : booIoon 
~ 1ll 1nl() : YOid 
~-=ff SnmpMibTlmeAppliemon I I F-
t*.ec.drnu.ectNenetwwke.nt I 
------1 
I SirlflpEttt.Mlioll II SnmpMibTimeExt I 
I ---r-----------
PrintSlream I I 
-=~ --1"---l====~ ----! 
I Exception I ~ I SlrlngButrer II Sy8tem I 
)eVa.net I 
- - -# InetAddre8s I J 
'*.sc:.dmu.ICt ...... work ........ I 
---------------------------1 
=;~- 1 ~ 1===r---1 : 

















uk ac dmu actO etworks.ext . . . Iven 








uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.apps 1 I 
SnmpMib Timelmpl uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.ext 
~~ SnmpMib TimeExt 
~ ufIU getCommentO : String 
~ ufjiJ getHierarchyValueO : int 
~ ufjIJ getlntDefaultValueO : int f-
~ ufIU getMaxO : int 
~ ufjiJ getMinO : int 
~ ufjiJ getReferencesO : string[) 




Protocol ~ {subclasses = 11 } 
uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.apps I 
SnmpMib TimeProtocol 
F=- SnmpMib TimeApplication 
~ ufjiJ SnmpMib TimeProtocolO : void java.lang I 
f-
f- =====1---1 










I jMUng l SnmpPingAgentAppiution -...nu l 
I[ str~ 
# rfJi de1auit& : stmlli] -=:1===== _J __ _ _ _ - id .. 11 a ~ rlfJ receiveO void ~ rii' runO : void 
===========-,======~------1 --- 1 I I 
y * y ~ 
euHotfoun«l:xeeptlon II Eneptlon II NoOMaDeffouncError I 
~ rii' setArgsO: void 
~ rii' SnmpPi'lgAgertAppicetlor() : void '* 
~ rii' startO : void --- -------- ------ - - -----
# rii' desyort : short --- --1 
# rii' $OUy ort : short I lIyteArroy I 
# rii' target : In! 
'* 
- - ~ SnrnpPln gCepaule 
'* -
--- - - - - ---- ----1 
I ~1!1i ... ion 
------, 
Eateption II KeJrU' I 
Class: SnmpPingApplication 
r ........ l I, IIppl/uf/o. k...... 
II ~~ 1~====('~==~==M=.=13~1==:J~-1 
T.---------------~I 
~ riP roceiveO : vol~ 
~ rJjil rur(l ' void 
~ rff' solArgsO , void 
~ rJ!' ~Slor() : void 
~ rff' $lonO vol~ 
, rff' dos j>M : short 
# rff' souj>M : short 




---I ~I c ... -!..&cept!on II &~ II lIoC....JfouncErTo< II str~1If I~I Thrt.od I 
~. 
--- -----====I=-=-=-=l ==='-1 --'I ======== -----} ~ ~ 
I BtI.Amy I~~~~ 
=='~':LJ 
__ J~::-~ I I 





OataCapsule -r-{subclasses = 1 O} 
uk.ec.dmu.ectivenetworke .• pps ] 
SnmpPingCapsule uk.ac.dmu .• etivenetworks .• pps -I 
I SnmpPingAgentApplication II SnmpPingApplication I ___ ~ ____ J I 
--~--------------~ 
~ cijil ping : boolean 
~ (JtJ MID : byte[) ~tc 
~ (JtJ PID : byte[) 
~ cijil decodeO : Xdr 
~ cijil encodeO : Xdr 
~ cijil evaluateO : boolean 
~ cijil lengthO : int jav •• I.ng I 
~ cijil SnmpPingCapsuleO : void 
~ cijil SnmpPingCapsuleO : void 
~ 1/ midO : byte[] 
~ 11 pidO : byte[) 
--------l 
---~ y 
~I System I 
uk •• c.dmu.aetlvenetworke •• nte -I 
----------------l ==========,---l , -----1 


















' '''r~I''' " 1(11(. ¥')IIIJ 
" tfUtr' ~ 
'~,"",...~..,. 'II":Id 
" ... "'1 ..... 
,. I~~M"~ '" 
, ~- .. , , ... -""' ..... 
# .".,...V~ '. 
#I~fr ... ,., 
, ',.. P'I!IIIV.fw;- 'fIr.-., 
, " owN ....... rI 
"1~j'ot1l1""q\ 
# 11ar?!l r1 
, ..... ""'" , ..-... ,... 
Class: SnmpTbresholdCapsule 
uk .. c.cImu..ctl .. ntltwork ... nt. I 
.... _It ..... 
_.*= .. " ...... 
==:~~~~==========--===-===-=======--=---=--,---------1 
I ..... ' .. ¥-II ..... , .. L..II ..... , ... ,="_. '_ II ..... ,....1.-_II ..... ' .. ! -.1 
--__ -_-=-_-=- _____________________ ...J 
---
~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~l~=~~~=====l======f---l 
Gi-J~..- :JC-~(.-- l.!e .~~J ""-JQ1.~ 
. " ....... 
---;;;---j-----' 
I Af9II!IIIiId __ ~ I~ 
DIIt.C.peule 
(subclasses · 1 0) ~ I 
l~l 
1.1 string ~I 
ulc.ec.dmu.ectlwenetwork •• eppe I 
SnmpThreeholdC.peuie 
#- rI ping : boolean 
#- GIl extension : string 
#- Iil manager : string 
#- GIJ MID : byte() 
#- Iil PID : byte(J 
~ rI decodeO : Xdr 
~ rI encodeO : Xdr 
~ r1fJ evaluateO : boolean 
~ rI lengthO : Int 
~ rI SI'VIll ThresholdCapsuleO : void 
~ rI SI'VIll ThresholdCapsuleO : void 
~ ~ mldO : byte() 
~ )t pidO : bytelJ 
#- rffJ defaullValue : Int 
#- rI delay : nt 
#- rI maxValue : In! 
#- rI mlbVar : string 
#- r1fJ mlbVarType : string 
#- rI mlnValue : Irt 
#- rI type : string 
#- rI value : r-. 




~ rJ' :sm.,TI'I~: void 
" ill '*-"IStri1g() : _ 
" (JI riO : void 
$~~g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:==l====l----l 
-- 1::LDflI~1 --to.. II .!ton II ... L II JOPC4 II ...L I 
~-I 
=== =======~------1 
~==========::!J ---~I c~_11 meet_ I 
Class: SnmpThresholdProtocol 
Uk.8c.dmu.8ctivenetworks.8nts I 
Protocol r-{subclasses = 11 } 
Uk.8c.dmu.8ctivenetworks.8ppS I 
Snmp ThresholdProtocol Uk.lc.dmu.8ctivenetworks.8ppS 
~ Snmp ThresholdApplication 
~ rJjil Snmp ThresholdProtocolO : void J8V8.18ng I 
=====l---l 
I Exception I ~ 
307 








ukAc.drnu.ac:tlwenework....,.,. l I 
r~l SnmpThresholdWaming 
I [ stJJrl!t 
# @ type : SIring 
F" 
# @ value : in! 
~ rif' SnmpTIYesholdWamlngO : void 
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tN -, IfI:'I.~ 1\1"1"'.:'''' 
r nttd..., 
'"mrW11,V!'I":b"'Q 
.1(11111. lilt ~i1'-1I1 
"U""'" till ...... 
·'.nrnI"lTllttl!l"'"ld[yt 
'I\XIYI'lof 
• hll"l'1~ oJ 
'(;)~ ;.uh,,.hm .... ,,,"f! 










"lIot_f"nl1 ttl ... ?'! 
"Ill ~llt~lIt11' 
mnV;1,lIlnl 





:: ===f===~---l I I 
I BOfderfactory I d!:J I BOx!.yuut I ~ ~ 
jen~ 1 '----- - -= =======~------l 
-~ 'f * 
~ I Compo~Border II Tltledlkwder I 
-
30 
.. "'··n-,: .... n 
l~· .. 'ftl,'" _.
"t'ln"'''''If', 
-!It''on'f1l''' 
. ,".1' '';'1' '',".11 ... 1 
. .... ' t:. ... ·'n31""11j 
C">" t)~ t 1,1 
1.,,,,1 ... I'IF', ·hI(N~ 1 
- ;n m~ 
-C""'"ltn~ I 
"",'\JI~ 
1I1!1f) .. f.l'f"'.-llu • .,... 
",-,Jf,n,Y!'II""jf't 
'.'.'""'f''' ~lIIilG 
.... '1,11( ... "n ,-_ .. ... 
Class: SnmpDynamicMibExt 
I s.,.p&t.ftIoiI r- l (sl.tlcl8sses • 7) = 




~ ~ # ~ appi : AppIic8tion # Gl !lpp&'ort . Short 
# ld period : iri 
r ~""'· 1 # ~ templl4ibVar : String 
I' AppllcM./OIf # fa threatFtllg : boolean 
~ rI action() ' void 
~ rfjJ runO : void 
~ rfjJ SrtnpOynBmicMIbExtO : void 
~ ~ sendingCepsuJe() : void 
~ (il sending,.olarnO : ,",00 
~ ta threadActlon() : ,",00 








- -----------, - ---I 
I Inner ..... uer II Inner ... n~erExce~1on I 
Jt~~l 
SnmoAoentfreme 1 1 
I 
I 
........... _--_ ....... 
L~,>---------~-4 :_:-::::-::-~-:::-:-:-=:::-:-::::::-::-::::~::::-:~-:-:--::-::-:-_~_-_-_-_____ -_-_...J ______ -_-_-_-_..! ___ J --
# -" , tI - ~- .. 
, 1 - "" '"'" , 1 " .. 1_ .. 
' 1 - \ .. .. ;., ... .. 







:~~1 # Ii oppII : Apj>ieaIIon # ~ oppForI . Short 
# ~ period : 111 
!----] # til server : F1eServer 
II AppllufJOII # ~ Iemph(bV ... : SbTog # III It't~ : booIoan 
I - I 
# 1lI ...... . 11I ± 
1 -- ~ rJ' octlor() void t ~ dI' rt.rl() vOId 
~ r!J' SnrnpGoIa.tcfxI : void 
~ Ii ct~: void 
1 ~ (;l .~: voId ~ Ii sendirl!t/'I!Ir : void 
~ III It'teadActlor() : void 
- -- ~ - -- - - -
Class: SnmpMacro 
uk •• c.dmu..ctl_n .. work ....... 1 uk •• c.drnu..ctlvenetwork •• elCt 1 
J ... Jo I 






uk •• c.dmu • .ctluenetwork •• elCt .1 I I 
SnmpM.cro uk.ec.dmu • .ct ... net_k •• ..,... J 
-- ---""l 
# @ serlalVerslonUID : Ion!!! I SnmI!M.cmBe.n II SnmpM.croC. 
~ uflD ectlonO ' void I ---'-------------
I!eule 
~ ~ getlnsiructionsO : SnmpMacroBean[] 
~ uIjil readExternalO : void jav •. lo I 
<:> uIjil SnmpMacroO: void ~
~ ~ wr~eExternalO void --- ---------------- ---------------- ==--,-----1 ---




~ II Prlntstrosm 
jav •• I.ng J 
--- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ==== i-------1 ---
I CI ••• HotFoundException II Exce~ -
.{rv •. td 1 
-- . Arr~stJ J 
. ~ uk.ec.dmu.egent.d" 
- - . InnorM.neger I 
~ec.dmu.egent.gul 














Class: SnmpManager DataExt 
.a..c.dmu.edlHnetworkLellt 1 
SIIIfIpat._If 
(subclasses = 7) ~I I 
uk.ec.drnuAct .. enetworkLeIIt L 
...... ,.ng J SnmpM .. ·uerDlIt.&t 
~~ # ~ "IlPli : ApplclllJon # {l/i "IlPIiPort : Shon # {i\ period : .., 
L uUc.dmu.ectl ........ ortc ...... I # {j server : FleServer 
# ~ lernpMibVIII' : Siring II IIpplic.tiolf 
I # Ii! It'leadFlag : boolean 
l UkAc.dmu.UClj ~ rir actionO ' void 
II FlleServer ~ ri? runO . void I ~ dr SrvnpMlII'lOIgerDlllaExlO : void 
~ (i\ senclingC"Ilsule() : void 
~ G,) sencingError() : void 
~ ~ sendi'l!tNarr() : void 
~ (j It'leadAdlor() : void 
# rir agert : Siring 
# rir value : Irt 









-# PrlntStrelm I I 
......... 1 
~~~~~~~~1====~===1---1 
11 Elcepllon II Strlnplklrer I ~ I nv"'_ II Thr_1IbIe I 
J:::~re"1 J 
ukAc.dmu.1dI_MItwortc...n 1 
= ======~---l - --1 c&J 
I ByteArr!l! II c.~,. I Xdr 
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~ r1I' Roo..teToI:iieQ · _ 
~ r1I' Roo..teToI:iieQ · vold 
~ rIl' rur() void 
~ rI! _oo..t-.sogesQ · _ 
~ r1I' _oo..t"""'er()-
~ r1I' senc1JpdoIe() ' -
~ rIl' _e-O -
~ r1i' ... GCr>nerO · -
~ r1I' _erlodlen_o ' voId 
~ ,go "'r-o · Roo..t.ev ... 
~ rIl' ... r_"-O ' _ 
~ rI! stort() · ­
~ r1I' _eEnlrvO _ 
~ Ill ceslO · Roo..teEr1lry 
~ ~ roo..teOocl«) · .... 
Class: RouteUpdateCapsule 
~ ri' decodeO Xd. 
~ rl' o""odeO Xdr 
, ri' ."" .... OO -." 
~ "' _t(l ; 1Ii 
~ J' Roo..t~eC<IpNeO -
~ rJ' Roo..t~eCopsIAo() -
~ ? mlO() D'/1e(] 
, ,1 pk() D'/1e() 
---. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~F~~~~l===l=====l------l 
I __ ~i?~~_c.jH' 1I Ch'''!-.. I~I_L II d_. 11 ~ .. I 






" " eo_:f) tI:,oI'kan 




(.IbcIa"os • 1 } 
= 
...... c __ k ... nt· 1 
~ UDPChonnel 
II O"oll"omSocket 
; rii' lnPocketSlze : Ir1 
; rii' cUPockotSlze : Int 
; @ ~SlLE : nt 
; ~ dsock : DotagomSocicot 
~ rii' reeelYeO Copsule 
~ rii' . endO: booleon 
~ rii' LOPChennel() : void 
~ rii' UDPChonneO : void 
, rI ;O<tVectc!!() • ..., 
, rll.s..r...n SIt.,. 
'" rI ' ........ I(J ' .... 
" "CI~ep(1 tr,tttl 
, 'J ""ec() TlJ"I> 




I SnmpIllnlm_AppIIcoUon II SrvnpGdBu.AppIIc.uon I __ _ ____ J I 
-- ---------------~ -
~ 
-- --------1 __ .-l. __ "] V 
I IO&ceptlon II I'Tlntstreom I 
===]-----1 




I rA •••• ,ItIUr .. }.-\_-1\ 
I "·~I.'- .. _-' 
' •• -_" .. _k ...... ·l 
~ 
JoouM , ~... -- I # rI __ : hdAdci'ess # ,J' port : rt ~ 
~ ,J'~ I ~ rlloSImg()· string ~ r1J : _ 





II Object f-o- I 
uIc .. c.dmu •• ctl.ene(work ....... I 
uk •• c.dmUACtlvenlltwork ... nt. I Walter 
I M!Odl@ 
# ~ melh : Melhod 
t # @ weier : Xdr 






u 1<. a c. d m u. active n etwo I'I<s. ants. hI 0 d E WJIJ 
AlitoNodeCache 
+get:O\)ject 




+ put: 0 bje ct 
+get:O\Jject 
+ put: 0 bje ct 
+AutoNodeCa ci1e 
Class: AutoNodeCache 





+ 1"1 a s 11 C 0 (I e: i n1 




NodeCeche ~ I (subclasses. 1 ) 
UIc .. c.dnu.ectivenetwork ....... wr""""" 1.. 
AutoNodeCoche 
~ rif' AutoNocleC8che() ' void 
~ r1f' gel() ObJed 
~ r1f' gel() ' ObJed 
~ r1f' gel() : ObJed 
~ rif' geto · ObJed 
~ rif' p\.tO : ObJed 
~ rif' p\.tO : ObJed 
~ r1f' p\.tO : ObJed 
























j .... I .... g I 
II Object }<I-1 
uk .• c.dmuACtluenetwork •• ant •. wr.pper 
WJIJ 
# nJjil i1 : int 
~ 
I uk .• c.dmu.8ctt .. enetwork ......... wrepper 
- - I AutoHodeCac:he - '-----, 
# nJjil i2 : int 
#nJjil i1 : long 
~ dr equals() : boolean 
~ nJjil hashCode() : int 
~ nJjil W JIJ() : void 
~ nJjil W JIJ() : void 
Class:W IJ 
j ..... I .... g.! 
Il Object /<J- I 
uk .• c.dmu .• ctiuenetworks .• s.wr.pper 
W_IJ uk .• c:.dmu .. ctiuenetwork ....... wr.pper 
':- AutoHodeCac:he 
# nJjil i1 : int 
#ufjil I1 : long 
~ rijil equalsO : boolean 
~ rijil hashCodeO : int 
~ £I WJJO : void 
~ ufjil WJJO : void 
Class: W JAI 
java.lang I 
II Object J<r- J 
uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.ants.wrapper 
W_JAI 
~ si1 : int(] 
~ i1 : long 
~ dfl W JAIO : void 
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~ ~  
~ ri' rocolveO VOId 
~ rli' IU10 ' void 
~ rli' .etArgs() , void 
~ rli' SnmpGet8ulkApplcetlor() : void 
~ rli' stortO ; void 
# ri' de$j'ort : $_ 
# ~ $ouj'ort : 0_ 
# ~ lorget : rt 











I r string I 
~ #' rJl ping : boolean 
#' II!J extension : string 
#' @ manllger : string 
#' @ MID : byte[J 
#' @ PID : byte{] 
~ r1fJ decodeO : Xdr IE-
I SlIlffp&t.If.io. II SnmpGetBulkExt I 
------___ J 
~ rJl encodeO : Xdr 
~ rJl evaluateO · boolean 
~ rJl getFiagO : boolean 
~ rJl lengthO : in! 
~ rJl SI1l'lllGetBulkCapsuleO : void 
~ rJl SI1I'IllGetBulkCapsuleO void 
~ crt midO : bytell 
~ 'Il pidO: bylell 
~ rJl flag : boolean 
-_J~L ___________ , ' 
==~======l---- l I - - -- j i 




Protocol ~ {subclasses = 11 } 
Uk.8c.dmu.8ctivenetworks.8ppS I 
SnmpGetBulkProtocol uk.lc.dmu.lctivenetwork ••• pp. .L-__ -. 
~ SnmpGetBulkApplicetion 








--li::::Lee..-."  I 
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SNMP THRESHOLD SERVICE 





.- --~ ~ I)
I h"r ltw Ii 'b:wp' II ~u",......., .... ~ ... _ II !-t ~ II !-t, ...................... , 
__ ___ ~~ _______________ _ ______ J 
-------'1-----, 





D8t.C.psule ~, l {subclasses = 10} 
uk.ec.dmu.ectMlenetworka.epps I 
ljanJmg l Snmp ThreaholdC.pauie 
II string 
~ dfJ ping : boolean 
# til extension : string 
~ iii manager : string 
# (2, MID : b~e[] 
~ l:J PID : b~e(l 
~ dfJ decodeO : Xdr 
~ rJjJ encodeO : Xdr 
~ dfJ evaluateO boolean 
~ rJj lengthO : in! 
~ rJj SnmpThresholdCapsuleO : void 
~ rJj SnrnpThresholdCapsuleO : void 
~ <If midO : b~e[] 
~ ft pid() : ~e[] 
# rJj defau~Value: in! 
~ rJj delay : i1I 
~ rJj maxValue: in! 
# rJj mibVar : string 
~ rJj mibVarType : string 
# rJj minValue : hi 
#' rJj type : string 
~ rJj value: i1I 
Class: SnmpThresholdDialog 
# (;j ""'" SrmpTlY~ 
# III dor .... v ... . JTe_ 
~~~~~~~~=~f_-~ # (; deley JTexlF1eld L # iii """'v ... : JT exIF1eId 
# III """Type JTexIF1eId 
# iii """v... JTexIF1eId 
# III mlnV"' · JTe.,F1eId 
; III .....-eourns IrI 
~ ii' Srmp~: voId 
~ lll _hgO_ 
~ GI r-.o void 
~ 
I SlrlffpErt.If$;Olt II SnmpThresholdbt I 
I 
J )HaJang I 
------------------1 
==~======-l----l I - --1 ~ 












I<J--{subclasses = 11 } 
uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.apps I 
Snmp ThresholdProtocol uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.apps 
ico~ Snmp ThresholdApplie&tion 
~ ufjil Snmp ThresholdProtocolO : void java.lang 
~ 
~ ==1---1 
I Exception I ~ 
Class: Snmp ThresholdW arning 
~~ 
.. vax.ewklg~ 




ukAc.dmu •• ctlvenetworke.appe I I 
I Java.lang ,1-:1 SnmpThreaholdWarnlng 
~ ; @I type : string 
; @I value : Ini 
~ II Snmp ThresholdllllamingO : void 
~ G.l InitO : void 
uk.ac.dmu.ac:tI¥enet_ke.appe 













f--- ------------------l ======~===l---l I 








'*--dmu.ediMrwJtwor .... ut I 
S ... pE:rt.HIo. ~l l (slilclasaes = 7) 
'*.tc.Gnu.edlveneCworQ.ext 1 
jeMJeng I Srvnp ThresholdE&t 
~~ # /a appli : Approcation # la appliPort : Short # If\ period : in! 
I '*_.drnu.ecUnnetwor1l ....... I # /a tempMlbVar : string 
II Appllc.t/olf # til lIYea<f'lag : boolean 
~ dr action() : void 
~ dr run() : void 
~ rJfl Snnp ThresholdExtO : void 
~ /a sendingCapsuleO : void 
~ lil sendingWarnO : void 
~ ill setDefalAVlllkJeO : vojd 
~ (iJ lIYeaclActionO : void 
# rJfl type : String 




1~1~IIyt~e§Arrwy~~I~1 ~c.pa~:/.:I-=1 =x!~r~1 
~k~...ll _____ ---, 
------------------~ --- -----1 Y 
I SrvnpThr ... holdApplc8t!on II SIV1'l\!ThreaholdCepe"" I 
Appendix C.3 
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I Je ....... J SnmpMKToApplieotion 
l rrJstgjrin~,g~:f--tt~~::;.-;~;-------1t- - -4-/" Printstreem,-, ..J I..!: # tijil defllUlt. : st,lng() -
# @ flagR\.rl : boolean J jeN.leng 1 
~ tijil receiveO void -- -----=======]=-=-=-=-=-=--,=======--,-1======11 ---1
1 
~ tijil ,ur() vcOd ~~~ ~~~~~ 
~ tijil s elA,gsO vcOd . - - f ~.-'i--. 
~ tijil SnmpMacroApplic.tlor() : vcOd -- I 2.11 CI .. _Fo!.mption II EuejltlOn II ItoCI...oJFoundError I~~ 
~ tijil .. ertO vcOd ""== . 
# tijil de. yort : sI10rt 
# tijil souyort : sI10rt 
# tijil large! : Ini 
uk.oc.dmu. ___ -'-'--'--__ --, 
---------- ----I 
I SnmpMec' ~~~~::!l::::'~::=::=-'-'::::=:::!..I 
uk. 
=== ====, 
I AppliCoCIOnf~.=C1!-=ptJ~on~I==~'=I.. • ..I 
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Class: SnmpMacroApplication 
~ rJii recelveO: _old 
~ rJii ... nO ' _old 
~ r1i' setArgoO _old 
~ r1i' SrrnpMeocroAppfictJllor(J : ~ 
~ rif' otortO : _old 
# rJii -...,Port : short 
# rJii souJ'orI : short 
# rJii target : Irt 
I'·M __ ~: 
== '====i-------l 
I SnmpMocrOCO ...... e II SronpMocroProtocoi I 
~""---""" I 
- - - , SnmpA_rvIeeInfo I J 
uk-ec..cIrnu.-t...-
-- - ---------""1 
'------,:--_-=-----:-_____ ----' 1 --l ~ II Ke!ge I 
Class: SnmpMacroBean 
jlva.llng I 
I L Object J<J-d 
uk.lc.dmu.lctivenetworks.lpp8 I 
jav .. llng I SnmpMacroBean 
I String I 
uk.ec.dmu.actlvenetworke.ext j 
-' --I SnmpMacro II .... ~ I 
I I 
java.util I ~ ulfl SnmpMacroBeanO : void E-==-==== ______ ...J 
I ArrayList I ulfl Instruction: int -I 
ulfl mibVar : string 
# ulfl params : ArrayList 
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Class: SnmpMacroCapsule 
uk.ac.dmu.activenetwork ... nt· l 
OataCapsule 
~ {subclasses = 10} 
uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.apps 1 
SnmpMacroCapsule 
# " ping : boolean 
ic~ 
# @J MID : byte[] 
# !.@ PID : byte[] 
~ " decodeO : Xdr 
~ " encodeO : Xdr 
~ " evaluateO : boolean 
~ " lengthO : int 
~ " SnmpMacroCapsuleO : void 
~ " SnmpMacroCapsuleO : void 
==-1=----l 
l~ V I System I 
~ 11 midO : byte[] 







Protocol }r {subclasses = 11 } 
uk.ac.dmu.actiuenetworks.apps I 
SnmpMacroProtocol uk.ac.dmu.lctluenetworks.lpps I 
~ rI SnmpMacroProtocolO : void ~~ 










uk.ac.dmu.ectt.enetwork ........ -I uk.ec.dmu.ectluenetworkLeIlt I 
JenJo 
II ebnMllu." J<:l, III Btt.".;o" b~ 1 s..",a.c,.-.".. h I {subclasses ~ 3} i8llt!clilUI -11 
L--------l I I r------------------~ 
I I 
I I 
uk.ac.dmu.actlvenetwork •. ext I I I 
SnmpMacro 
# @ serialVersionUID : long 
~ di" actlonO : void 
~ uIfl getlnstructionsO : SnmpMacroBean[) 
~ uIfl reedExternalO : void 
<:> di" SnmpMacroO : void 








uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.ext I i 
SnmpMacro r-J J 
uk.ac.dmu .. ctNoenetworaca.appe I 
--- ---"1' 
I Snm(!MacroBean II Snm(!MacroCa 
--- I :-------------
)aua.lo j 
--- ---------------- ---------------- ==~-----l ---
I IOExc .. ption II ~ II at 
------, 
I I d y 0IIiNIf II Prlntstr .. am I 
jaua.lang 1 
::1 i J 
I Cla •• HotFoundExceptlon II ExC"~1 
jaua.utH 1 
- - -+c ArrayLlst J J 
~.ac.dmu.agent.dllta I 
-- - -+c InnerManag .. r I 1 
~8C.dmu.agent.gul 1 












~~~~-~­~~~~~---------r.~~:;~----------i- --~ I L...: ; I tuffW1."}fJI rf ; .1 .... ~,,() 
; \~r_ "'OJ 
I ... no ,...---..." a CJ.f'Sl.Lfta.Ay ~ 
# I' t'lATAL"<LA( ~9 
, ~; . t,..~~ .... "" 
, ~ ... ~ rl 
# ;:::;;;;;;-' ... 
_-._ ..... --.-
--~-----------=----~~~~~=~===================,---------1 




D8taCapaule r-~ {subclasses = 10} 
uk.ac.dmu.lCthlenetwGrke.appa I 
I~~ SnmpOynamicMibCapaule 
~ dr ping : booleerl 
~ lil extension : String 
~ ~ manager : String 
~ lil MID : byte[J 
~ @ PID : byte{] 
~ djiI decodeO : Xdr 
~ dr encodeO : Xdr 
~ djiI evaluateO : boolean 
~ cJl lengthO : int 
~ dr SI'lI"/llDynamicMibCapsuleO : void 
~ dr SnmpDynamlcMibCapsuleO : void 
~ <f! midO : byte[J 
~ 1/ pidO : byte[J 
~ rI Interval : int 
~ djil mibVar : String 
# cJl pace : Int 
~ rI value : nt 
Class: SnmpDynamicMibDialog 
'* __ ....... k_ 1 
rloML ...... l ~
I JT eltfleld 
~ Gl eppI ;  
... ..----l ~ ill "' ........ . JT._ , I:l rri>Volue ; JT_ 
100 J ' Gl ~'" 
, ~ pace : JT.JdfleId 
~ ~ . vood 
~ III checki1ISIrhg() '-' 
~ Gl i1I()voId 
~ 
~ '*-K.dmu.actlgenetworka.appe ~ 




II SnmpOynam/cMibExt II $". ftt.,,61011 I I ----
__ J~~ ____________ I 
== ======-l----' I -- --1 ~ 
I Exception I ~ I Str!lf II dam I 

















~ {subclasses = 11 } 
uk.ac.dmu.activenetworks.apps 1 
SnmpDynamicMibProtocol uk.ac.dmu.activenetwork ... pps 
fc~ SnmpDynamicMibApplic8tion 




I Exception II St%ng I 
Class:SnmpDynamicMib Warning 
JI.IK •• wlng I J 
IL JDialogj<l- J I {.~~16} h 
- - I 




uk •• c.dmu •• ctiuenetwork ••• pp. I I 
SnmpDynamicMibWarning uk. 
~ ---------------
1---------------------------------i.k..F - - H S =-".L...-'-'-'--'-'-----L-'--_ 
~ ., velue : In! 
~ ufiil SnmpDynemlcMibWernlngO : void 
ja •• 
~ 111 in~O : void -~ V 1 ~ === [----1 
I BorderL.yout II CAMpo"."t II cont.iner II Dimension II ~,., I 
~ 
..... 1Ing - ~-----------, = := ====="""] ---l 
- - - I Int!ger II oJect II St!ing I 
'-= 
"MM._log 
----------------------l = :== ,===l---II I 
--- - .1 






Sltlllp&tHniOil ~~ {subclasses = 7} 
uIc.ec.dmu.ectI!lenetworlc •• eIIt 1 
,.. .... ng I SnmpilyMmlcMIbEIIt 
l~~J # Ii! appl : Application # ll! appliPort : Short # tlJ period : Irt 
r ~uUc~ork.~.-~ # ll! tempMilVar : string ~ ll! Ihrea~lag : boolean 
1 Applic.tl.If 
~ rI actior(): void 
~ riP runO : void 
~ r1f SrYnpOynamlclrfibExtO : void 
~ ll! sendlngCep$UIe() : void 
~ lil sendlng,l'{arr() : void 
~ ll! threadActlon() : void 
# r1f value : Iri 
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==J============-l---l =====i----l 1 
I Esceptlon II 4er '~I n:eed , 
i~e 
-'- ==========j---l 
---l j~!Atr!Y II de,. ,CkJ 
~~~I--------
==J~~G:~=.Lc.e.., 
- -- -----------1 
- - -jl::!n.uer II merMMl':erEsce,-lon I 
- - ~ SmlpAgentfreme I 
-' 
Appendix C . 5 
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'~-( -_ ... 1-
# "',, .... "'1" .. 
# d!'uuh ~n;) 
# I' n>ItGI> •• 
# r_. :..~ 
, '!f!..!p.lPID'I 'RNA 
# l O,f n"".n""" .. 
, MT\.PH JBNY.:I t" 
; ;f ~~..., 
' I ".~"" J r",rog , -<)-
" 'f't~I~ 
" , ,," , ""'*" 
" ·~ Al9"() ...... 
~ ~~...,,~ .. ~ . 1 ....... 
, It .. , ~ 
# 1' ..... • ~ 
, o- tJ'Ot1!h!1r1 
, f"'\'~ ~ 
, "' .......... , mFItII.,- s.rv 
~ ,....,"'.. rq , ....,. .. 
# ~ ........ ,_"'.., ofN1 , "" .gd ... 
---........ 
L-__ ~,~=~ __ ~~.t~ll~ __ ~ 
.+"e..o.v - ...... ~ L __________________ , 
--
==-===§~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~F§§§§§l-==-==I- -, 
====~------~ 1 ~ 
I ~· J~~~~~JU~~I~~.~~~~~~==~~= 
)ooLtoIII 
--_-1 
======1------=---------, I I 
--~------., I -----1 y t 
L.,. ..... ., lL"'t'· .. JL- JL ......... - ][ "_OIJ ... .. -.... t .. ....,.. 
----l---!J 




II ~uIe ~ {~"0 
'*---1 
r~~  ~Ie 
#' riJ' <*1!I :-' [ ; III 0Jc1."'-' : SIr~ #' GI ... _ :~
; (jl~ 
#' GI
~ riJ' decodeO Xdr 




~ riP evoluate() _ booIe.n 
~ riP le<9hO In! 
~ riJ' Snm~: vt>IcI 
~ riP Snm~oomJIo() : vt>IcI 
~ '11 mId() . byteO 
~ \1 pId() byteO 
# ri1' -" : SIring 
#' riP Ilog : ~ 
#' riP ~orvol : ~ 
#' riJ' "..,v., : string 
#' riP """,, : H 
- -- -' 
Class: SnmpManDelegCapsule 
r;;- --...... ··I 
Dot.c_ul .. ~I l (subcl ...... 101 
'* .... drnuMt __ k_ L 
r ...... nu1 SnmpM_egCOP.UIe 
f[ strJ!!i 
# r1f' pIng :-' 
# Ii! oxt.nsleo : SIring 
# Ii! ""'""!/Of : String 
# Ijj~
# Gl  
~ r1f' decodeO Xdr 
~ r1f' .ncodeO · Xdr 
~ r1f' evoJuoteO ; boole.n 
~ r1f' length() ' Int 
~ r1f' SnmpMonOelegCapsu..O : void 
~ r1f' SnmpMonOelegCopsUe() : vt>IcI 
~ 'iJ mId() : bytell 
~ 11 pld() - byt.1I 
# r1f' --' : String 
# rii' nag : H 
# r1f' Herval : H 
# rii' "..,11 ... : SIring 
















I L JTeotFIeId 
~ 
~ til __ · JT_ -
I rs::==z~:l # lI OAlI :~ I # (il ~_ : JTextfleld # liI .... v .... · JTextfleId :1:: # ta .....-coum. . ~ 
# (il~. ~ ~: 
# Gl poco JTextfleld 
~ riI' : voId 
1. ~ til t:heckHSIri1g() : boolean ~ Iii .-.0 : void 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~====~=====I-----l 
--~---t d t ~ ~ L 
I Bonlert . .,..... 11 _ II c:o.._ II _ II Il lu i 
l.....-.-I 









{subclasses = 11 } 
Uk.8c.dmu.8ctiuenetworks.8ppS I 
SnmpManDelegProtocol 
uk.ac.dmu .• ctiuenetwork •.• pp. 
--'-- -, 
~~ SnmpManDelegAppliclition 
~ djil SnmpManDelegProtocolO : void jaua.lang 
==j---l 







# ~ """' : AppIicoIIon 
# ta oppi'or1 : Short 
# tl!~ 
1----1 # tl! server : FleServer 
1 /lppllutJo. 
# Gl t~Vor : stmg 
# Gl ttrea<Flag : _ 
tl-I ~ ri' octio«) : void FlleSer_ ~ r1f' rur() vcia 
~ r1f' SmlpMonI)degExI : void 
~ iii ctetlli1gFle() : void 
~ iii sendingC8psoJeO : void 
~ Ii} sendlngErrOf() : void 
~ Ii} ~r() : void 
~ Ia ttreadActlor() : void 
# t6' ogert : stmg 




--~I~ I~~~I ~_ I~lllo'L II nw.!- I 
~~~~~~~~~~=====~===1--1 
--~,2e II G<!J!OI"~-- II ..!. loiJ~ 
............--. 
==~=======;---l --~--} .I ~ 
IlIyIeAIToy I~~ 
==-~~~-~_ I 
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